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Introduction

ARE YOU FEELING SAD, anxious and stressed? Do you feel as

tough life has no meaning? Wis book will help you Xnd inner peace

and live a happy life. And this, because this book is Xlled with powerful

truths about life, truths that will inspire you to see through your prob-

lems and diVculties with a higher capacity to solve them.

Robin SacredXre has been one of the most popular authors over the

past years and this trend has been rapidly increasing. Millions of people

from around the world are helped through his words and insights, and

love to share the knowledge with their friends, to help them, upliZ

them, and inspire them. For them, this author is like a renewing wave

of energy in the world, an energy that, wherever it passes, doesn’t leave

any rock unmoved. Nobody remains the same aZer coming in contact

with his words. But why is Robin SacredXre so popular? His words are

empowering, and for a vast array of reasons. He is an Author, Entre-

preneur, Music Producer, DJ, Fashion Designer, Experienced College

Lecturer, Experienced Business Consultant, former Human Resources

Manager, and a former expert in learning disabilities as well, among

many other things.

Robin SacredXre has been awarded for many reasons too. He was con-

sidered by many to be one of the world experts in the Law of Attrac-

tion, in some cases, even considered one of the top 10 best in the world.

His online courses on business were also considered top 20. As an au-

thor, nearly all his books ranked as bestsellers on Amazon Kindle, the

iBookstore and Kobo. Even some of his companies have received world

awards and recognitions. And it doesn’t stop here, for he has been

awarded in nearly every thing he has ever done, including as a music

producer, by MTV, and as a DJ, by Mixcloud.
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Robin SacredXre has been traveling the world for the past twenty years,

and visited more than seventy cities from around the globe, which al-

lowed him to see through the depths of the human soul as not many

have seen. Wis experience gave him the foundation to put into words

more than three hundred books and over ten audiobooks in a large va-

riety of topics and under many pen-names. So may you feel empow-

ered and inspired by his quotes and sayings. Wey are the best resume

of his wisdom and the fastest way to access his knowledge. Share them

with your friends and acquaintances, and allow the light to shine on the

world as it enlightens you.
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Quotes & Sayings

1. “A BOTTLE OF ALCOHOL shortens your life by four minutes, a

cigar shortens your life by six minutes and a day of work shortens your

life by eight hours.”

― Robin SacredXre

2. “A decision is a conscious act and random thoughts are subconscious

manifestations.”

― Robin SacredXre

3. “A judgement does not end with one lifetime. Nothing is forgiven or

forgotten. We are all still here as we were.”

― Robin SacredXre

4. “A mad person without the capacity for self-analysis or the support

of professional therapy, is like a bullet train without breaks heading for

a cliU. Everyone on board, spouses included, will Xnish themselves be-

fore they can stop it.”

― Robin SacredXre

5. “A man told me that my thoughts are opinions, so I asked back if

he knows the diUerence between facts and opinions. He couldn’t dif-

ferentiate them. And I had to conclude I was talking with an arrogant

lunatic. He did admit to be arrogant, but the conversation was over be-

fore I could prove him lunatic as well.”

― Robin SacredXre
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6. “A person can’t have enough money or more than that for as long as

he can’t imagine having it all and losing it all at will. It is the fear of los-

ing money that maintains an individual in a perpetual state of losing it.

And this, as much as the desire to accumulate money without the ca-

pacity to duplicate the state of having it, maintains one in a repetitive

loop imprisoning him in his present condition, and in which the world

around him will deceive into thinking that the reasons for his misfor-

tune are outwards.”

― Robin SacredXre

7. “A person with knowledge may never Xnd the truth, but a person

with faith always Xnds the knowledge leading to truth.”

― Robin SacredXre

8. “A slave works the whole day for free and is oUered a bed to sleep and

food to eat. An employee works the whole day for money in order to

pay for his own bed and food. Do you see any diUerence here?”

― Robin SacredXre

9. “A strong feeling of happiness and a strong instinct to do what is right

will come to your life, when you are within your purpose and God's

purpose for you.”

― Robin SacredXre

10. “A student who doesn’t study is certainly a student who feels em-

braced by the emotions of being a student, in the logical sense that

whoever doesn’t study can only delay his life’s path, allowing such path

to simultaneously increase.”

― Robin SacredXre
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11. “A very interesting paradox seen in individuals possessed by demons

is that they are incredibly bright when analyzing others beyond appear-

ances, but incredibly stupid when not noticing the obvious in front of

their nose.”

― Robin SacredXre

12. “AZer many years working as a successful author, I conclude that

most people do not read to learn and change, but rather to reinforce

their own paradigms, and feed their ego. Most readers are simply not

qualiXed to judge what they read. Book reviews say more about who

writes them than their purpose.”

― Robin SacredXre

13. “AZer some time spent with me, people start saying: ‘It is as if you

knew what I was thinking.’ Wey never consider this as a fact.”

― Robin SacredXre

14. “AZer spending an entire life analyzing human behavior and spir-

itual nature, I have no doubt anymore that the ones opposing me are

hated by God. And God hates almost the entire human race. A person

like me on planet Earth is like a living test for mankind, to see who

could change and who will not. AZer I’m gone, destruction is certainly

a promise to those horrible souls. On the other hand, the chosen ones

are so few, that rescuing them is far easier than I ever imagined possible.

Every time I encounter one, his or her name is written on the list of

those who will not stay behind.”

― Robin SacredXre

15. “Alchemy: In times of recession it is not wise to argue about the

price of gold.”

― Robin SacredXre
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16. “All actions start with emotions and in this principle we Xnd the

key to change.”

― Robin SacredXre

17. “All conversations with a dumb person turn into Xghts, because be-

ing dumb means not being able to process information, and communi-

cation is the most complex form of information.”

― Robin SacredXre

18. “All elements of reality provide positive or negative emotions, ac-

cording to the connection we develop with them, directly or indirect-

ly.”

― Robin SacredXre

19. All hatred and attacks on society and nature come from the minds

and hands of individuals who are terribly afraid of others, of life; they

fear their own weaknesses, and so, they attack what is perceived as

stronger and more meaningful than them.”

― Robin SacredXre

20. “Although our body gets older, our spirit only experiences present

time. Werefore, the question is: Why can we remember the past but

not predict the future? And the answer is related to our purpose as a

spiritual being. If we knew the future, we could easily avoid responsibil-

ity and delay our spiritual development.”

― Robin SacredXre

21. “An autobiography is the most valuable book an author can write.”

― Robin SacredXre
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22. “An awakening must be feared and fought at all costs by the major-

ity, because the majority knows that if anyone realizes their true intent,

as in being to stop and destroy anyone better than them, they would in-

evitably be the target of destruction themselves.”

― Robin SacredXre

23. “An entrepreneur is not someone who starts his own business. An

entrepreneur is someone who realizes that he doesn’t want to live the

rest of his life as a slave and decides to buy his own freedom. Starting a

business is just a common consequence of such decision.”

― Robin SacredXre

24. “An individual aUected by lower frequency waves operates with a

logic that doesn’t necessarily solves a problem. It is a process that guides

the mind without self-awareness or critical thinking.”

― Robin SacredXre

25. “An insane person is, basically, someone who isn’t true to himself

and lives between the reality he understands and the distorted perspec-

tive of it that he is trying to control. And the bigger this gap is, the more

you can be sure to be in front of a neurotic or psychotic individual.”

― Robin SacredXre

26. “An opportunity always comes before a change. If you wait for a

change to occur in order to grab an opportunity, you will lose all op-

portunities coming your way.”

― Robin SacredXre

27. “Any person who tries to discourage you, is doing it because in fact

wants the worse for you, and that is usually towards the fulXlling of her

own purposes. Deep down that person respects you and only wishes to
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use you for personal reasons. Wat person is being inYuenced and the

danger will diminish through time.”

― Robin SacredXre

28. “Anyone can have access to knowledge but very few are chosen by

the Divine Light to be guided.”

― Robin SacredXre

29. “Anyone could be making much more money if more people were

honest.”

― Robin SacredXre

30. “Anyone is measured by what they do, rather than what they say.

We background of a person or the books such person has acquired do

not say anything about the value such individual possesses. If you can-

not value anyone by what they show you, if you do not possess the

courage to see beyond the illusion, you are as ignorant as the ones who

claim not to be. Both, the one who seeks the light and the one who

claims to have it, share the same darkness.”

― Robin SacredXre

31. “Apart from comprehension, when there is a clear purpose, concen-

tration also increases, because we have a goal in the activity we choose.”

― Robin SacredXre

32. “Apple and apricot seeds contain a vitamin called B12, which I

found to be illegal to sell in pharmacies. You can buy all kind of vita-

mins in pharmacies, but not B12. Why would the pharmaceutical in-

dustry make a vitamin that we can eat on our own, through seeds, il-

legal? I asked this question to employees in the pharmacies and many

doctors, and they couldn't answer. Wey just kept looking at me as if I
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was trying to get ingredients to make my own synthetic drugs. For most

people, what is illegal is really illegal. Most people are too dull to think

for themselves, even when a question is so obviously relevant that they

seem to have brain damage when not realizing its importance.”

― Robin SacredXre

33. “Arrogance is not a substitute for intelligence or personal worth. It

is, very oZen, a camouYage, to hide lack of both.”

― Robin SacredXre

34. “As a student, your ideal attitude must consist, not in minimizing

the quantity of mistakes, but in increasing the possibility of error, and

this, while increasing the level of knowledge about those same errors. In

other words, the student that fears mistakes, has not learned enough.”

― Robin SacredXre

35. “As everyone else, I also feared failure, and I also persisted in a cer-

tain direction because I did not want to quit. Today, however, I under-

stand that failure is not only necessary but desirable. We best lessons

in life will never be told by those who forget them or by those who

wish not to remember them, for both the winner and the loser do not

wish to remember their setbacks, their darkest moments. In both cas-

es, they wish to forget their struggles. And yet, without those very dark

and painful moments, they wouldn’t realize either that they are in the

dark or that they want the light. Only through failure can one conquer

truthfulness, honor and success. As a matter of fact, only through dark-

ness will you truly know the light. Everyone is in the same path. Some

people simply realize that there is only one way to go, and before others

can see the same.”

― Robin SacredXre
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36. “As humans, we have learned to love and trust money, while losing

love and trust for one another. Wat is how money became the anti-

christian symbol of our world, opposing the christian alchemic trans-

mutation taught by Jesus.”

― Robin SacredXre

37. “As soon as you ascend to heaven in spirit, by being more spiritual

and honest with yourself, you will notice that hell comes to you at the

exact same time, and earth will literally feel like hell. Everyone who

can't see it, went on the opposite direction, from crazy to crazier. Wey

see butterYies instead of worms and juice instead of blood, and can't

smell their own rotting Yesh. Wey went from surviving to becoming

zombies. Wat's why I despite the vast majority of those who consider

themselves spiritual. Wey are in fact lunatics disguised as saints.”

― Robin SacredXre

38. “As with a child, the mind of an adult is predisposed for destruction

in the name of self-awareness. We question you may then ask is if that

destruction is aimed at good or evil. And upon contemplating the ac-

tions of such adult, you will certainly see that occurring, for he is either

attacking his ignorance or the wisdom of others, strengthening his jeal-

ousy or his admiration for what he perceives, feeling appreciative, joy-

ful and thankful, or weak, resentful and fearful.”

― Robin SacredXre

39. “Ask the person who found you about what kind of people she was

looking for before meeting you, as she may not know that she has found

one of them already.”

― Robin SacredXre
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40. “Beauty does not last forever and neither does love. But love can

last a lifetime and beauty, despite any eUort, never will. Werefore, one

should assume that love is more important than lust.”

― Robin SacredXre

41. “Before asking yourself why the law of attraction doesn't work, ask

yourself if you're an arrogant and selXsh human being. God does not

like them.”

― Robin SacredXre

42. “Before you hate, make sure you do not possess the same traits

of those you hate. Very oZen, our incongruences towards the outside

world hide all the mysteries to our failures.”

― Robin SacredXre

43. “Belief is the seed of any change; Love is the water; Faith is the sun.”

― Robin SacredXre

44. “Beliefs shape the size of our opportunities. Love expands them be-

yond faith.”

― Robin SacredXre

45. “Believe me, people do change and they change oZen and many

times through their lifetime. However, due to naiveness, passivity and

selXshness, they commonly change towards a more negative self, be-

coming less than they were. Positive changes are destined only to those

who seek them. Our world is, by default, designed to bring us down. In

order to move upwards, one must consciously seek to dream and man-

ifest dreams, by learning, reading, asking meaningful questions and ac-

tively making connections with others. One must, at least, love.”
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― Robin SacredXre

46. “Between a monkey and a snake, the one who resists change the

most is the snake. You can hardly domesticate a snake and make it your

trustworthy friend. And so, taking into consideration that most peo-

ple refuse to change their attitude, and instead decide to discriminate

others and act as enemies to the human race as a whole, in their selXsh-

ness, competitiveness and egotistical stubbornness, without empathy or

compassion for others, they are acting like reptiles, not mammals. We

have too much of reptile-thinking inside the human race; and the dis-

tance between our reality and a Xction movie about an alien invasion,

in which reptiles walk among us disguised as humans isn't that much.

We have been corrupted already. Humanity is nearly extinct due to a

massive invasion of a reptilian belief-system.”

― Robin SacredXre

47. “Between our mind and an object, there is nothing else than self-

developed concepts.”

― Robin SacredXre

48. “Books are the staircase to heaven. We more you read, the more you

understand the world that God created.”

― Robin SacredXre

49. “Books can change the world. Wey represent a second chance to

those who want to change their life and can’t do it on their own.”

― Robin SacredXre

50. “Both, the one who seeks the light and the one who claims to have

it, may share the same darkness, for a blind man explaining the world

to another blind man is still a blind man.”
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― Robin SacredXre

51. “Bubble: A safe space where people who don't like to be confronted

with the consequences of their actions live. OZen known as the perfect

environment for those who are too immature to assume responsibility

for their lack of realistic perception, and instead focus their energy in

maintaining a Yawless image to the outside world, while hiding their

real thoughts, quite usually very sadistic and selXsh. Bubbles can easily

blast when a small portion of truth or justiXed anger hits one, so peo-

ple that live inside a bubble are particularly sensitive to those who tell

them things they can't comprehend, even, and in particular, when such

things are correlated with their immoral social behavior. And as peo-

ple that live inside a bubble need the bubble as much as they fear the

outside world, they oZen blend unrelated words with their own non-

sense to keep the danger of having a bubble exploded far from sight.

Wis includes being a hypocrite when calling one ungrateful, oUend-

ing someone while calling such individual aggressive, and using nega-

tive depreciation with arguments that Xt their agenda of keeping them-

selves within ignorance while bringing others further to that paradox.

People who live in the bubble believe anything they hear but always as-

sume that their beliefs are independent, as the bubble stops them from

seeing further and admitting something they can't see or accept. Were-

fore, until the moment in which people will be happy to have a mi-

crochip attached to their brain and virtual reality headsets stopping

them from seeing the world as it is, the bubble will be known as a tran-

sitory stage, between an unempathetic dumbness and being a brainless

humanoid vegetal on two legs.”

― Robin SacredXre

52. “By putting my trust in God and my love in the alchemical trans-

mutation, which working on my dreams leads me to, I was able to at-
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tract ideas, and those ideas inspired me to create something new. Wat

which I created was a product, with value.”

― Robin SacredXre

53. “Cognitive dissonance occurs when I say what I do for a living and

get as a reply: ‘Wat’s a bad pickup line.’”

― Robin SacredXre

54. “Concepts like millionaire and money are abstract and part of a

delusional world, so you won’t be able to understand the application of

the knowledge if you keep thinking with the same paradigm that made

you poor.”

― Robin SacredXre

55. “Consciousness is acquired through the realization that life is a cy-

cle of giving and receiving, in which we can only receive from what we

produce to others.”

― Robin SacredXre

56. “Consciousness is merely an awakening. We spirit is already con-

scious.”

― Robin SacredXre

57. “Considering the fact that a human being has, as a life objective,

the learning of himself, and knowing spirituality through his life ex-

perience, the meaning of life can be resumed in the development of a

higher consciousness.

― Robin SacredXre

58. “Crying is for the eyes as sorrow is for the heart. Both are natural

cleansing processes. But you’ll more likely see a christian crying than a
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banker, because one has indoctrinated himself into the idea of being a

sheep, while the other has educated himself into thinking like a wolf.”

― Robin SacredXre

59. “Death comes when renovation isn't being allowed in order to force

it.”

― Robin SacredXre

60. “Deceptive positivism occurs when I say many things about a per-

son hoping that I am wrong, and that person goes one step further to

show me that I am more right than I ever imagined possible.”

― Robin SacredXre

61. “Demons manifest themselves through the eyes of the possessed

during your Xrst moments of awakening. We wicked and psychopathic

minds follow, with behaviors attempting to segregate you, isolate you

and suppress you. But when you are truly enlightened, even the most

religious and spiritual ones on Earth will feel enraged by your existence,

for you will shine light on their weaknesses with your presence and re-

veal their level of ignorance and insanity with your words.”

― Robin SacredXre

62. “Despite the experiences that put me in the spotlight as the co-cre-

ator of my wisdom, the human part of me keeps burning, like an al-

chemical process which I both accept and want to refuse. I'm changing

the world as much as this world is changing me. We two are insepara-

ble.”

― Robin SacredXre

63. “Despite what you might think, normal people do not cause prob-

lems, misfortunes, conYicts, distress or accidents. And when they do,
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they can apologize and recognize their negative inYuence. A person

who causes these things and can’t assume any responsibility for them is,

apart from showing the cognitive and moral level of a child, deserving

nothing more than abandonment, because she’s dangerous at all levels

and can hurt, or even kill, someone by accident, including herself and

whoever is with her. A person like this does not deserve any trust for

absolutely anything.”

― Robin SacredXre

64. “Developing a business depends on many factors. But you should

basically understand the exchange between value. In other words, you

must provide value to receive equal value. If you look at most single

people, you can see that they can’t provide any value – they oZen don’t

smile, dress, talk or behave in a way that makes others want to spend

time, much less a lifetime, with them. Relationships and businesses are

not much diUerent. In a business, people know that appearance and the

way you talk to a costumer is as important as the value of your prod-

uct, and that’s why brands sell, even when their products have no quali-

ty. For example, in shopping malls you can see some shops packed with

people buying clothes that have no value and will be ruined or out of

fashion very soon, because such brands are selling an image, not quality

anymore. Some countries, on the other hand, managed to compete in

the world market by reducing price over quality, and are now paying the

cost of a very bad reputation, as most people don’t trust their brands

anymore. Wis is already impacting the world economy, so I don’t know

what will happen in the next years. It is all in the hands of politicians

and the internationalization of the companies. And yet, I just said this

to illustrate the relation between value and product. But here’s anoth-

er example: I tried to share what I know about learning with teachers,

parents and psychologists, and nobody cared. Besides, what I earned in

helping children with learning disabilities was a very low payment, and

I had to quit that as I couldn’t aUord to pay an apartment and daily
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expenses with such job. However, there are people making thousands

of dollars with drugs that have no eUect, toilets for cats and pet-rocks.

In other words, it is never about what the world needs but what the

world wants. And this freewill is within a law that puts it before val-

ue. Freewill sets value in motion. And that is why people tend to Xnd

excuses for their failures, as if maintaining their social value by chang-

ing the rules that classify the level of their self-determinism. In other

words, lack of determinism is nothing more than an exteriorization of

stupidity, i.e., the knowing that one can’t succeed and the giving up on

trying to Xnd why.”

― Robin SacredXre

65. “DiUerences between poor and rich people: Poor people ask me

where's my money from; Rich people invite me for a coUee and never

ask it.”

― Robin SacredXre

66. “Do more for those who help you than you do for yourself. Wey are

doing for you what you can’t do for yourself.”

― Robin SacredXre

67. “Do not assume that you know what love is, until you learn what

respect is; and do not assume that you’re a good person, if you don’t

know what is empathy. Until you can love yourself, and feel compassion

for the suUering of another person, you will not be able to love anyone.

You can feel love but you can’t love. To feel and to do is not the same.

You can choose to feel love and share anger, or feel love and share com-

passion.”

― Robin SacredXre
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68. “Do not attempt to help those who have not asked for your help.

Interfering with their karma will result in a never-ending spiritual war

from which you can only lose.”

― Robin SacredXre

69. “Do not expect to Xnd abundance and a higher level of truth by

following the poor mindset of the majority. You will always Xnd it in

words like bestseller, famous or most popular. We poor love the ideas

and concepts that keep them poor.”

― Robin SacredXre

70. “Do not judge others before judging yourself. Wat is a grave mis-

take, and oZen the main reason to why people can't Xnd love.”

― Robin SacredXre

71. “Do not preach me on how much my friends don't like to hear my

problems. If they’re associated with me to hear only about my success-

es, my gains and achievements, they are parasites, and must be pulled

out from my life as fast as I would kill a virus inside my body.”

― Robin SacredXre

72. “Do not tell me how much money you make. I do not care about

that. Do not tell me about how many cars you own or countries you vis-

ited. It doesn't tell me anything about you. Tell me instead about how

you think and which beliefs you treasure the most. Wen, I will be able

to tell you who you are, who you can be, and who you will become.”

― Robin SacredXre

73. “Do not try to explain the normal. Normal was never normal.”

― Robin SacredXre
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74. “Do not try to solve your problems. Surpass them by growing and

becoming better tomorrow than you were yesterday. Wat's why prob-

lems exist. Wey are there to make you evolve. Depression is just a word

that lazy and weak people invented to justify their unwillingness or in-

capacity to evolve.”

― Robin SacredXre

75. “Do you deserve it? Do I deserve it? Wese are questions that don't

require an answer because they shouldn't be made. Live life to your will

and let others judge the results as they want. Wey’ll probably never un-

derstand, and that's why they are they and not you.”

― Robin SacredXre

76. “Do you wish to know who are the blind? I will tell you. Wey be-

lieve in only one book, in only one power, in only one authority and

in only one perspective. Wey are blind to the fact that everything and

anything they know is the size of a grain of rice in the vast amount of

variables and multitude of complexities that God has created. A slight-

ly higher awareness would easily drive them insane for life.”

― Robin SacredXre

77. “Doing business has much more to do with war than education.

Most people are not logical but intuitive in their choices. Weir values

are fruit of years of indoctrination and their virtues are ignored, and as

much as they insult the most virtuous and valuable they encounter if,

and only if, they can ever recognize such extremely rare souls. In oth-

er words, you do more for yourself if you act like you are a warrior and

your life is a battleXeld. You do more for others by punishing them with

emotional pain, the same or more as what they make you feel. I wish I

could say things are or could be diUerent, but this is not paradise, this

is planet Earth. If you create a paradise on Earth, you will Xnd yourself

isolated most of the times, simply because most people are like demons
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creating their own hell. What others claim to be normal, is only normal

if you want to be in hell.”

― Robin SacredXre

78. “Don’t ask me why I know the future. Ask me why you should

know it.”

― Robin SacredXre

79. “Don’t pay attention to the people who hate you but to why they

do, as that's where you Xnd your real value and uniqueness.”

― Robin SacredXre

80. “Don’t work harder; learn faster. Invest in the reality you want, not

the reality you have. Know yourself, and you will know your path to

success.”

― Robin SacredXre

81. “Don’t be afraid to feel lost. If you want God to paint a new dream

in your life, you will need to let him erase and clean everything else you

have Xrst. We can only paint something new on a white canvas. You

can't paint a new life on a canvas that has been already painted, with be-

liefs, attachments, values and a certain self-image, all of which are un-

aligned with the dream you have set in motion by desire. God has to

paint what is new on a white canvas; and that’s why you need to lose

it all in order to have it all. And the more ambitious you are, the more

oZen you will have to experience a restart, a new beginning, foreseeing

the abandonment of the old within you. Your friends, your house, your

job, and everything else that belongs to a Xxed environment, belongs

to a painting which you have dreamed once, but won't be part of the

future you dream in your present state. It is very diVcult to dream the

new while inside the old, to recreate within what has been made, to re-
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build without destroying, to create without breaking, to have a bright

new future without losing the old past. We rules of this planet apply to

building a chair as much as they apply to building a life.”

― Robin SacredXre

82. “Don’t be afraid to quit; but don’t quit because you are afraid.”

― Robin SacredXre

83. “Dreams and Imagination are the food of the soul for good people

and also their source of energy.”

― Robin SacredXre

84. “During my entire life, everyone has tried to convince me that I

couldn't change the world. But the answer depends on which world are

we talking about. Because every month over thirty thousand humans

read my books. We world is being changed by me, despite the many

who have still not read my work and can't see one of the big forces be-

hind the changes occurring.”

― Robin SacredXre

85. “During your entire life, you will be presented with three options:

Only two are visible. You have the option to accept or reject, to say yes

or say no. Wese will always be obvious. We third option is the one to

change the other two options; the chance to change the circumstances

that force you to make choices, to change the nature of your choices.”

― Robin SacredXre

86. “Dying for the world is not noble in anyway but a disgrace for

the rest of the world itself, for those who don't do absolutely anything

to support, help or even bleed. It's like going to war alone, while our

friends cheer and applaud from the distance. It's not fun and doesn't
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make me proud in any way. Most so-called spiritual individuals in this

world, are not spiritual; they think they are, but they're brain-dead,

they are living their own fantasies, but not truly bleeding for life. And

so, it's quite interesting when my friends do all they can to stop me from

leaving them, from changing country, while at the same time, they give

me no reason to justify being attached to them.”

― Robin SacredXre

87. “Enlightenment isn't the end but the beginning, the start of a jour-

ney that a small group of people begun while the rest sleeps.”

― Robin SacredXre

88. “Even the smallest of our actions can have a great impact.”

― Robin SacredXre

89. “Every action starts with emotions and in this principle we Xnd the

key to change.”

― Robin SacredXre

90. “Any exercise you do, every Xve minutes of meditation you practice,

and every book you read, makes you a better person; and it is better to

improve for thirty minutes a day, than to fall into a constant and per-

petual degradation of body and mind.”

― Robin SacredXre

91. “Every human being creates the reality in which he believes.”

― Robin SacredXre

92. “Every single choice that you make along the path of your existence

will transform you into someone. Make sure you know what you’re do-

ing. We more alcohol you take, the more you promote a life of disre-
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gard for self. We more drugs you take, the more you promote a life of

emotional immaturity. We more meat you consume, the more you pro-

mote a life conditioned by fear and anxiety.”

― Robin SacredXre

93. “Every single person I met and knew I wrote books, made fun of

me. And, most of my teachers said I don't have talent to write. I had

to create a way when no way was at sight. And believing was what put

more than two hundred of my books in best selling lists. Wis said,

should I really care about what others think? No. But, it's true that the

less I care, the more those others seem to get angry, upset and confused.

And again, I let it go, and I let them go too, as they represent another

stage in this process of learning how to become myself. I should have

actually let it all go long time ago, but I was still too afraid to do it.

Wis, until I realized that 99% of the population is, unadmittingly, the

same, equal to one another, and sharing, with more or less theories and

reason, with more or less sophisticated knowledge, nothing more than

mass opinion. I had to study the 1% representing what I wished to be-

come. Once I did, my fears vanished.”

― Robin SacredXre

94. “Everyone in this world wants money but almost nobody even de-

serves to be alive. Most people exist with the sole mission of making the

life of others more diVcult so that they themselves can feel better with

their miserable existence.”

― Robin SacredXre

95. “Everything is possible for a self-determined mind.”

― Robin SacredXre
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96. “Everything you want in life is possible. But the reYection in the

mirror will always show who is reYecting. One can’t change the reYec-

tion without changing himself.”

― Robin SacredXre

97. “Evil people don't see themselves as evil but call you evil when you

do to them the same that they do to you.”

― Robin SacredXre

98. “Evolution of knowledge is made towards simplicity and not com-

plexity.”

― Robin SacredXre

99. “Excrements served on a gold plate to a starving, grateful and wel-

coming soul are still excrements. Adding potatoes to the plate won't

change that.”

― Robin SacredXre

100. “Faith, persistence and hard work payoU.”

― Robin SacredXre

Get all the ebooks and audiobooks authored by Robin Sacred>re
by visiting www.22Lions.com1.

101. “Fear never leaves you. It simply adapts to you. And that’s the

meaning of strengthening a warrior spirit from within, as you can’t

Xght all your battles with the same weapons.”

― Robin SacredXre

1. https://22lions.com/collections/bundles/products/robin-sacred>re-bundle
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102. “Few coUee shops have books, fewer have good books, and even

less will have one book that can change your whole life. Now, the ques-

tion is: How many people can Xnd that book? And, among those who

do, how many will read it? Because, you see, life always provides oppor-

tunities, but not many can see them, when they're just there, waiting

to be found, when they come our way, even if in the most unexpect-

ed place in the world. One has to be very sharp to recognize a window

of opportunity inside a wall of illusions. And the ability to redirect at-

tention, demands that one can be capable as well of knowing his own

limitations inside a vast sea of energy and vibrations. Now, I could be

talking about a book, a group, or a person, as the axiom remains true to

itself.”

― Robin SacredXre

103. “Fighting a dragon without a shield or a sword. Wat is what losing

the one we love means.”

― Robin SacredXre

104. “Financial education is crucial to acquire our freedom but most

people can't see how much money aUects the way they think about life.”

― Robin SacredXre

105. “Find someone who either admires you or has enough self-esteem,

to share your life with, or you’ll be invalidated forever, fail and be

blamed for your failures. Love is a beautiful thing but humans can’t love

with the heart, if their mind isn’t synchronized with it.”

― Robin SacredXre

106. “Focusing attention in acquiring wealth while visualizing it, com-

bined with actions related to having it, such as recognizing what we

need to learn about it, attracts wealth.”
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― Robin SacredXre

107. “For every negative remark you make on another person, you

should add three positive ones, from which at least one is a suggestion

that can correct what you observe, as no house of wood can be built by

looking at, and complaining about, the ugly trees, no society can evolve

based on what the dead did not do, no painter can paint while looking

at the paintings he dislikes, and no knowledge can be acquired by the

mind that refuses to empty itself Xrst.”

― Robin SacredXre

108. “For every tear dropped, a new seed within you is planted, from

which a garden predicting better days will surely emerge.”

― Robin SacredXre

109. “For many people, money is an index of how successful one is,

and so, they fear competition and attach themselves to their shadows.

Such path drives one towards materialism rather than spiritualism. But

what’s the diUerence between such individuals and those who work in

the hope of quitting their job? Well, the main diUerence is that, ma-

terialistic people separate the two realities in the hope that they can

earn money from the work they love and then quit the work they don’t

like; and by creating such division, they remain there, in the middle,

trapped. Wey think that, by following what they love to do, step by

step, they’ll be guided towards the right direction. But if their thoughts

were clearer, they would know that they’re dividing themselves and per-

petuating their fate, rather than solving it. Wey neglect the mental bar-

riers stopping them from achieving their purpose. And anyone is re-

sponsible for determining the result one holds in his thoughts. In other

words, if you had not made such division in the Xrst place, and instead

accepted the lack of duality, you would achieve your goals much faster.

Wat is the reason why nearly all entrepreneurs rather work harder and
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be poor when starting a business, instead of waiting for the right time

to quit their job. Were’s no such thing as the right time, or a shiZ from

one reality unto another, because you create both things, your fortune

and your misfortune, and also your own luck and results, every single

time. Whatever you believe in present time, perpetuates that same pre-

sent time into the future.”

― Robin SacredXre

110. Fortunetelling and other methods of clairvoyance can only show

the resulting consequence of what you are building, like the end of a

mathematic equation that you have chosen to do. Change the equation

and you will change the outcome.”

― Robin SacredXre

111. “Freedom can be more expensive than the lack of it, and to prove

it we have the prisons of Sweden, which oUer better conditions than

any slum house of Brazil.”

― Robin SacredXre

112. “Gaining more conscience also implies seeing your major mis-

takes. We ignorant is evil, blind and soulless.”

― Robin SacredXre

113. “Getting drunk every Friday night and thinking that this is nor-

mal, only to get mad every Monday morning, looks normal only be-

cause most people are insane. It becomes abnormal when it aUects your

relationships and you push people you want away with a smile, only to

cry when they're gone. Wat's when a person should question her own

sanity. If that still doesn't make one question it, then that's a very deep

stage of madness. Wat's not life. Wat's the scenario for a very dramatic

movie.”
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― Robin SacredXre

114. “God allows demonic power over the unfaithful, the untruthful

and the cruel, as a path to their self-destruction.”

― Robin SacredXre

115. “God does not like the selXsh. Wat's why he makes them arrogant.

As long as they remain arrogant, they will be blind to the consequences

of their actions.”

― Robin SacredXre

116. “God has made the world in such a way that even atheists need

faith in order to do anything in life, and especially to accomplish the

extraordinary.”

― Robin SacredXre

117. “God has more powerful ways to show Himself than any human

postulate. And yet, a postulate is the highest form of prayer.”

― Robin SacredXre

118. “God is light and sound, which in scientiXc terms means energy

and frequencies.”

― Robin SacredXre

119. “God operates in levels. First He changes your life to help you see

opportunities, and you can't appreciate. Wen He sends people who can

help you, and you refuse to trust and respect them. Wen, He boosts

your vitality, so that you might still be able to do something for your-

self, but you conform to your lifestyle and habits. Wen, He ignores you,

until you realize, through your own suUering, that you've oUended Him

in all these ways.”
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― Robin SacredXre

120. “God’s strength is rooted in being faithful to His true Self, in just

Being good. We Devil's strength depends on synergies, agreements, co-

operations and beliefs.”

― Robin SacredXre

121. “Good friends are extremely rare to Xnd. And yet, it's interesting

when you meet people for one day and they become great friends for

life.”

― Robin SacredXre

122. “Greed is empowered by knowledge, but we shouldn’t be burning

books or rejecting information, as what happened during the Inquisi-

tion and World Wars. We should instead share and learn more.”

― Robin SacredXre

123. “Happiness increases energy.”

― Robin SacredXre

124. “Have you ever helped anyone? Do you believe in help? If you can

honestly answer ‘yes’ to both questions, you’re more likely to succeed in

life than anyone else.”

― Robin SacredXre

125. “Having either a low or a high salary is still being a slave. Having

either a high or a low income when working for yourself is still free-

dom.”

― Robin SacredXre
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126. “Having a relationship with a beautiful woman who had many

boyfriends is like losing a race and continuing just for the fun of it.

Many women do not understand that their beauty is a lost prize from

the start, and that they should focus on something immortal to build

their own social worth. As a matter of fact, feminism has greatly dimin-

ished the only thing that made such race interesting for men.”

― Robin SacredXre

127. “Having less worries is what allows me to talk to beggars in the

street or tell jokes to waitresses and try to make them smile. I couldn't

do that before, when I had a job and was always worried about money.”

― Robin SacredXre

128. “Here are Xve things common to human beings of lower realms:

they lie, they betray their own people, they resent the success of others,

they value objects more than emotions, and they lack the ability to

dream a good life for others.”

― Robin SacredXre

129. “Here’s a resume of crucial knowledge you should have in today's

world but universities are not providing: Financial - Not just on man-

agement, but also on how to proXt, how to strategize and control Yows

of income; Linguistic - In today's world, speaking only one language

shows lack of education, knowing two languages is a basic necessity,

and knowing three languages is essential, while knowing four is mere-

ly the ideal situation. Which four languages? Chinese, English, Span-

ish, and another of your choice, just for fun; Intellectual - It's not about

what you know but how you think about what you know. It is ridicu-

lous to assume that there’s only one answer and one way to examine life.

Most postgraduates are extremely incompetent because they lack the

ability to educate themselves, despite their certiXcates or where they’ve

studied. Wey never read with an intention in mind. And once they
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graduate, they become completely futile as individuals. Wis situation is

the same all over the world. Millions are graduating every year, without

any signiXcant knowledge to live with. Weir books are oZen outdated

once they Xnish college and they're unable to learn by themselves and

develop the necessary skills to adjust to the economic society in which

we live. Maybe they can keep a job for three or Xve years of their life,

but are then surprised to lose it and never Xnd a suitable job again. We

world is changing very fast and most people can’t or are unwilling to

recognize this fact.”

― Robin SacredXre

130. “Hitler killed the Jews as much as the Jews killed themselves by

not creating riots and violent opposition against Hitler. As a human

race, we won’t evolve until we start accepting these facts, instead of

pointing Xngers at one another and blaming those whom we have al-

lowed to gain power and maintain it.”

― Robin SacredXre

131. “Hitler used Yuoride too, but not to brush his teeth with.”

― Robin SacredXre

132. “Honesty and kindness can do much more for the world than any-

thing else. And logic will always be weak without a strong heart. Wat

is why the wisest tend to suUer the most from heartbreak. One cannot

reach for God in His wisdom with the heart of a devil.”

― Robin SacredXre

133. “Hope isn't made with the thorns of our friends.”

― Robin SacredXre
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134. “How do I know that I am a good writer? Every single time I

arrive or leave my hometown, I'm the only passenger being checked for

drugs.”

― Robin SacredXre

135. “How do you explain to someone who caused you to have an ac-

cident that it is her fault and she should apologize? You don't. Because

people who can apologize do not cause accidents. Non-apologists can't

assume responsibility for fear of admitting their own mistakes and stu-

pidity, they can't process shame, and they are oZen comfortable with

anger, irritability, and emotional distance, and believe that experienc-

ing emotional closeness and vulnerability is extremely threatening. I.e.,

they don't have empathy, they don't feel sympathy and they love no-

body except their own egotistical and exaggerated view of themselves.”

― Robin SacredXre

136. “How to face reality? Don’t. Everyone has the right to live inside

an imaginary world.”

― Robin SacredXre

137. “Humans are so obsessed with reincarnating, living their own sto-

ries and experiencing diUerent personalities, that whatsoever you tell

them, they will want to be a part of it. Whatever you describe others,

becomes the story they want to recreate with you. Never will you Xnd

on Planet Earth a single human being able to go beyond this mindset,

because the structure of their brain is what keeps them on the planet

itself. You are not a victim of your past as much as you allow others to

keep you there by letting them know it.”

― Robin SacredXre
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138. “Human beings haven't evolved because it's easier to put a human

in a rat-wheel called job than a monkey on the moon.”

― Robin SacredXre

139. “Human beings only learn by observing and copying. What does

this really mean? It means that your friends will only tell you that your

ideas are great once you succeed and never before that. Expecting some-

one's approval is a waste of time.”

― Robin SacredXre

140. “Human stupidity is one of the greatest mysteries of life. Can

be frustrating to deal with, oZen leads to misunderstandings between

friends, breaks relationships apart, but can make smart people extreme-

ly rich.”

― Robin SacredXre

141. “Human values never vanish between lives. Wey are born with us

in every reincarnation to teach us the lessons we failed to learn in previ-

ous existences, either they’re related to dogma, justice, loneliness, love,

darkness or light.”

― Robin SacredXre

142. “Humility and Dignity had a daughter, called Arrogance, who was

ashamed of her name and used to hide behind Pride. But Pride was in

love with Truth, therefore arrogance married Illusion and forever de-

spised Truth. Pride and Truth had a daughter, called Happiness, while

Arrogance and Illusion had a son, called Despair. When both meet, one

of them cries.”

― Robin SacredXre
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143. “I am very intrigued by those who consider themselves spiritual

but have no religious knowledge and don't think they need any. Very

oZen, their journey starts and ends with one or a few mainstream books

they have found in their local library. What intrigues me the most is

their extreme sensitivity to spiritual topics that they don't understand

and don't think they should be understanding. Wey are like schizo-

phrenics who truly believe to have an exclusive relation with God.”

― Robin SacredXre

144. “I asked a UFO fanatic if he believes extraterrestrials could live

among humans on earth. He laughed and answered that this would be

impossible, for they are much higher beings. But well, Xrst he was talk-

ing to one among many who has come; and second, his, as any other

human DNA, is not entirely from Earth. And yet, he considered that

there is a separation between him and extraterrestrial beings; and it was

this idea of separation that drove him away from my life but also from

his own. He was deeply insane.”

― Robin SacredXre

145. “I believe in easy love but I don't think it belongs to planet earth.”

― Robin SacredXre

146. “I can catch demons but people cry when I do that. And then I'm

blamed for trying to control them. How convenient that the excuse of

someone trapped in hell is that I'm manipulating her into getting out of

it. Wat's how they see help; as an attack that must be responded with

pain. Wey can't see that their soul is in the hands of Satan already. He

is the one instigating their fears and anger, as if they were just a puppet.

Wey can't see that I pay a very heavy emotional, mental and physical

price, every time I try to rescue one of the trapped souls, every time I

love someone who doesn't know what love is anymore.”
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― Robin SacredXre

147. “I can't build a castle on sand and mud. Were are steps that need

to be followed. But there are no in-betweens. You either own your life

or you let someone own it for you. A business is not a job. You have

to work a lot for nothing, in order to earn a lot while doing nothing.

You don't work to have work. Wat's a job. In business, you work in or-

der not to have work. And it's this nonlogical thinking that sets apart

the entrepreneurs. the leaders, the authors and founders, from the rest,

the followers, the slaves, the sheep, the masses, or, to be more politically

correct, the common opinion.”

― Robin SacredXre

148. “I could doubt the value of my books as much as many do, except

that, as a researcher and very curious person, I do read a lot too, and can

clearly see the diUerence in value between what I do and what others

do. I have no doubt that my books have much more value than many

others out there, and it wouldn't make sense for me to be an author if

I couldn't see that, or if I saw the opposite, for I believe that, if we're

not upgrading mankind, we're just making it lost and vulnerable to the

claws of ignorance.”

― Robin SacredXre

149. “I do not expect everyone to like me; but I would be extremely

surprised if a person who I consider highly spiritual, a person who I

properly evaluate and conclude to be mentally healthy and very sane, a

person who is mostly and foremost good at heart, hated me. Wis is an

impossibility, as I have conXrmed aZer traveling the whole world and

meeting thousands of human beings. Evil and good do not resonate at

the same frequency, and that is what disgust, distrust and lower aVni-

ty mean. And so, we are then allowed to conclude that, whoever loves

everyone, does not know himself, and whoever hates everyone, does
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not understand the purpose of life; but one who can see this polarity

and interfere with its order without being a part of it, has transcend-

ed the trap of attachment, a trap which can only be conquered once we

conquer our need for a personality and the attachment to the ego; a

trap from which nobody seeking for selXsh gains in the wilderness of

attachment can escape from. Only then, such enlightened soul will un-

derstand that the outer world is merely reYecting the inner world, and

a person cannot conquer one without conquering the other. In other

words, the spirit must conquer the personality, as much as the person-

ality must accept the spirit, for victory over life to come as much as we

reach for it. Only when a marriage between the willpower of the per-

sonality with the sensitive loving need of the spirit is accomplished, can

a human being transcend his nature, and in doing so, transcend the na-

ture of the world.”

― Robin SacredXre

150. “I don't believe in countries, governments, institutions or borders.

I believe in people. When someone asks for my passport, I feel insult-

ed.”

― Robin SacredXre

151. “I don't fully know what love is. I don't think anybody I ever met

does. People do have theories about it. It’s amazing how humans love

to fabricate theories and opinions on topics they know nothing about.

Many times it seems that people are more obsessed towards expressing

themselves on the things they don’t know, rather than honestly sharing

what they know. It’s impressive how arrogance commonly hides self-

ishness in the backstage; as if arrogance was the forefront of a desper-

ate need to unselXsh oneself. In this sense, if I look back at the books

I wrote, all the books I ever wrote on relationships and love, I would

clearly realize that they need to be rewritten. Wey are not necessarily

wrong in their core, but they may not be very helpful too, in a highly
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complex and “brain-obsessed" society as it is this on planet earth. Solu-

tions on a mentally enslaved planet are like the sun seen behind bars to

those in a prison cell. Within this perspective, we can see that humans

are both consciously and unconsciously correct, in both their humane

and inhumane actions and words, and being fully honest too, when re-

jecting it. For they need the key to their freedom more than they need

the sun. To these souls, the heart is further apart than the sun or the key

to their freedom. Wey can only talk about it, as if it was a myth, just

like prehistoric tribes, when addressing their own folklore.”

― Robin SacredXre

152. “I don't know from where human beings take their sense of impor-

tance, their arrogance, Wey are like sand in the desert. Wey are noth-

ing. When I look at humans at the light of everything I know, about

life, they are truly nothing. Weir sense of importance is nothing more

than a heavy and profound mass schizophrenia.”

― Robin SacredXre

153. “I don't know why so many of my fans assume that I'm a better

person than them. Wey're not alone in their challenges. In fact, I think

that the more I know, the harder it gets to handle humanity. With every

challenge I overcome, comes a new one that throws me back to the

ground again. Every time I start thinking that I'm invincible, I'm de-

feated. And I don't trust anyone who isn't living inside the same cycle,

because that's what evolution is. Whatsoever my books truthfully pro-

mote, they also hide in the depths of your emotional response to what-

ever happens to you.”

― Robin SacredXre

154. “I don't know why so many people stress over their life purpose.

Obviously, they will never Xnd it if looking into the bucket of life's il-

lusions. Weir life purpose is their next step, their next barrier, their im-
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mediate challenge to overcome. It can be raising a child properly, cook-

ing a nice meal for their spouse, or reading a good book. Once this next

purpose is done, they can just pick a new one. Surely, some purpos-

es may seem too far out of reach, but it's still better to die trying and

doing something than to live without any goals. And if you're out of

ideas, then buy some food to oUer to the homeless and the birds. Wat's

a simple life goal that can make anyone feel happy, accomplished and

stronger.”

― Robin SacredXre

155. “I don't need anything anymore, as most people do, not even a job.

I could lose it all and recreate everything again, very easily. And that's a

great feeling.”

― Robin SacredXre

156. “I don't need you to believe me, but if you did, your life could be

far much more amazing. Because the real world, reality, is much and far

more than what your eyes can reach.”

― Robin SacredXre

157. “I feel uncomfortable with the words DEMOcracy, SOCIALism

and COMMUNism. Common social demonocracy?”

― Robin SacredXre

158. “I Xnd it quite intriguing that the one observing me as diUerent,

immediately assumes that there's something wrong with me, but never,

not even for one instant, questions the possibility of the opposite. It's

truly amazing that the ones with more certainties, the most arrogant

and the most selXsh, are indeed the most stupid inside society. Wey are

so dumb and ignorant that they can't see a writer in front of their nose.

And the more the writer types, talks and thinks, the more they assume
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that this separation, this diUerence, grants them some form of superior-

ity. Indeed, the light pushes demons into hell. We brighter your light,

the faster you diUerentiate others. We way of the light was never meant

for the weak, which are a majority. And this majority will always ignore

the light, as demons fearing and hating angels. And so, it's interesting

that without artists God would not have a way to reach for the world.

And yet, without the ignorant, Satan wouldn't have a way to stop God.”

― Robin SacredXre

159. “I Xnd it very interesting to notice that women who had sex with

strangers, as well as many one night stands, feel insulted and disgust-

ed by men who had sex with prostitutes, and furthermore, believe that

any form of sexual activity, either with one or more strangers, and with-

out any form of payment involved, is perfectly normal, but think that

prostitution is not. I wonder if they are trying to take prostitutes out of

business as part of a mysterious divine conspiracy printed within their

subconscious mind to raise society into a love level through deception

and guilt-free pleasure.”

― Robin SacredXre

160. “I Xnd most of my friends very pathetic, and that's why I rather

keep meeting new people. Wey rather spend their time reading books

about people that have died long time ago than learning from me and

paying for my books. And it's precisely their inability to perceive val-

ue that makes them useless, not only to me, but to themselves as well.

Weir life goes nowhere because of their attitude to it. Wey are stuck

inside their own ignorance, no matter how many books they may read.”

― Robin SacredXre

161. “I hate positive people. Wey always criticize negative people.”

― Robin SacredXre
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162. “I have found the reason to why people suUer. It's in their ego. It's

in themselves. It's who they are. Wey don't deserve the suUering, but

they surely need it. People who suUer are too stubborn to realize that

they don't know what they assume to know. Wey hold on aggressively

to their beliefs when confronted and even more when such beliefs are

threatened. Werefore, they have to suUer for their beliefs. Until they

change their beliefs, they will remain in suUering, and very likely suUer

much more, in more ways, and more deeply.”

― Robin SacredXre

163. "I have met hundreds of men and women who claim to know God

and possess wisdom. However, I have never met one who can prove

both aVrmations through their way of living.”

― Robin SacredXre

164. “I have met the Freemasons and the Rosicrucians, and I know, for

a fact, that although they speak of the light and even, in some cases,

consider themselves enlightened, they all live in the darkness. I have not

met a single one of them who possesses the light. God may be compas-

sionate of some but has abandoned them all.”

― Robin SacredXre

165. “I have no respect for the ones who have been blinded by arro-

gance, wherever I may Xnd them, for God has abandoned them to their

challenges, rituals and practices, whatever they may be. My path may

cross theirs but only for as long as that complies a meaning for each

side. My fate won’t be theirs and that I know, as soon as I Xnd them

blind.”

― Robin SacredXre
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166. “I have noticed that most people don’t use more than a pea size

equivalent of their brain. Wey can’t process more than one idea at a

time. If I say that my grandparents were from Switzerland and then

I was born somewhere else, they will forget about that somewhere

else and focus on Switzerland; If I say that my name originates in the

South of France before saying my nationality, it becomes irrelevant as

well. And I’m surprised at how many people get oUended when I tell

them that I can easily brainwash them with new ideas and convince

them that I’m right. It’s not my fault but theirs, for not knowing how

to think. Wey shouldn’t blame the overthinker but the underthinker.

And yet, I hear so many times this explanation for any kind of prob-

lem: ‘You think too much’. Everything serves as an excuse to remain a

fool. And then the majority wonders why getting a job is so diVcult for

them. It’s not for overthinkers. I used to be called for job interviews be-

cause I was a rule breaker; I would hide my age and be called because

the interviewer wanted to ask how old I am; or paint the titles of my

CV in blue and be called because it was the Xrst to be noticed among

thousands in only black and white. We only problem about overthink-

ing is that you will eventually overcome the norm. Wat’s why I don’t

need a job anymore; I have outthought the majority.”

― Robin SacredXre

167. “I judge the quality of my work by the quality of the people who

follow it. If my readers are the most amazing people on Earth, I am

surely doing a very good job and I have the right to be proud about it.”

― Robin SacredXre

168. “I know many people who want to experience love without loving

another person, like a soccer player who wants to play soccer without

ever kicking the ball.”

― Robin SacredXre
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169. “I live with the constant awareness of three realities: We material

world, my emotional world and my mental world. But I don’t worry

much about the Xrst.”

― Robin SacredXre

170. “I love money because money is power, the power to invite my

friends for lunch and pay the bill without expecting anything in return,

the power to give twenty dollars to a beggar just because I can, the pow-

er to oUer an expensive toy to children and make them smile, the pow-

er to wait for the ones you love to love you back just because you don’t

need to waste your time like they do.”

― Robin SacredXre

171. “I love to share my problems with friends. Wey think I'm revealing

my personal life, but I'm actually revealing theirs. What a person does

with what you give, reveals the real character of such person, and you

can envision and predict a whole set of interactions through their life

and based on such reactions. You can even predict how long their mar-

riage will last, or what they will do when you need them.”

― Robin SacredXre

172. “I love speaking to Xve people at the same time, making them pay

attention to me while not allowing them to say a word. I answer them

before they have a chance to speak. Wey then change their thoughts

and I do it again. Wey feel both frustrated and hooked to the conver-

sation. I feel both entertained and amused at their disbelief on what is

occurring before their eyes. Wey cannot see that I'm communicating

in three ways at the same time, while they're focused in one. And they

think I'm smart because I talk too fast, while the truth is that they are

not intelligent because they cannot see the obvious in front of their

eyes.”
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― Robin SacredXre

173. “I make more money now than I ever did with any job I had; I

make more money than anyone in my family; And I make that money

sleeping. I can basically do whatever I want with my time. But I did not

get to this level in one day or thirty days. It is not money coming from

a salary or a lottery game; It was not made through contracts or luck.

It was made through businesses and art. Likewise, I will not get to ten

times more than what I do right now within one year. But most people

don’t believe I ever will. People only see what they want to see. Nobody

believed me when I was struggling without any income from my books

for several years. Nobody believes me now, when I say that I will make

ten times more in the future. And I don’t care. You know why? Because

most people still don't believe I wrote more than three hundred books,

produced over one hundred and seventy songs, and started more than

ten businesses. Many hypocrites still ask online distributors to investi-

gate me and remove my books, claiming they are copies; many others

still think I sell drugs or do something else illegal for a living. So what

should I say about that majority I encounter wherever I go? I like my

life a lot, and I like it so much, that I ended all relationships that were

against it. I like my life simply because I am above almost everyone on

this planet. Wis is a fact, which as I know now, scares that majority

that wishes it wasn’t. But I don’t even care about my superiority. I just

love life; I can DJ, I can produce a huge variety of music, I can teach

martial arts, I can write books, I can create websites, start any business,

learn anything, and even design clothes and sell clothes designed by

me, which is something I have done as well. I can be successful in tru-

ly anything I choose to do. I don't even have the time to explain my-

self to others or prove them whatsoever. It is a waste of time to explain

my life rather than living it. And I don't care what people think about

me, what type of gossips they create, and how much they try to make

me look bad, because their thoughts have zero importance. And that’s

the root of their discomfort; their opinion doesn’t count for anything.
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Furthermore, if people don't respect me, I move on, and leave them be-

hind. I do not have any obligation to justify my potential to those who

feel inferior to me. Weir misery is not my responsibility. On the oth-

er hand, they would not be so miserable, if they got busy reading my

books, rather than insulting me; If they worked for me for free, rather

than expecting me to freely tell them what I do for a living and how to

have the life they want. But that’s what the miserable will never do, and

that’s why they insult and question, and judge. Wat’s what makes them

miserable. Wat’s why the miserable deserve not even a reply. We mis-

erable are selXsh, irresponsible, lazy, cruel, insulting and disrespectful,

and that’s why they deserve their misery.”

― Robin SacredXre

174. “I may be a famous writer but when white people clinch to their

wallet and stare at me with scorn I need to ask my skin why.”

― Robin SacredXre

175. “I need health much more than anything else. Luck, I can create at

will.”

― Robin SacredXre

176. “I never ended any relationship. I was alone and someone came to

make me company. Someone came all the time. And my life was made

easier with their company. But I was alone. If I wasn’t alone, nothing

would have ended. Nothing could have ended if it had started. But it

never did. Wat’s why it ended. What stays forever never really has a be-

ginning; it just is.”

― Robin SacredXre

177. “I never had to plan what to write and I never calculated the

amount of money I can make with books. Since I started writing, God
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has put inside my life more experiences, knowledge and interesting

people than what I can describe in my writings.”

― Robin SacredXre

178. “I never understood why so many spiritual individuals, upon in-

vestigating me further, decide to call me angel. I always thought they

were being delirious, until I understood their mental limitations. Wey

simply don’t believe in aliens and don’t understand anything about life

on other planets. A belief in angels is the best they can do.”

― Robin SacredXre

179. “I once found an ego, crawling around and trying to shine on me.

I took it in my arms and the ego turned itself into a virus. First it took

over my mind, then my heart, and Xnally, it attempted to destroy my

soul, by corrupting me with fear and guilt. Werefore, with as much en-

ergy as I could gather, I trapped the ego within my anger and pulled it

out of me. Once on the Yoor, the ego begged me for mercy and compas-

sion, promising to give me joy in return. I allowed it once again into my

life, and again, it tried to hurt me once more, this time with abandon-

ment. So I unveiled the ego for what it truly was, and it was resentment

Xlled with desire for power, a power the ego was feeding from me, from

my compassion and willingness. Now, unprotected of deceit, the ego

shown itself weak and scared. In panic, it run from me, boasting a delu-

sional victory. And when it looked back, searching for another chance,

I stepped on it. But believe me, it hurt me far much more than it hurt

the ego.”

― Robin SacredXre

180. “I only know two types of readers: We vultures and the birds. We

vultures are constantly reading books written by dead authors, can on-

ly enjoy rotting words, and disdain the knowledge of the living. Birds
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are those who enjoy every new book as if it was a miracle of nature and

God.”

― Robin SacredXre

181. “I pity those who suUer and humiliate themselves for the approval

of others because they are truly stupid.”

― Robin SacredXre

182. “I read books and researches on psychiatry and psychology for

twenty years, and I’m called crazy by people who learn about mental

health from talk shows. I have read thousands of books about life, but

I’m called arrogant by people who don’t even have time to Xnish their

novels. I have visited over thirty countries, but I’m called ignorant by

people who base their conclusions on their own culture. I can make

money from companies I founded, but I’m called lucky by those who

don’t understand how their salary is made. I published nearly three

hundred books, resuming knowledge that could Xll an entire library,

and I’m insulted the most by those who base all their knowledge on one

book alone. Indeed, arguing with the ignorant is like planting seeds on

rocks; You need plenty of faith and patience, and even these qualities

are never enough for them. But what else should one expect from the

ignorant except ignorance manifested in many forms?”

― Robin SacredXre

183. “I respect the ignorance of others and I don't understand why they

can't respect my knowledge.”

― Robin SacredXre

184. “I spent a big portion of my life thinking that I was an Anarchist.

It took me a while to realize how Anarchism was corrupted by those

in power, fearful of the intelligence of the Xrst Anarchists; nothing to
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compare with the Modern Neoliberal who has become a puppet at the

hand of Globalists. It took me also a while to realize why Communism

is perverse and the most damaging system on Earth. Nothing like liv-

ing in a Communist country to realize that. It took me longer to real-

ize how Socialism is nothing more than a bridge between Capitalists,

Communists and Globalists. And so, today, I consider myself a Capital-

ist, simply because you can’t Xght power with poverty and you can’t buy

your freedom with compassion for the masses. And yet, if such thing

as AnarchoCapitalism made any sense, I would position myself there,

simply because freedom and compassion are only applicable when you

don’t need them anymore. We Anarchist who is true to his convic-

tions is independent from any group, and the best among the Capital-

ists doesn’t need Globalism to make his fortune. In other words, this

world is nothing more than groups of fear Xghting other groups of fear.

Both groups opposing each other fear one another. Embrace both ide-

ologies and you become free from both the fear and the oppression.”

― Robin SacredXre

185. “I struggled for a lifetime of religious study, diVcult decisions and

plenty of hard work, to end up in heaven. I was very happy and fulXlled

for a while, at peace with myself. All was perfect. But then, I was feeling

depressed and very lonely in paradise. Very few souls were there, enjoy-

ing all the beauty it has to oUer. We vast majority were in hell, a very

cold and dark place, full of anger, violence and fear. And so, I decided

to leave heaven and descend to hell for a visit. I saw that the daughters

of those living in hell were beautiful, and I wished to marry one, and,

if possible, bring her back with me to heaven. I stayed in hell in order

to Xnd love and, soon enough, I did. We one I fell in love with, was

as beautiful as an angel, but behaved as a demon, showing me why she

was in hell. In her previous life, she had been a prostitute, a drug ad-

dict and an alcoholic. But I loved her, and so I thought I could help her

leave hell. I promised her joy for eternity, I took her with me to see par-
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adise, and I taught her the secrets of the soul. Instead of accepting my

oUers, she used everything against me, to make me feel guilty, to con-

fuse me, to stop me from Yying, to make me feel depressed, humiliated

and ashamed, to stop me from leaving, to destroy me; she even tried to

seduce me with material pleasures and convince me to stay in hell with

her. But I did not belong there and I could not take her with me. I was

simply suUering, sharing hell with her. And we both cried because of

love, but each one of us for diUerent reasons, for we belonged to dif-

ferent places and we couldn’t change that. Happiness made her scared,

and emotional suUering was consuming my soul. Hell was too painful

for me to have remained there. I had to let her go and return to heaven.”

― Robin SacredXre

186. “I thought I had lowered my standards pretty much, when I de-

cided that any woman would be good for me as long as she respects me.

It didn't take me long to realize that this would never happen. I was be-

ing naive about the real state of the world. It's not that one shouldn't

have low standards, or high, or medium, but that most people are such

a disgusting representation of themselves, that they can't stop being like

this until they die. And maybe they do appreciate what they had when

they lose it, but they quickly forget about it when getting it back. For-

giving people who apologize too oZen has been another naive behavior

of mine.”

― Robin SacredXre

187. “I thought you can conquer an empire and everything else is Xne.

I was wrong. You may conquer your soul and your life, you may have

enough for yourself and to share with others, but if you bring the wrong

person in, and allow her to enter your reality, such person will, slowly

but consistently, destroy everything you have, until nothing is leZ, not

even your self-esteem or will to live. And how ironic that we are always
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deceived by what shines the most, the prettiest face, the best promise,

the most exciting dream.”

― Robin SacredXre

188. “I wanted to conquer the world and change it; and I did, by writ-

ing books.”

― Robin SacredXre

189. “I was once asked what good others have done to me. Wey have

been normal sometimes. For I do not see normal acts as extraordinary.

Compassion, empathy and the will to see others succeed and be happy

isn't extraordinary, but normal. And I am very sorry that, in a world full

of immorality and selXshness, such things are still considered supreme.”

― Robin SacredXre

190. “I would rather sleep next to crocodiles and lions than live a life as

a slave. No life lived under the rules of another being is worth living.”

― Robin SacredXre

191. “I wrote over three hundred books to escape the system, to buy my

freedom, to escape slavery. Whoever thinks he needs a job, is a slave of

the system he was born in. I would have written a thousand books or

die writing if I had to, just to buy my freedom. I would have never sur-

rendered to slavery. Whoever thinks I’m strange because I do not be-

long to the system and refuse to have a job, is my enemy.”

― Robin SacredXre

192. “I’m always impressed when seeing how much admiration people

show for writers that died centuries ago, and as much as I am shocked

when they totally ignore me, right in front of them.”
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― Robin SacredXre

193. “I’m fundamentally a researcher, so I apply speciXc techniques to

conXrm my hypothesis, and that's how I analyze spiritual principles un-

der the light of science. Wat's also what makes my books so powerful.

Wey aren't just philosophical works, but principles I investigate by ob-

servation until I can reach conclusions I can write about.”

― Robin SacredXre

194. “I’m not a masochist but I do understand that most people are

gone already, and life is now a war for souls.”

― Robin SacredXre

195. “I’m not into writing many more books or more pages. My goal

is to increase the value of each sentence I write. And for that, I have to

erase my past and bring forward only what matches the new me, per-

spectives I can easily rewrite and adapt to my new vision.”

― Robin SacredXre

196. “I’m oZen told that money and spirituality are diUerent things by

people who don’t have time to read spiritual books because they have

to work for money.”

― Robin SacredXre

197. “I’ve always been admired as a musician and painter but not as

an author on spirituality. Human beings more easily admire art than

words. And that's why God is an artist, and not a priest.”

― Robin SacredXre

198. “I’ve helped many friends, and even strangers, start successful

businesses, by encouraging their ideas, reshaping their visions and giv-
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ing them a clear image to hold on to. But in the end, they forgot me

easily. I've noticed that they rather be near the ones who didn't sup-

port them. Wey prefer to forget me as fast as possible when success is

acquired. And why? Because the ego is always stronger than the spirit.

And the ego is ashamed to admit its defeat, to say ‘thank you’ and ap-

preciate. We weak don't know that it is the spirit that calls them for

success, and not the ego. With the ego, you go nowhere. And being

very religious will never help with that; simply because God can't do

much for those who are blind by their ego. And yes, I've also met many

incompetent but highly religious individuals who fail in life with the

grace of God, proving that the God of life, happiness and success, is not

the God of the fools and most selXsh. Wis duality confuses only the

most egotistical. We plans of God are so very clear, that He could be

dead and they would still work as I outlined here.”

― Robin SacredXre

199. “Identity is a sickness. When you can't break free from the attach-

ments that identify you with a country, culture or family, or even your

own name, you are forever trapped by dogma and the fear of what oth-

ers think.”

― Robin SacredXre

200. “If a person cannot accept his own past, he can’t fully acknowledge

and make proper use of his present and he certainly cannot dream

about or envision his future. When a person is unable to be responsible

for his life in the present or appreciate it, and when he cannot plan his

own future and act upon that plan, that person is considered, in vary-

ing degrees, to be useless.”

― Robin SacredXre

Get all the ebooks and audiobooks authored by Robin Sacred>re
by visiting www.22Lions.com2.
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201. “If a person does not care about how you feel, does not care about

making you happy, about avoiding your anger and supporting you in

your pains and frustrations, that person does not love you. It is simple.

You see, love doesn’t exist without empathy and compassion. If a per-

son is not worried about making you happy, apologizing for his or her

mistakes, and trying to improve to make you proud, that person doesn't

love you. Any excuses, personal traumas or emotional issues can't ever

change this reality. And you must always make a decision accordingly,

if you love yourself enough to care.”

― Robin SacredXre

202. “If a psychologist could do mind-reading, he wouldn’t need the

answers that he considers necessary.”

― Robin SacredXre

203. “If a woman thinks that she has the right to sleep with whomever

she chooses and without any emotional attachment, the only diUerence

between her and a prostitute, is that the prostitute will not cry and suf-

fer when a man refuses to see her again.”

― Robin SacredXre

204. “If I don’t return to where I was, it’s because I don’t want to feel

the same. It’s also because I'm forgiving whatever happened by moving

on.”

― Robin SacredXre

205. “If I had nothing that I love, surely, following a common life pur-

pose, like sitting in an oVce waiting for a paycheck, would make sense.

But I can write books, produce music, and create any business I want,

and even succeed at anything I do. Werefore, to put my whole exis-

2. https://22lions.com/collections/bundles/products/robin-sacred>re-bundle
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tence in the trashcan, to give up on my dreams, to be locked in an oVce

or a classroom, just because of what other people think, would be liter-

ally the same as committing suicide.”

― Robin SacredXre

206. “If insanity is in repeating the same behavior while expecting dif-

ferent results, no less insane is the one who repeats the same behavior

without expecting diUerent results because he can’t see that he is in-

sane.”

― Robin SacredXre

207. “If more people loved themselves, it would be easier to experience

a loving world too. Instead, half is running away from their ego, while

the other half is trying to impose it on others. One half rejects self-love

while the other half seeks it through the love of others. I chose to be

none of those halves, and in doing so, I found the path to enlighten-

ment.”

― Robin SacredXre

208. “If someone is as stupid as to ask me a question to which he desires

no answer, he is also too stupid to ask questions. And that makes him,

by default, too stupid to claim ownership of any knowledge or an un-

derstanding of knowledge itself. Unfortunately, however, that type of

stupidity is oZen insulting. But maybe such person is just too stupid to

notice the implications of stupidity.”

― Robin SacredXre

209. “If someone tells you that you're too sensitive, grab his wallet, take

all the money, and give it to a beggar. Wen see how sensitive he is too.”

― Robin SacredXre
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210. “If there is no respect, trust, friendship, sharing, empathy and

compassion, there is no love. Be aware of those who try to prove this

quote wrong and avoid them, if it is truly your heart’s desire to Xnd

love.”

― Robin SacredXre

211. “If we can visualize what we read, we own the potential to live that

reality,”

― Robin SacredXre

212. “If we have to experience the same thing in ten diUerent ways, bet-

ter choose the one we love the most.”

― Robin SacredXre

213. “If you’re a hawk, you can't explain to chickens how to Yy, and you

can't give up on being a hawk just because the chickens can't Yy. Chick-

ens get corn; Hawks hunt for their own food. Some people are born to

be like chickens and sheep. Few are capable of Yying and hunting. To

live like a chicken in order to make chickens happy, when one can be

Yying and hunting, is not a smart thing for a hawk to do, but chick-

ens can't see that. Just because the world is designed as a cage, does not

mean that living like a chicken is the right thing to do, especially when

you can live like a hawk.”

― Robin SacredXre

214. “If you are not writing something unique and new, you should not

consider becoming a writer.”

― Robin SacredXre

215. “If you can remember good moments, the bad won't seem as bad

anymore.”
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― Robin SacredXre

216. “If you can say ‘no’ to the things you don't like, and if you can per-

sist along the way of trying to become better, you will Xnd better things,

you always will. Wis is the law of life.”

― Robin SacredXre

217. “If you can't get what you want from life, see if you're withholding

something from someone else, because you won’t get what you want

unless you start giving away what you have to those who need it. Self-

ishness is incompatible with abundance and visiting a temple or praying

won’t help you escape this Divine law.”

― Robin SacredXre

218. “If you have no faith, you have nothing. A person without faith is

the poorest on Earth. People without faith are slaves to their own be-

liefs and are easily manipulated, hypnotized and controlled by others.”

― Robin SacredXre

219. “If you keep thinking that I will always be late, then I will always

be late for you.”

― Robin SacredXre

220. “If you want a book for free, you don't deserve the content of such

book.”

― Robin SacredXre

221. “If you want more friends, you must be willing to help people.

Were is only one way to help your friends and they know it: You have

to become rich. If you are rich, you can invite them out to eat in the

best restaurants, borrow them money without worries, oUer expensive
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giZs, pay their hospital bills, help them start a business, support them if

they're unemployed and invite them to spend luxurious vacations with

you."

― Robin SacredXre

222. “If you want to accurately judge the spiritual level of any human

being, count the number of religions that he is capable of understand-

ing and observe how eUective he is in applying the lessons learned to

his own life or the life of others.”

― Robin SacredXre

223. “If you want to go through life living like a Saint, get ready for the

deepest suUering life can give anyone, for you will be betrayed by those

you love the most, and you will be forced to say goodbye to those you

helped the most. Your hopes and faith will be tested the whole time,

until you die, either crushed by fate, or to reincarnate in heaven.”

― Robin SacredXre

224. “If you want to judge a person eUectively, let that person judge

herself Xrst. If a woman calls other women sluts because they sleep with

many men, but this woman does or did the same, she has perfectly la-

belled herself. If a businessman cheats on others, but says that cheaters

deserve nothing, he has labeled himself perfectly well too. And the re-

ligious one, who complains of the lack of insight on others, but cannot

confront another individual more open than him, has judged himself

too above his words. And experience will show you that there is noth-

ing to gain from people whom you have judged below their level of self-

judgement. As a matter of fact, they will likely blame you for trying to

take their self-judgement away in an attempt to make them righteous.

It has come to my awareness that most people want to be punished for

their ignorance, and will push away anyone trying to erase such life sen-

tence from them.”
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― Robin SacredXre

225. “If you want to understand the present, look at the past. If you

want to know the future, look at the present. If you want to change

everything, look at yourself.”

― Robin SacredXre

226. “‘If you weren't a writer, you would believe me’, says the one who

thinks that by nullifying my identity he can impose his ego.”

― Robin SacredXre

227. “If you write for long enough, it comes a point in which you don't

know if you write books or the books write you.”

― Robin SacredXre

228. “If you're not hated by many, you're not good enough yet, because

God hates and always hated the majority for good reasons.”

― Robin SacredXre

229. “In a highly ignorant world, to have common sense, appears to be

a form of enlightenment.”

― Robin SacredXre

230. “In a hell full of demons, any demon is perceived by other demons

as normal. And if these demons don’t consider themselves demonic,

and don’t know that their normal is actually evil, any angel will be per-

ceived by them as a threat that must be attacked, destroyed, annihilat-

ed, especially, if such angel does not identify himself with his environ-

ment and isolates himself. It is a predisposition of the wicked to attack

what they can’t understand, for that is the reason why they are spiritual-
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ly blind, ignorant and unconscious to the truth. We ones who perceive

darkness as their home will always attack the light and see it as a threat.”

― Robin SacredXre

231. “In every single poor country that I visited, I saw poor values and

resentful attitudes. But in the rich, I saw delusional arrogance.”

― Robin SacredXre

232. “In order to defeat your enemy, you must not see your opponent

as an enemy. Imagine what it would be like to be him, embrace and ad-

mire that state of being, and then you will know what he fears the most.

For you would have feared the same if you were him. It is a law of this

universe that one cannot defeat that which can’t defeat him as well and,

in this sense, there are no enemies, winners or losers, but only diUerent

perspectives in what regards the same experience. Wat is why, some-

times one also wins when losing.”

― Robin SacredXre

233. “In our dreams, we Xnd the dreams of others, and in other’s dreams

we Xnd ourselves. No will is separated from others and no dream is in

itself isolated from the will of God.”

― Robin SacredXre

234. “In our relative existence, it is not we who are at the origin of the

movement of things and events. We Force that impels us to orient our-

selves towards our essential being comes precisely from this same essen-

tial being.”

― Robin SacredXre

235. “In some countries that I have visited, I saw that citizens are very

rude and animalistic. Wey have no moral, no values, and no manners.
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Wey are always starring at others, judging with their eyes of ignorance

and their very small consciousness, they are impolite wherever you go,

and their customer service is horrible. Wey never say sorry for anything

and even oUend you when you complain about their mistakes and lack

of manners. Besides, eating in some of these nations oZen reveals to be

a huge disaster; food is usually rotten, and may come with either hair,

stones of even glass, as I have found. Wey waste money as I have never

seen anywhere else and are simultaneously very abusive in prices. Weir

prices are high but their level of quality is not even suitable for animals.

Wey represent a waste of foreign investments. Weir youngest genera-

tion is also a disaster, extremely ignorant, without any respect or edu-

cation, undeserving of any job or even trust. Nobody in his right mind

should ever employ them, marry them or befriend them. Most are al-

ways trying to use their friendships to take advantage of others, espe-

cially if such people are outsiders. Weir women are gold diggers and

extremely promiscuous, especially towards men of other cultures, as if

their pride was built on the number of sex partners they can have from

the widest variety of nations from around the globe, especially if such

men are wealthy; and yet, they can also show a high predisposition for

racist behaviors and ignorance in what regards the planet they live in.

Wey are, foremost, selXsh, sadistic and parasitic. Wese countries and

their people represent the lowest level of mankind. Whenever you wit-

ness what I just described, you are experiencing a country reaching its

end. Move out of it while you can, for God will set on such people Di-

vine justice as quickly as such citizens, by their immoral behavior, ap-

proach it. Many of such countries end with the loss of their sovereign-

ty for political reasons, invasions by foreign armies, civil wars, violent

revolutions, major economical collapses leading the citizens to poverty

and starvation, and much more.”

― Robin SacredXre
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236. “In the end, the good students who accepted all the lies without

ever rejecting them, rule society and manage corporations, where all

the others that couldn’t accept them, are ruled.”

― Robin SacredXre

237. “In the land of contrasts, the man who sees the similarities is king

of his soul. In the land of similarities, the woman who recognizes the

diUerences awaits her king to be crowned queen of his heart.”

― Robin SacredXre

238. “In times of war, as in life, surround yourself with people of value,

virtue and high morals, because it is always better to lose, perish and

vanish in glory than to live in shame.”

― Robin SacredXre

239. “Injustice oZen blinds us to the fact that many injustices need to

be carried out for justice to be balanced again.”

― Robin SacredXre

240. “Inspiration is the tool God uses to communicate with humans.

If God didn't exist, there would be no creativity or inventions in the

world.”

― Robin SacredXre

241. “Instead of saying "men" or "friends" or "country", you should no-

tice "who", "who are they" and "where". As you develop this skill, you

will be able to redirect your decisions beyond the illusion of appear-

ances. And then you reach your destination much faster.”

― Robin SacredXre
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242. “Isn’t it interesting that emotionally abusive personalities always

expect their victim to feel guilty for them so that they can feel sorry

for themselves? Wey live in a constant torture by the demons of fear

and regret, and the less they assume responsibility for their own behav-

ior and words, the greater the legion that eventually possesses their soul

and leads them to hell before they reach it. A normal communication

is a luxury for such individuals, for their spirit is now a hostage to the

torture of ignorance, the separation between their brain and their soul.

We only thing they can do is manipulate and provoke, because they're

being distracted by their new hosts towards pushing away the ones who

could take them out of the water where they have chosen to drown

themselves when giving up on trust, empathy, compassion and love. No

one can save them because they have not clearly stated that they wish to

be saved. And each human is responsible for his own fate.”

― Robin SacredXre

243. “Isn’t it interesting that most people don't like to share what they

know or have? Imagine a world where doctors, teachers and scientists

did the same to you.”

― Robin SacredXre

244. “It amazes me, every single time, to see so much certainty backed

by so much ignorance and neglect on what is being believed and shared.

We mass wisdom of the fools can only be compared to the egotistical

need of schizophrenics with many imaginary friends.”

― Robin SacredXre

245. “It is a great giZ of karma to be reborn as a human being. However,

most souls disregard the immense value they obtain when having a hu-

man body, by not living fully to their potential. We fear of the fu-

ture, rather than enthusiasm and joy towards the unknown; the fear of

change, rather than the intention of changing towards arbitrary pur-
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poses; the fear of liberty, rather than uncompromising oneself towards

an imprisoning system; the fear of loving and trusting, rather than ex-

periencing compassion and empathy; the fear of moving beyond our

comfort zone, rather than experiencing life beyond a solid perspective

as the one shown by a tree; the fear of losing reputation, rather than

abandoning the ego to embrace more; all those things are not natural

to a human body and do not belong on the set of purposes that com-

prehend the reason for a human existence.”

― Robin SacredXre

246. “It is always better to pray to an invisible God you don't under-

stand and spend the rest of your life asking questions without an an-

swer than to be distracted with foolishness.”

― Robin SacredXre

247. “It is astonishing for me to notice that the most suUering nations

have butchers carefully hidden under the most superlative titles - psy-

chologists, priests, psychiatrists and physicians.”

― Robin SacredXre

248. “It is because of our self-image that we tend to forget answers

that may jeopardize our future at crucial moments, or to communicate

words that oUend who we love the most when we believe we don’t de-

serve the love of another person.”

― Robin SacredXre

249. “It is easier to pull another person down by maintaining the same

personality traits than to change. When someone promises change,

what that person is really promising you, is that she’ll change you

enough to the point in which you notice no diUerence between both.
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Once you react to the psychological violence in the same way, she can

then say you are now both equal.”

― Robin SacredXre

250. “It is interesting to observe that the more I insult someone with

the word stupid and the more one judges me as arrogant, the more that

same individual refuses to know what I know, read what I write, there-

fore entrapping himself in ignorance and egotism for many more years

of his life, proving that people are only victims of their decisions, not

their circumstances.”

― Robin SacredXre

251. “It is more spiritual the one who faces darkness with his light than

the one who hides his light from the world.”

― Robin SacredXre

252. “It is not wrong to change in order to achieve certain goals in life.

If you want a happy relationship, for example, you can't expect luck to

create it. You can't have something that implies you without being your-

self there.”

― Robin SacredXre

253. “It is one of life’s greatest mysteries, when the dumb unite to do

something good against their will.”

― Robin SacredXre

254. “It is possible to access secrets of mind reprogramming with eUort-

less methods. However, they are very dangerous to apply, and oZen, the

consequences and implications, unpredictable as well. Wis universe has

its own rules, and they should never be broken. Were is a very big price

to pay when that happens, and many times, if not with loneliness and
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severe levels of depression, with death itself. Wat is why, the vast ma-

jority of those who know this, focus on conscious methods. Wey are

safer, imply more responsibility, and are easier to explain and under-

stand. We secret path is secret for a very good reason; it is not meant

for the common mortal. We common human, needs to go through rit-

uals of preparation before he is ready to accept such secrets, and it can

take years. It oZen takes a whole lifetime for the common person. We

conscious method is a safe path to the unconscious. Knowledge is a

good and well-rooted path. But it's also true that some books are made

to access the subconscious mind more than others. Meditation, on the

other hand, can reveal you how ready you are to acquire what you want,

and what you need to do next, if that is not the case. Nothing can enter

your heart before your mind is ready. Finally, it is in the heart that you

Xnd all the answers you seek, including the ones that nullify the rele-

vance of any of your questions.”

― Robin SacredXre

255. “It is quite hard when we do things that we couldn't forgive before

in others, but that's how we forgive others and ourselves at the same

time. Life pushes us towards those situations.”

― Robin SacredXre

256. “It is really interesting to notice that the people who suUer the

most with mental disorders are also the ones who resist receiving ther-

apy and the ones who criticize, ridicule and oppose therapy the most.”

― Robin SacredXre

257. “It is the cruelty of men that we must fear, not the wisdom they

misuse, and certainly not the wise who possess it.”

― Robin SacredXre
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258. “It is the deep positive emotional experience that allows enlight-

enment – the true wisdom.”

― Robin SacredXre

259. “It is very easy to be spiritual inside a religious group but true faith

is practiced when you love the ignorant and the atheists, despite their

ridicule and oUenses, and without the need to convert them to your be-

liefs.”

― Robin SacredXre

260. “It is very impressive to notice that whatsoever you make a person

believe about you, that person will rush to represent within his role, as

if he was mentally programmed to play the drama being oUered. Peo-

ple are so trapped within their mind, that they end up always acting

inside a theatre, in which their part has been foreseen long before

they entered the roles they represent. Likewise, they become easily

predictable, programmable, inYuenceable, manipulated, played like a

string puppet. And these puppets become funnier, when mentioning

mental programming, fearing mental programing and attacking mental

programming, while not realizing that they are victims of it, using the

words, and gestures, and even phrases, that they were programmed to

use, by those who programmed them. We one with a poor conscious-

ness is always a poor actor within his own life. He perfectly represents

it, without any awareness. If he had any, he would probably not do it.

But what else could he do? As prisoners in a cell with an open door,

such poor souls ask when presented with freedom: ‘What shall I do if

all I know is this?’ And so, they remain inside of it, waiting for some-

one to tell them an answer they cannot ever understand before they see

it for themselves.”

—Robin SacredXre
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261. “It is very painful to argue with an incredibly ignorant person. Not

because they are stupid, but because the stupid are unbelievably arro-

gant and insulting. Weir constant intention to manipulate a conversa-

tion in order to nullify their responsibility transforms any conversation

into a game of theirs to bring another person down rather than using

logic, and much less allow an agreement.”

― Robin SacredXre

262. “It may sound like a bold statement for one to claim that he is the

world's best at something but it's not an impossibility. I've done it many

times, and so did several Olympic athletes. It requires more boldness to

distrust what I just said, as in those who won't read my books and ac-

cess the reasons to why they're bestsellers.”

― Robin SacredXre

263. “It should be obvious but I’ve never met anyone that is able to per-

ceive incompetent managers and lack of corporate integrity as the main

causes for incompetent workers and poor results in productivity. And

by the way, the exact same principles apply to Universities, but I've also

never met students capable of questioning their teachers as they should,

or teachers that aren't afraid to be questioned regarding their own in-

tegrity. It's really easy to talk nonsense in a classroom using social sta-

tus, certiXcates and books as a backbone for credibility, but hard to face

accountability for the words one vomits out of his brain without ever

trying to digest them with a stomach for confrontation with realism.

If anything useful I learned in college, as both a student and lecturer,

is that my teachers and coworkers were oZen a bunch of arrogant use-

ful idiots feeding on the illusion that their reputation makes them who

they are. Weir self-delusion makes them pathetic. And the only thing

such individuals ever produced were pathetic students.”

― Robin SacredXre
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264. “It’s a big world for the idiots. If you're a writer, there are not many

cities where you can go and feel normal.”

― Robin SacredXre

265. “It’s as valid to repeat to ourselves what we need to believe, as it is

to believe in the things others repeatedly told us but aUect us negative-

ly. It sounds crazy, but not as crazy as believing in the things that others

said and damage us.”

― Robin SacredXre

266. “It’s funny when so many people I meet tell me that I'm a compli-

cated and mysterious person they can’t understand. We problem isn't

in me but in them. When I say something, I do it. We problem is that

they don't believe I will, and they don't believe anyone can do what I say

I will. Wat's their confusion. But actually, I'm a simple person, as I al-

ways match my own words. Wat's how you must see it. Just cut through

common sense and move forward, and achieve. Let others worry about

the how.”

― Robin SacredXre

267. “It’s hypocritical to expect a job based on a curriculum built out of

companies that for whatever reason you rejected or rejected you.”

― Robin SacredXre

268. “It’s ok when people don't like you. Who said pigs have to Yy with

birds?”

― Robin SacredXre

269. “It’s very easy to detect the possessed by the devil for they smile

right aZer each evil action.”
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― Robin SacredXre

270. “It’s very interesting to see that the more money I make from my

own businesses, the more people try to convince me that I should get a

normal job, one in which I earn far less than what I can earn now while

not working.”

― Robin SacredXre

271. “It’s when you see yourself as diUerent rather than better, that you

truly become a change that interferes with the world rather than allow-

ing that world, in its diUerent dynamics and forms of expression, to be

interfering with you.”

― Robin SacredXre

272. “It’s your birthright to become what you wish to be.”

― Robin SacredXre

273. “Karma is not what you have but what you accept and expect to

have. When I was a teenager, I was a bad student. We ones who, as me,

received bad grades, used to say ‘oh well, just the same as always, looks

like I am really stupid, but my dad can Xnd me a job in a restaurant serv-

ing at the table by the end of this year, and then I don’t have to return

here anymore.’ I used to say, ‘something is very wrong with the system,

because this shouldn’t happen’. Later in life, when I was unhappy with

my job, others used to tell me, ‘I don’t like my job either, but I deserve

it’. I used to say, ‘Oh well, I guess I need to start learning how to create

my own business’. Wen, I saw the economical situation getting worse

for most people around me. Most of them would say ‘I need to start

saving as much as I can’. I started thinking ‘I need to become a magician

and multiply my income in non-physical ways’. Wat’s when I realized: I

actually have no karma because it can’t catch me.”
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― Robin SacredXre

274. “Keeping yourself silent when you witness injustice is to act

against your own spirituality, because nothing is separated from your

inner world.”

― Robin SacredXre

275. “Know thyself and you’ll know the world, but master thyself and

you’ll master the world you live in.”

― Robin SacredXre

276. “Know that your soul can do whatever you want it to do, because

you're not your body.”

― Robin SacredXre

277. “Knowing when to quit is just as important as knowing when not

to quit. You see, if I oUer three hundred books to one person and this

person does not read even one, if I give her knowledge and she refus-

es to apply, if I propose therapy but she refuses to accept it, then, aZer

dozens of forgivenesses and failed promises, it is time to quit and let her

go from my life.”

― Robin SacredXre

278. “Knowing whom to love is more important than possessing love

or avoiding hate.”

― Robin SacredXre

279. “Knowledge is the most valuable treasure on Earth. Because you

can lose wealth but only with knowledge you can gain it back.”

― Robin SacredXre
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280. “Laughing at those who contradict the majority is the last defense

barrier of the ones who know nothing about life and fear knowing that

they have been wrong about everything.”

― Robin SacredXre

281. “Learn fast

because forever

you won't last.

Appreciate entirely

because opportunities

can disappear permanently.

Love completely because,

when love is gone,

you’ll regret immensely.

Give your soul to a purpose

before the purpose

loses you to remorse.”

― Robin SacredXre

282. “Learn to see by feeling, because that’s the essence of analytical

quality.”

― Robin SacredXre

283. “Life is a mystery unveiled with the awareness of truth.”
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― Robin SacredXre

284. “Life is all about perspective. Wat's why you need to always read

more. You need to go beyond the majority; because what you want al-

ways matches who you want to become, not who you are at any given

present moment. A wider perspective encompasses more, and at the

end of the journey, you'll Xnd yourself closer to God than to your fellow

humans, although more capable of accepting them. We path towards

patience, acceptance and enlightenment, is always a one way road in

the expansion of consciousness. For every new country you encounter,

the previous becomes, by comparison, easier to comprehend; for every

reincarnation you face, the previous existence makes more sense; for

every new planet you travel to, the previous, albeit decadent and im-

moral, becomes more comprehensive. We are never meant to accept,

but to develop in understanding, and along the process, become better

tomorrow than yesterday.”

― Robin SacredXre

285. “Life is indeed perfect in itself. You see, the best religions of the

world have members so afraid to lose them, that they themselves will

fear any change and, in doing so, stop such religion from progressing

and, in such attitude, lead it to an inevitable destruction. We art of

detachment can be ignored for as long as one can attach, but the lev-

el at which one attaches to things will bring forth an equally leveled

suUering; and so, the higher the emotional attachment, the higher the

amount of pain one feels at the end. We atheists, on the other hand,

are, ironically, the individuals most commonly possessed by spirits, and

oZen, due to their lower vibration, demons. Weir lack of spirituality

is both a disease and a justiXcation for such mental disease. Whatever

they say, serves them well, but makes them suUer at the same time. And

evil, can only be ignored insofar as people have options that allow ig-

noring it. As soon as those options vanish or are all under the control
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of evil, revolutions become inevitable. And so, one can say that truth

doesn’t need faith to exist but is surely more easily recognized under

the right beliefs, and as much as spirituality doesn’t need religion, but

is more easily found inside one.”

― Robin SacredXre

286. “Life is supposed to be fast, not slow. Spirits Yy when worms are

crawling; birds sing when the dying ones are moaning.”

― Robin SacredXre

287. “Life, with all its surprises, is full of moments that, although pre-

dictable, keep surprising us. Every sensation, although already written,

makes us feel each moment uniquely; and yet, we think about the fu-

ture and the past, while insisting in forgetting the present. All mem-

ories and imaginations replace love with the feeling of sadness, a sad-

ness built upon repetitions that match the undesired future and past.

To lose is always harder than to forget, but to feel what can’t be changed

is harder than losing it. It is hard to know without the capacity for cre-

ating, to see without the potential to predict, and to pay for what we

know and see without any positive outcome at sight. But that is the life

of many, a life that, in their despair, is called real, as real as their self-de-

struction within it; for such is the consequence of venerating ignorance

while in hunger for reason. Many so live in evil, destroying the good

that comes to them, emptying their soul in the process, and alchemical-

ly merging with the physical world, while disappearing in it; for such

is life claiming their soul before claiming their body. Evil consumes the

soul just as Earth consumes the body. To do evil is to commit suicide

before death presents itself; and the endless nightmares of such crea-

tures are merely manifestations of the bridge they’ve been building for

themselves, between their illusions inside the material world and their

fate within the spiritual world; for such is the state of slavery of the ig-

norant, dead in spirit and active in body but without any achievements
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in life; and yet, if the end of the illusion came, the root of all truth

would merely expand itself furthermore, for one cannot come to him-

self before being with everything else; one cannot live without Xrst ex-

periencing the death of himself. All that comes from the spirit has once

occupied the place of many egos, just as the state of being comes from

the activity of manifesting consciousness in many things, many lives,

many perspectives; because one is all, but all cannot come into one, not

until each one of that all is present in its fullness as one. And so, we

could very well say that the expansion of one is the direction towards

the truth, while the retrocession in being one is the direction towards

the lie. And since all lies exist within the truth, we can also say that self-

destruction, or evilness, is nothing more than the process of delaying

the inevitability of life, to expand into thousands of years what could

be achieved in one second. But wouldn’t that be expectable from one

that fears life while wanting to experience it to its fullness? Such per-

son is merely reducing the level in which he can live, even when, but

mainly while, reducing himself in front of his own existence, includ-

ing when diminishing himself before life. And that’s why the end of all

things will always reveal the beginning of them, for such end is merely

a delaying of what already was and should keep on being. It is the need

to delay being that expands the being beyond himself, only and mere-

ly to simply bring him back to himself at the end. Wat is all for now,

and the now in that all; for life is no more than an eternal present, re-

distributing its colors to create a big picture, one in which the vision

shows the Xrst spot in which all began. And that is enlightenment, as

much as it is forgiveness, as much as it is sadness and joy, regret and re-

sponsibility, love and hate, emotions and emotionless, action and non-

action, the one and the nothingness manifesting themselves at the exact

same time and in the same place, allowing us the illusion of time and

distance, when, deeply within, we know they’re not real. But what is re-

al? Wat is the journey of life; for one cannot say that there are diUerent
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perspectives, but merely diUerent states of consciousness. In a perfect

world, there is but one state of awareness.”

― Robin SacredXre

288. “Let the religious hypocrites and the arrogant fools who have sur-

rounded you for too long show themselves through what you allow

them to see; for God washes away the dirt from you when you are in

darkness so that you may shine in all your glory when you rise again in

victory. Let patience be your cane and time be your ally.”

― Robin SacredXre

289. “Life does not oUer giZs or rewards, but opportunities. Nobody

is entitled to anything. Only behavior and labor deXnes us and what

we have. Whenever you make a choice, you follow one path and move

apart from another. If your job occupies more importance in your

mind, time and actions, than your dream, then you will not accomplish

your dream but maybe receive a raise in your salary instead and be hap-

py with that loss. If you look at relationships as a toy store, if you look

at your companion as easily replaceable, then you will very likely lose

the one you have. If you rather enjoy life with your friends than with

your companion, you will end up alone. If you insult the wise, you then

end up surrounded by fools. If you neglect your wealth, you will like-

ly end up poor. If you destroy love, you will end up feeling unloved. If

you destroy the good that comes to you, you will end up experiencing

evil. Life will always reYect your actions, words and thoughts. You are

what you spend most of your time doing, saying and thinking. Your life

is always a reYection of your priorities. If you spend your time partying,

insulting and occupying your mind with nonsense from social media,

music with degrading lyrics, and movies that promote antisocial values,

you get zero from life.”

― Robin SacredXre
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290. “Lithuanians, Ukrainians, Latvians and Estonians, fear the Soviet

Union, but the Soviet Union remains alive inside of them, feeding from

their fears.”

― Robin SacredXre

291. “Live as if you are going to die; die as if you are going to live; and

you will never suUer another day.”

― Robin SacredXre

292. “Love is the desire in trusting someone and trusting the desire in

that same one.”

― Robin SacredXre

293. “Love is the foundation, the mechanism and the conductor of

life.”

― Robin SacredXre

294. “Many of my books emerged from deep conversations with fools.

I merely had to erase their deep ignorant sayings, which nonetheless

forced me to reconstruct a new insight. Because, you see, a rotten apple

can feed a growing apple-tree but never replace it or do more than that

once its task is done. Likewise, most human beings only exist to feed

you with their rotting ignorance. Wey have nothing else inside them-

selves. And that's exactly how you should see them, because that's how

they see themselves as well. Wis is the reason why they always try to as-

sociate your merit with their lack of it.”

― Robin SacredXre

295. “Many of the people who envy my lifestyle and my skills, tell me

that the way I think isn't suitable for this world, that I'm too judgmen-
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tal, demanding and critical of others. Wey assume that the two things,

my success and my thinking, come in diUerent packages.”

― Robin SacredXre

296. “Many people have told me that I have high requirements with the

ones I choose for my life. I disagree. If you defecate on the plate of a

hungry person, you can't say he doesn't eat because he is unthankful and

has no gratitude towards life. I do like mankind, but I can't see mankind

in the souls of the many I encounter. And I will not ever accept such

decadence just because many have done it.”

― Robin SacredXre

297. Many people trust the imbecile, and that's how the sheep are led

to the slaughterhouse.”

― Robin SacredXre

298. “Many people will enter your life. Each one has a role in your psy-

che. Each one represents a part of you. Some people represent hope;

others represent failure. If most of whom you are is self-destructive, you

will attract failure most of the times, and neglect the very few opportu-

nities you get along the way.”

― Robin SacredXre

299. “Many popular stories and ideas led society to believe that heroes

can save the world and Xght armies. Wat is absurd. We only way any-

one will ever save the world is if such person can build an army, an army

supported by one idea, a group supported by a value, a family strength-

ened by commitment.”

― Robin SacredXre
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300. “Maslow said that sex is the primary need. Does that mean porn-

stars spend more money on books than anyone else?”

― Robin SacredXre

Get all the ebooks and audiobooks authored by Robin Sacred>re
by visiting www.22Lions.com3.

301. “Men shouldn’t fear or hate what they do not know but study it

and share it instead. It is both an act of selXshness and cruelty to seek

for the destruction of wisdom and the wise, but also to keep silent when

witnessing it happening.”

― Robin SacredXre

302. “Met a mad scientist who wants to save the world. His only prob-

lem in life is not being able to Xnd love. How ironic!”

― Robin SacredXre

303. “Misery is not measured by material goods but shown through the

psychic weakness of an individual.”

― Robin SacredXre

304. “Money is only a problem to those who aren't willing to develop a

higher awareness about how to master it.”

― Robin SacredXre

305. “Most adults suUer from diVculties in achieving the truth, be-

cause social and educational conditionings have blocked their mind

from accessing it. In psychology, this process is called crystallization,

and explains the inability to change over the years.”

― Robin SacredXre

3. https://22lions.com/collections/bundles/products/robin-sacred>re-bundle
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306. “Most christians aren't aware that God hates them. God hates the

arrogant and the imbecile that reject knowledge and instruction, and

assume themselves superior to other human beings. And sadly, most

christians Xt into a paradigm that paradoxically simultaneously rejects

them.”

― Robin SacredXre

307. “Most humans are so incredibly arrogant, that they can't conceive

the idea that they are far more insigniXcant than they would ever imag-

ine. Wat truth would devastate anyone at present time.”

― Robin SacredXre

308. “Most of the times I feel like I'm talking to walls. Most people

are a total waste of time. Wey are so obsessed with their own ego and

their absurd ideas about the world, that exist only inside their brain,

that talking to them becomes a very stressful activity.”

― Robin SacredXre

309. “Most people are asleep and need to be confronted, like adults

that are still behaving like they're Xve years old, and don't want to as-

sume responsibility for their mistakes.”

― Robin SacredXre

310. “Most people are like onions. At the surface, they may seem pretty,

blond, with blue eyes, possess a beautiful face and exhibit an elegant

body; then, the second layer reveals a bad attitude, health disorders, be-

havior issues, a tend to mood swings; and by the time you reach the X-

nal layer, you can feel disgusted with what you Xnd, especially, if you

realize that a beautiful woman is possessed and Xlled with Xlth inside,

Xlth in the form of addictions, to drugs, to sex, to sadism, hate and de-
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struction. And yet, you peel every single layer with tears in your eyes.

Even when they’re punished with a sudden death, you cry.”

― Robin SacredXre

311. “Most people are more willing to enter an airplane than jump on

a trampoline. And they’re more terriXed from bungee jumping, than

spending hours at hundreds of meters above the ground.”

― Robin SacredXre

312. “Most people are so obsessed with themselves and their worth,

that they only understand the value of another human being when they

lose him or her forever.”

― Robin SacredXre

313. “Most people believe that sharing the same Yesh and blood, the

same basic DNA structure, makes them your family. How sad that is.

Because, you see, as a spiritual person, I believe you must deserve a fam-

ily, not just own it. If those who are my biologic family, don't behave as

such, they are not my family. If I have chosen them before I was born,

I have been betrayed. I owe them nothing, in this or the many lives to

come. In fact, if they betray me in this life, they will return as my ene-

mies in the next; and their karma will make me victorious in that future

confrontation.”

― Robin SacredXre

314. “Most people from around the world can't tell if I'm European,

Asian, Arab, African, North American or South American. Isn't it good

to know my ancestors weren't racist?”

― Robin SacredXre
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315. “Most people can’t obtain wealth because they tend to follow a

mental program telling them that they should always put energy in

getting money with actions and attention on known paths to acquire

wealth.”

― Robin SacredXre

316. “Most people can’t see, even if you tell them, that money doesn’t

exist. Money is literally speaking an IOU – I owe you. Werefore, we’re

all exchanging beliefs between one another.”

― Robin SacredXre

317. “Most people need, at least, a very strong ethical training. Wey

tend to lack basic moral. And it's a waste of time to teach very impor-

tant universal rules to someone who doesn't understand the meaning of

helping others or feeling empathy for them.”

― Robin SacredXre

318. “Most people put too much emphasis and value on their own fam-

ily, but when a family is promoting anti-survival ideals, it is actually

healthier to hate it. Anyone depending too much on the opinions of

others, parents or not, whenever such individuals are deeply insane or

ignorant, or both, is absorbing the wrong mindset and creating the

foundation of what we know as failure. It is only when you make the

wrong rules yours, and never before that, that failure becomes a per-

sonal thing. We replication of false paradigms replicates similar expe-

riences in personal Xnance and relationships, but also in other areas of

life.”

― Robin SacredXre

319. “Most people resist what they’re not familiar with, even when, and

despite, producing better and faster results. And that resumes their out-
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come in any area of life. We most fearful fail the most because Earth

was meant for the bravest and more courageous amongst us.”

― Robin SacredXre

320. “Most people seem to get bored easily when having an easy life,

and need to feed on drama and conYicts to feel alive. Wey are like vam-

pires and zombies, who feed on the anger of others. We Yesh and blood

is replaced here by life energy. Now, the main point to be made, is that

toxic women and toxic men do make us sick, and life goes nowhere

around such decadent souls. Alone, we have choices. With a mental-

ly sick person in our life, you can’t make plans for the future. It is im-

possible to make long-term plans when teaming with people who are

too obsessed with conYicts and selXsh needs. And hopefully, there will

come a time when such individuals are segregated from society and put

in mental hospitals. Until that moment comes, we can only avoid them

and label them toxic personalities.”

― Robin SacredXre

321. “Most people seem to have this illusion that they are lost in life.

Nobody is ever lost. People are merely in the dark, blinded by their ego.

As soon as they learn how to enlighten themselves, the whole truth is

revealed to them.”

― Robin SacredXre

322. “Most people spend their entire life worrying about how to die.

You know, the questions are always about retirement, medical insur-

ance, housing...; it is all about how to die easily and comfortably.”

― Robin SacredXre

323. “Most people think that anger, sadness and frustration are to be

avoided. How am I to improve myself if I can be happy in being stupid,
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happy in being with the stupid and contempt with too little? How am

I to improve if my desire is not fueled by need? And how am I to know

need if I cannot feel dissatisfaction, sadness and frustration?

― Robin SacredXre

324. “Most people think that making a living from books is fun and

joyful, but there's much more to it than what the eyes can see, and I

wish I had more time for more proXtable and also joyful activities.”

― Robin SacredXre

325. “Most people think that money and love aren’t related topics, but

allow me explain this to you in a realistic way: When someone criticizes

you and doesn’t see your value, this person is trying to bargain your

happiness; When someone doesn’t invest in a relationship, but instead

complains about her needs and wants, this person is overpricing her-

self; When a woman invests more in her outer beauty than inner beau-

ty, she is focusing on her brand, and not quality; When the cost of a

relationship exceeds the quality of what you get, you are being cheated;

And there’s really no such thing as cost for quality, because very oZen

the nicest people you Xnd are also the easiest to hang out with, and the

kindest. Wey make you feel as if your life is easy, and despite any chal-

lenges along the way, and also that you haven’t lost anything but instead

gained a lot. When someone adds value to your life, well then, that per-

son proves to be a great investment; and great investments are worth a

lifetime. Wey require little to be maintained but give you plenty in re-

turn. You should never let go of a good opportunity, in love and wealth.

If you’re smart enough to understand this, you can be in a fantastic re-

lationship and wealthy at the same time. If you can’t, you probably un-

dervalued yourself.”

― Robin SacredXre
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326. “Most people try to keep what they’re losing or become depressed

about what they can’t maintain, but the right attitude is to accept

change and have faith in a bright new future, because you must be

aware of the opportunities that any calamity brings.”

― Robin SacredXre

327. “Most religious persons would say that ‘truth is God’, but they

can’t explain clearly who is God and hold a perspective of truth that is

actually a religious dogma.”

― Robin SacredXre

328. “Most spiritual people are so obsessed with their own ideas about

what spirituality is supposed to be that they completely ignore and ne-

glect the words of the most well-sold spiritual authors in the world, in-

cluding me, just because we don't match what they think we should be.”

― Robin SacredXre

329. “Moving apart from someone means learning to readjust our own

chemical nature.”

― Robin SacredXre

330. “My awakening was diVcult and long but I did not have to make

it on my own. Everyone I met forced me to awake. My parents said I

was completely abnormal, not human or normal at all, not like any oth-

er child they had ever seen. Wen, psychologists told me I have a very

high capacity to analyze others and make proper deductions, which is

very uncommon in human beings. We philosophers I met, were aston-

ished with my innate capacity to see things they couldn’t, among texts

they supposedly should know better than me. And Xnally, in religious

groups, I was able to scare the ones in the highest ranks among them, by

showing an ability to see that they had to develop through decades of
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hard work. None of them told me I was an alien but every single person

I met had alienated me against my will. At the end of this journey, the

awakening was too clear to be rejected. And once I accepted it, every-

thing else was added to me, including my forgotten memories of other

planets.”

― Robin SacredXre

331. “My decision isn't as important as the freedom to decide, and my

income isn't as important as what I do to earn it.”

― Robin SacredXre

332. “My evolution as a writer? My mother said: ‘Stop talking like that’;

Teachers said: ‘You're weird’; Many readers said: ‘Useless’; Very few

readers said: ‘Best books ever, changed my whole life, making me richer,

happier and healthier’. Among them, some solved their relationship is-

sues, others found the truth they couldn’t get from many religions they

encountered, and some even cured long term illnesses. And those very

few readers, made climbing this huge mountain for more than thirty

years, completely worth the eUort.

― Robin SacredXre

333. “My life, my goals and my values and rules are non-negotiable. I

don’t like to even argue them with anyone. If someone pushes me to

change them, that person asks for a Xght. And likewise, nobody should

expect me to change into someone I’m not and appreciate people I de-

spise. I did not go through hell all my life to live like a trashcan at the

end of the road, as the ones who diUerentiate themselves from me by

prioritizing ideas, things and beliefs I despise. Ignorance is insulting to

me and the ones who take pride on their ignorance make themselves

my enemies.”

― Robin SacredXre
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334. “Narcissists: Hurt their ego by telling them that they should devel-

op empathy for another human being, tell them that the heart is more

important than appearances, and they will never talk to you ever again.”

― Robin SacredXre

335. “Neurotics are oZen oUended by the truth or possess a horrible

phobia for arguments they can't Xght against, and truly believe that, in

a perfect society, everyone should have their words Xltered by a higher

authority before expressing a viewpoint, while assuming that freedom

of speech is the freedom to talk or write what others expect to hear or

read. Wey also think that, as long as they start each sentence with gen-

eralizations like ‘everybody’, ‘everyone’, ‘people’, ‘many', ‘all’, ‘always’ and

‘normal’, nobody will notice how deeply unreasonable, illogical, unjus-

tiXable and insane they truly are.”

― Robin SacredXre

336. “Nobody Xghts over the opinion of which book is better. So why

do we Xght over which religion is better, if they're all based on books?

Let us read and learn from them all and unite in our diUerences and

disagreements too.”

― Robin SacredXre

337. “Nobody on this planet who is sane wants second handed under-

wear or second handed sex toys. So why are so many people very open

to sex with strangers and to allowing their body to become much more

than just second handed? I simply cannot consider them mentally sane

for the exact same reasons.”

― Robin SacredXre

338. “Nothing and nobody in the entire world can stop the one who is

not afraid of failure.”
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― Robin SacredXre

339. “Nothing can create more dramatic changes than simple and pure

love and compassion.”

― Robin SacredXre

340. “One does not achieve greatness because he has no anger in him,

but because he has learned how to master it.”

― Robin SacredXre

341. “Once I stopped Xghting back and started seeing my enemies as

useful idiots, and my personal barriers in life as useful schools of de-

velopment, within which I could Xnd a hidden door, I was catapulted

to the unknown; and upon arriving at my unpredictable destination, I

realized that I had landed exactly in the dream I had formed from the

start.

― Robin SacredXre

342. “OZen seems to me that people believe they can become only

what they already are, when in fact they are what they've chosen to be,

with a deliberate decision as well as the lack of it.”

― Robin SacredXre

343. “One can only have the illusion of honesty when not knowing his

own identity. In this sense, morality is an illusion. It manifests only on

those who have trespassed such illusion.”

― Robin SacredXre

344. “One doesn't write because he wants but because he must.”

― Robin SacredXre
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345. “One of the biggest surprises my students always had in their ex-

ams, which made some angry and others, few, very happy, was to re-

alize I always allow multiple correct answers, and also saw as correct

many answers I didn't predict to receive. We reason I did this, is be-

cause life works in the same way. If I did as other teachers, and only

allowed one correct answer, then students would never really have a

chance at understanding how life works. Because it's never about the

answer; it’s all about the intention in the answer; and that intention

puts the teacher in a completely diUerent role, with which most aren't

comfortable. Wat’s why I was never surprised to hear from students, in-

cluding in their Xnal year of college, that they had never met any other

teacher like me in their entire life. Wey also knew that they very likely

never will. But very few among those students are brave enough to look

at the portals to higher dimensions of conscience that open before their

eyes, either they’re confronting them from one perspective or another.

And I wonder if any of these students will one day present the same op-

portunities they got from me to others. Wese portals represent amaz-

ing options for the ones with the courage to see them and cross them.

But only a very powerful person possesses the power to open one for

others. And if you think that person is what it seems, you will neglect

the magician hiding behind the illusion of the teacher in front of you.

You see, I was never teaching; I was always creating magic in the class-

room. We ones looking for the teaching, got confused, the ones look-

ing at the lecturer were hypnotized by the illusion, and those who real-

ly saw what was happening, were upliZed. Among thousands of them,

one or two have acquired the skills to become magicians themselves.

Wey are now performing the same kind of magic they learned from me

wherever they go, and living the life they always dreamed to have.”

― Robin SacredXre

346. “One of the most eVcient strategies we can create towards a diV-

cult task is to believe it is simple.”
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― Robin SacredXre

347. “One of the most obvious characteristics of the fools is that they

need to ask the same question multiple times whenever the answer

doesn’t match their preconceived judgement. Wey think that it’s easier

to impose their lie than accepting the truth.”

― Robin SacredXre

348. “One of the things I really dislike about christians is their

hypocrisy; they criticize magicians and occultists but portray Jesus as

both.”

― Robin SacredXre

349. “One percent of people are trustworthy and honest, one percent

are persistent in life, one percent understands love and compassion, one

percent succeeds in life, and on and on; whenever you look at the mate-

rial side of life, as the one percent who are rich and succeeding in busi-

ness, you are looking at the same paradigm.”

― Robin SacredXre

350. “One the greatest spiritual secrets is that you can’t become some-

one diUerent without changing your previous state of being. We two

remain diUerent, although in the process of changing, you can’t see the

diUerence in yourself. You would essentially be acting in accordance

with your most recent state of consciousness. We other greatest secret

is that imagination bridges any transformation, meaning that you can

always become what you’ve accepted Xrst as a possibility. We transition

between the two states of being would be the equivalent to a transition

between parallel realities. And yet, because you are a spirit, this transi-

tion won’t be physical, won’t be seen and can’t be proven with our Xve

senses. Only the theories in mathematics and physics can prove what I

just said; only your awareness can allow you such recognition.”
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― Robin SacredXre

351. “Only the person who is not focused on building his future, and

does not believe with all his heart in that possibility, suUers. Were isn’t

a single problem capable of stopping a dreamer from drinking joy from

the dreams he builds for himself.”

― Robin SacredXre

352. “Order drives one inward, and disorder outward, and between

both, consciousness has a chance to rediscover itself.”

― Robin SacredXre

353. “Our desires, dreams and hopes, open portals. Wese portals man-

ifest in our level of consciousness and Xve senses, in the form of deci-

sions related to the material world but also opportunities. Now, at the

exact same time, or maybe even slightly before in time, we get the exact

opposite, the temptation, the illusion and deception. And when we are

about to make a decision, as if by magic, the two things come stronger

towards us, as if pushing us into a duality that makes it hard to decide.

Now, this brings me to another super interesting fact: Most people as-

sume that they have free will, and that choices are hard to be made, and

that life is full of dualities, and so on. And I have learned that this is

just a great deception related to our planet, which, as human beings, we

must transcend.”

― Robin SacredXre

354. “Our goals must be things we can measure every day, like a graphic

that a company would use to control its proXts.”

― Robin SacredXre

355. “Our most fundamental spiritual experiences consist on experi-

ences of risk, fear and chances that make us jump from a cliU of emo-
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tional turmoil and into a chaos of excitement. It’s precisely the poten-

tial for disappointment, pain and total annihilation that makes them so

spiritual.”

― Robin SacredXre

356. “Our world is ruled by money. Without it, you can't even buy your

own freedom. If you need to work for money, then you are a slave of

money.”

― Robin SacredXre

357. “Pain is a temporary illusion. I’ve concluded this through the

many people who made fun of me when I said I was going to write my

Xrst book, and ten years later are asking me how to get rich; the for-

mer girlfriends who pushed me away and a year later started chasing me

back; and the family members who apologize now for things that oc-

curred twenty years ago. I can only assume that everyone else that hasn’t

regretted yet being mean will reincarnate in a condition that will force

them furthermore into that feeling of guilt, even if it takes them an en-

tire lifetime of suUering to reach such state of awareness.”

― Robin SacredXre

358. “Pain is what we get, when we are consumed by the Xre of anger.

We need to balance that with love. Meditation is the way; Meditation

is how you practice accepting yourself. You don’t have to focus on any-

thing or force yourself in uncomfortable positions. Simply go to a gar-

den during sunrise, sit on a bench and listen to the birds. Wis is medi-

tation. You see, we shower to be clean, we go to the gym to exercise the

body, we eat to have energy, and we meditate to put our thoughts in or-

der with our soul. Meditation is not a way to escape reality but a prac-

tice that teaches you how to accept it. You need more reality in your life

but you need it with an open heart. Most of the world is in the dark,

and if you open a weak heart to it, you get hurt. You can learn to see the
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world as it is, but you have to know reality with your own conscious-

ness. Wen, you can attract anything you want, including the answers to

all your questions. You did attract this message. If you can believe that,

you are on the way to the ultimate truth and, when seeing it, you will

recognize it.”

― Robin SacredXre

359. “Parallel Realities: While people sit in a coUee shop talking about

their problems, challenges and struggles, I sit amongst them writing

books with the solutions.”

― Robin SacredXre

360. “People always get exactly what they believe to deserve, despite the

fact that they may be unhappy with what they have. We are 100% re-

sponsible for our destiny, and I would dare saying 200%, because we

do create the conditions for the future we end up attracting to our life.

But the challenge is in learning to see it, and noticing how we do this.

Werefore, there's really nothing to regret about life.”

― Robin SacredXre

361. “People always need to put you in a box, because they don't under-

stand what self-determinism is.”

― Robin SacredXre

362. “People are always intrigued by me for diUerent reasons. And so,

they start searching for more; and the deeper they dig, the more con-

fused they are. At Xrst, they realize I am vegetarian and don’t drink

alcohol. Wat’s strange for many, but still not enough to stop most of

them. Wey then realize I am not just an author, but also a musician. Af-

ter this, they realize this musician and writer, can also paint and draw,

and research, and do tarot readings, and teach in universities about sci-
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entiXc topics. A little further along the road, they notice he can create

websites, businesses and organize meetings with hundreds of people,

talk in public, and through big radio stations, as if it was all the most

natural thing to do. Wen, they realize this person is connected to many

religious groups, many of which seem to be completely contradictory.

And, at this point, almost everyone has quitted their quest, and classi-

Xed me as crazy, liar or anything else that makes them feel at peace in

their little world. We spiritual ones, however, keep going. First, they

realize I am an Indigo with past lives on Earth as well. Wen, they an-

alyze such past lives, and realize they were all quite meaningful. And

well, then they get scared. We non-human part of me becomes too ob-

vious, and they can’t handle it. It scratches their ego and shadows on

their self-esteem. Wey are actually scared of their own prophets. But

I don’t blame them. My mother was terriXed when she found I could

read her mind and was collecting notes about human behavior since I

was seven years old, or learning in silence, in a dark room. I had to let

her go for her to Xnd her own peace of mind. I don’t think she ever did.

But all that is Xne. I am not here to be accepted or apologize my exis-

tence. Everything passes, and this existence will pass as well.”

― Robin SacredXre

363. “People are funny when they say they would like to spend time

with me because they admire me. I admire myself too. We question is,

why would I spend my time with someone I don't admire?”

― Robin SacredXre

364. “People are more afraid of being discriminated than living in igno-

rance.”

― Robin SacredXre

365. “People are oZen surprised when smart individuals get angry. But

you see, speed and patience were never best friends. One can't wait and
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achieve at the same time. You either do something or you don't. You

can't promise to do something while not doing, or expect the doing to

be done while you wait. Maybe on another planet, but not on this one.

If you think you can break this rule, you've literally alienated yourself.”

― Robin SacredXre

366. “People are so brainwashed by their belief system, that they actu-

ally think it is much better to have a job than to earn much more while

sleeping. It doesn't feel right for them not to be a dependent slave.”

― Robin SacredXre

367. “People are vaccinated with dangerous chemicals during their

childhood, indoctrinated with immorality through television while

growing up, taught to reject God by their teachers, fed with genetically

modiXed food, and led to suspect others by their relatives and friends,

and then you wonder why it's so diVcult to Xnd a normal person in this

modern world, why nobody assumes responsibility for their words and

behavior, and why everyone is so selXshly abusive. We biblical apoca-

lypse has begun and the zombies are everywhere. It's just that we call

them stupid and selXsh instead. But they do act like there's no life inside

of them anymore. Were are no more normal human beings around.

We survivors of this apocalypse are extremely scarce and must be trea-

sured.”

― Robin SacredXre

368. “People are what they do, what they did, how they think and what

they eat. You can and should judge someone in such way. It is accurate.

It will help you greatly in choosing your friends and your enemies wise-

ly, but also in knowing whom to marry with.”

― Robin SacredXre
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369. “People assume that I know all the answers to my decisions, be-

cause they logically must have reasons for theirs. However, if that was

the case, I would not be living but thinking about life and assuming

without living, as they oZen do.”

― Robin SacredXre

370. “People change when they can act diUerently towards the same sit-

uations in order to achieve diUerent results.”

― Robin SacredXre

371. “People claim you should feel compassion for the weak. Well, that

depends on the circumstances. Should you feel compassion for a don-

key? In truth, it depends where you want to go, not the donkey or the

compassion. If you wish to go nowhere, a dead donkey is as good as one

alive. But if you want to hurt yourself, please choose a donkey that can

kick you back and oZen.”

― Robin SacredXre

372. “People don’t change because being accepted always precedes

change. Like any soZware, their brain can’t invert this process. But this

program was set on human souls for a reason. Evolution doesn’t pity

the weak-minded. While the psychopaths self-destroy themselves, the

empaths prosper and inherit the Earth.”

― Robin SacredXre

373. “People easily believe in the transition of energy, image and voice

through the air, and into their laptops and smartphones, but not in the

transition of thought. And they easily accept the possibility of cloning

animals and humans, or transforming them genetically, and even mak-

ing hybrids with diUerent species, but refuse to accept that we may be

an hybrid species of two or more alien species as well.”
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― Robin SacredXre

374. “People have little importance to me because they are unconscious

to their real self. And that self that I see in them, they can't see in them-

selves. Wey're only manifesting a very small portion of what they could

become. Honesty and kindness could unlock many things in their spir-

it but most people are too afraid and trapped within themselves, their

mind, their fake beliefs; and so, I observe everything in them that they

may spend an entire lifetime never seeing. I know their wants, their

qualities, their dreams, their needs, their spiritual lessons, their karma,

and their past lives. Wey only know what their friends, trapped by the

same ignorance, believe that they are.”

― Robin SacredXre

375. “People interpret things in a linear form but science proves other-

wise.”

― Robin SacredXre

376. “People never remember who helped them conquer their dreams.

When they truly achieve a lot, they oZen forget me easily. I’ve noticed

the same behavior in both children and adults, and even in family

members. And it’s kind of interesting that they forget easily once taking

ownership of their newly acquired skills. Probably, if they remembered,

they wouldn't take them as their own. Wey would probably not even

comprehend them. Wat's why I believe that, if you wish to change the

world, you have to do the opposite; you have to not need it. Because,

if you are really good, people will never appreciate you, and you will

disappear into a world that merely reYects you better. You will dis-

solve into the world. We most enlightened individuals are never re-

membered by history because they have dissolved themselves into the

world. Were’s no salt in their water, because the salty water has made

them vanish from our records. We have neglected them from our histo-
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ry. Wat’s why a person can't bet egotistical and help others at the same

time. One thing has to give in.”

― Robin SacredXre

377. “People of Earth know nothing about the heart. And the ones

who do, address love as the need to bleed. And it is indeed so. Wis ma-

terialistic world of mentally-obsessed humanoids will never allow true

love to show itself. We ones who possess a better understanding, of-

ten walk alone, love alone, and feel alone, with their partners, groups

and the world itself. Altruism is not a disease, a curse or a punishment,

although it usually feels that way. Altruism is not even a price we pay

for being spiritually free. Altruism, as death or birth, is just what it is.

It just happens. We feelings attached to it are merely an awakening to

the realization of the gap between oneself and the remaining of his pre-

historic ancestors. One moves apart, into the future, in his evolution,

and looks back at his brothers and sisters, trapped in the dogmas of the

past, not realizing one can’t travel in time in body but only in spirit.

And in this sense, none of us ever escapes this prison. Not in body; only

in mind. We mind has the key we look for outside ourselves. We heart

helps the blind of spirit Xnd it. And when humanity, as a whole, realizes

this, it will ascend. But for now, unfortunately, many will have to suUer

and pay with their own life, before this realization becomes common

sense. Before the many books that have been written, are Xnally read by

the masses and understood as they were intended by the authors; be-

fore we realize that all the wars are being fought in our mind and mere-

ly being represented in the material playground, like a theatrical play

to which we all contribute with our own mental script, daily written

and adjusted by the collective conscience and its concepts of right and

wrong, true and false, justice and injustice, real and unreal.”

― Robin SacredXre
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378. “People oZen come to me to ask questions about other authors.

If they had read my books, they would not need to ask such questions.

We contradiction between what their instinct tells them to do in

search for answers and what their brain tells them to read is too obvious

to be ignored. It is like drinking milk when wanting water, and asking

me why the water tastes like milk. And yet, if the fools knew they were

fools, they would not be fools. I respect the other authors, even when I

know they have no value. Wey make people start asking questions that

authors like me can answer; questions that otherwise they wouldn’t

ask.”

― Robin SacredXre

379. “People only value what they can't have and what they've lost. Wis

applies to friends too. Before anyone become famous, he was a normal

person as well. But during this time, he didn't have as many admirers

and followers. Wat's a great paradox in life, for we are always alone in

our path towards success, but never alone when we don't need anyone

any longer.”

― Robin SacredXre

380. “People say I have a wild imagination. I actually don't. You see,

what I do consists in analyzing the patterns of a peculiar form of ig-

norance that emerges from the head of most I interact with, especially

when dealing with groups; the same patterns that make their life boring

and dramatic, full of problems and stress. And then, I merge and re-

combine that into a beautiful multicolored ball that I throw back at

them, in the form of a joke or a lie that makes them laugh. But I didn't

really create it; I merely gave a positive use to their own nonsense. And

they love it. And yet, they always think I am the crazy one, the one with

the wild imagination. But I am just an artist. I can only be creative by

using the colors and forms given to me through observation. If I am
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good at everything I do with art, as with jokes, it is because I am a good

artist.”

― Robin SacredXre

381. “People tell me that I am impatient because they can't realize each

year that passes represents over one percent of a life gone.”

― Robin SacredXre

382. People tend to invert the most natural order of life, which is to

move before things happen, instead of expecting things to happen to

move.”

― Robin SacredXre

383. “People think that life moves in a linear way, from point A to B.

Wey think that they have been changing and evolving. But that is not

the truth about what happens. Everyone is moving in circles. Along the

way, we pick up pieces of our personality while discarding the parts that

were not meant to be within us. Life is nothing more that a carousel.

But those who are too distracted by the ride, by their sensations and

emotions, completely ignore the purpose of it. And once they die, they

come back for more. Again and again, life repeats itself as if it had not

ended at all. A kind of amnesia and ignorance in what regards past lives,

assures that the vast majority remains in this carousel of madness forev-

er. It is not until you either realize that you have been going in circles

and reaching nowhere, or you get sick enough with the ride, that you

realize you’ve been trapped by a childlike mentality, in a fantasy world

created to fool you. And this realization, represents the beginning of a

painful journey towards freedom, the highest form of freedom a spir-

itual being can aspire to conquer in one lifetime - freedom from hell.

Because what is hell but a carousel of madness, shapes and forms that

imprison the mind with addictions in order to consume the soul until
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there are no more remains of what was once the original personality -

the eternal being.”

― Robin SacredXre

384. “People think they have complete freedom in their choices. Wey

are wrong. Were is a limited time for everything. Some opportunities

manifest in seconds while others in years. But once that window closes,

it's over; you won't get a second chance. Now, if you are not too dumb,

or too egotistical, too obsessed with your own views on reality, you can

actually see the opportunity closing itself in front of your eyes before it

vanishes.”

― Robin SacredXre

385. “People thinking that God abandoned them are deaf because they

have no hope. How could God create life without hope?”

― Robin SacredXre

386. “People use masks in public and then wonder why their personal

life, their relationships, don't work. If you're not being honest with oth-

ers, there's nothing real about yourself to learn and, the wider the gap,

the deeper the suUering. We heart wasn't meant to be closed in a box

made of fake feelings and thoughts.”

― Robin SacredXre

387. “People want to worship the ones they admire and are shocked

when noticing that they're just normal human beings.”

― Robin SacredXre

388. “People who believe I have negative thoughts should remove

themselves from my life; because it is likely that their hypocritical dis-

torted positivity is the cause of it.”
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― Robin SacredXre

389. “People who can’t control their behavior have a problem with

discipline. But lack of discipline over the body originates in a restless

mind. We restless mind does not stop because it is not at peace. We

mind cannot be at peace if the heart is in distress. A heart in distress is

in search for love. We less love is in the heart, the more thoughts are

in the mind, and, as a consequence, the more troubled is life. We then

look at what reYects back at us, in the form of lack of love, but it’s just

and always a reYection of what is and has been within us. Nevertheless,

we can’t love the reYection expecting it to vanish into love; and we can’t

love ourselves when we are constantly vanishing into our reYection. We

can only understand that both are the same; and, in loving both, none

will remain as it was. In doing so, we lose our ego and our reputation

but win love.”

― Robin SacredXre

390. “People who consider the world to be divided in two parts, are

attached to the illusion of reality. Were is no such thing as two parts;

When you consider if it is better to have a job or your own business,

you forget that jobs were created by business owners; When you con-

sider if you should either be alone or live amongst others, you forget

that the need for loneliness would't come to you without the awareness

of suUering, which is a social skill; When you consider yourself a victim

of your subconscious mind, you forget about the power of your con-

scious intentions and how they form your future; And when you forget

that you forget, you allow yourself to be trapped within a duality that

does not truly exist. So consider the world to be one, consider reality

as one, consider yourself and your outcomes as within one single path

and contributing for the same cause, and you will succeed in all your

endeavors. AZer that, you will no longer see wins and losses, or winners

and losers, but simply choices to be made; and, if you are honest with
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yourself, every single choice will make you prouder of being who you

are.”

― Robin SacredXre

391. “People who disagree with me tend to say we have cultural diUer-

ences; and they feel insulted when I laugh before such comment. Wey

are not developed enough to understand that I embrace a supreme cul-

ture. It’s called common sense.”

― Robin SacredXre

392. “People who don't like to read shouldn't complain about the mis-

fortunes of their life, for every misfortune is the result of ignorance,

and ignorance is abundant among the lazy.”

― Robin SacredXre

393. “People who encounter me cannot understand why I refuse to

worship, either it is a religion, a prophet or a writer. Wey don't under-

stand that I was born to be worshipped, and not worship. As me, many

others have been here before and faced the same. People disdain, ignore

and ridicule the living while worshipping the dead. And once I'm gone,

the cycle repeats, with someone better than me facing what I face now.

And I am great now, not three hundred years from now, when every-

one will agree with this statement but I won't be here to disagree with

it and show a better path.”

― Robin SacredXre

394. “People who still laugh at the possibility of life on other planets,

should Xrst visit the more than 100 billion planets in the Milky-way

that NASA claims to be able to support life, and before making their

conclusions. Because a conclusion based on what is not known and not

seen, is not a scientiXc conclusion, but a demonstration of stupidity at
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the highest level with the simplest arguments, by very lazy people, who

don't read, don't know, don't care, and are too dumb and arrogant to lis-

ten.”

― Robin SacredXre

395. “People who think their past can be forgotten, are assuming that

anyone can fall in love with a mass murderer and pretend he never

killed dozens of innocents. Obviously, they can’t do that themselves;

and yet, they think that way because they are narcissistic and selXsh.

And so, we can conclude that, whenever one demands something, he

reveals his true nature.”

― Robin SacredXre

396. “Personal energy is correlated with consciousness, which is shaped

through diUerent experiences in life.”

― Robin SacredXre

397. “Planet Earth has rules that can’t be broken, no matter how rich

or poor you are. You either have a nine to Xve job, you’re an artist con-

stantly producing art, you’re a businessman, or you stay home cleaning

and taking care of children. And no matter if you’re a man or a woman,

the same rule applies to you. You break it, and life breaks you.”

― Robin SacredXre

398. “Planet Earth is stuck in time for thousands and thousands of

years. Evolution is nothing but a big illusion.”

― Robin SacredXre

399 “Poor people can't understand this: It's not what you do that cre-

ates a fortune, but who you are.”
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― Robin SacredXre

400. “Probably, the greatest secret hidden from me during my entire

life, was that the ones opposing me the most were terribly afraid of my

skills and jealous of my potential. My existence was a threat to their ego.

If I had known that, my life would have went in a very diUerent direc-

tion, one which would have allowed me to reach my goals much soon-

er, likely twenty years sooner, and without any resentment or emotion-

al scars. Basically, I would not have spent so many years asking myself

why.”

― Robin SacredXre

Get all the ebooks and audiobooks authored by Robin Sacred>re
by visiting www.22Lions.com4.

401. “Psychiatry doesn’t heal, it controls, and it doesn’t deal with the

soul, but with the brain. It is the ultimate weapon against spiritual con-

sciousness, when the educational system and the social structure seem

to fail in producing functional slaves.”

― Robin SacredXre

402. “Psychologically unhealthy people are sad, depressed, incapable of

deXning their wants and needs, incapable of choosing an occupation

they like, incapable of accepting unconditional love, and incapable of

respecting or admiring someone. Psychologically unhealthy people are

cowards in disguise and they can only fear. Once in a relationship or

friendship with such people, they will make you believe they depend

on you to be happy, but they can’t be happy. Wat is what they say to

keep you for long enough, to feed on you for long enough, to consume

your energy for long enough. Psychologically unhealthy people are al-

ready dead in spirit. Wey can only feed on emotions. Psychological-

ly unhealthy people can only make you feel sad, lost, demotivated and

4. https://22lions.com/collections/bundles/products/robin-sacred>re-bundle
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incapable. But that is merely the surface, the resulting consequence of

losing your energy to someone else that can merely feed on you. And

psychologically unhealthy people know that already. Wat is why they

make you believe they need you. Wey do need you. Wat is how they

survive. Without people like you, they die, they literally die. Weir body

and mind cannot survive without an external source of energy. Because,

truly, energy comes from the soul, and they have none. Weir soul is

driZing in hell. When someone like you leaves them, they tend to get a

deadly disease rather fast, because a body without energy, which comes

from the spirit, is too weak to Xghtback a disease.”

― Robin SacredXre

403. “Reality is not what you see but what is, and you don't know what

is until you are yourself Xrst.”

― Robin SacredXre

404. “Reincarnation is when I tell a girl that I write spiritual books and

she thinks I'm a monk. She has a medieval soul still stuck in time.”

― Robin SacredXre

405. “Reincarnation isn't something in which I choose to believe but

rather a truth I accept. Most people will never know the meaning

of their friendships, passions, choices and even challenges. I embrace

them, knowing that there’s always a perfect correlation between every-

thing, including between us and the ones who love us and betray us at

the end. Wat’s how I know I’m almost never traveling somewhere but

returning, or not meeting someone but Xxing the past, or facing a chal-

lenge but ending a karmic cycle. If I was a Japanese Buddhist Monk,

a Chinese Warrior, a Native American Hunter, a Scottish Doctor, a

French Monarch, or a Spanish Templar, none of that really matters, not

as much as what I experienced and believed during that time, not as

much as what I did ten years ago or what I believed during my child-
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hood, not as much as who I am now and what I can do with my life at

the present moment.”

― Robin SacredXre

406. “Relationships between two persons exist so that both can grow

together and learn to live by sharing emotions and personal reYections,

including the most private.”

― Robin SacredXre

407. “Religion is soZcore - God is good, Satan is evil. Be good, avoid

Evil. Give money if you can, receive charity if you can't. If a person does

evil, forgive, and if he does good, love him. A cult is hardcore - evil

and good are the same and subjected only to perspective, and you must

tell the diUerence by experience, not books. Do good through evil, and

justify evil to get good. You are your own god and you must take re-

sponsibility for everything in your life, including the things you attract

subconsciously. Give all your money away, because you can always dou-

ble and even triple that amount with enough willpower. Give charity

to nobody but help those who help you. And I would say most peo-

ple prefer the soZcore version of reality, but I am not saying, however,

that either is good or bad. I'm just sarcastically showing the diUerences.

I know members from both sides of this reality and I love them all. It's

actually interesting to notice that many in religions behave as if in cults,

and claim that their religion is not a cult, while many cults claim to be

religious, and don't even admit your right to personal thoughts. Well,

they can't stop you from thinking, but your thoughts only end when

you reach the same conclusions they have."

― Robin SacredXre

408. “Religion isn't something in which you believe but something you

understand.”
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― Robin SacredXre

409. “Religious people never believe I write books. Someone should

tell them that books aren't only produced in monasteries anymore.”

― Robin SacredXre

410. “Religion presents itself merely as a stimulus for the spiritual sens-

es and never as a true path or food for the soul.”

― Robin SacredXre

411. “Remember that we become what we believe that we should be,

so resentment may stop us from realizing it. Resentment and victimiza-

tion aUect your vibration and lead you to attract challenges related to

more situations that make you feel like a victim and resentful.”

― Robin SacredXre

412. “Ridiculing and laughing about something they don't understand

is what the ignorant do. So you better learn to accept it. Because the

more you move forward in life and do things that others consider im-

possible, the more you will see, and the more you will understand, and

the more you will also notice such reactions. We ultimate prize of the

wisest, and also their ultimate sacriXce, is loneliness.”

― Robin SacredXre

413. “Satan always wins. I tried to convince one girlfriend to stop

smoking marijuana, and explained to her the long term eUects it has

on the brain and, as a consequence, on her health and the health of

our relationship; but all it took was one of her possessed friends to se-

duce her back into it, for her to neglect everything I had said for sev-

eral months. Satan won. Another girlfriend, struggling with emotion-

al issues and depression, went to a psychiatrist to talk about her rela-

tionship with me, and the psychiatrist shown her, through several tests,
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that her brain was in very bad shape and she needed therapy urgent-

ly. But all it took was one of her possessed friends to suggest her that

she should sleep with another man instead, and forget about me, and

in one night she wasted Xve years of investment on someone she loved.

When she regretted, it was too late to get me back. Satan won. Satan al-

ways wins. And I am infuriated by this fact, and always infuriated when

seeing, with my own eyes, how easily the vast majority of the people fall

in the traps of Satan, how horribly stupid and ungrateful they are, to

me, to life, to God, and even to themselves. We vast majority of the hu-

man race is extremely easy to seduce, to fall into temptation, and reject

paradise. But maybe that is exactly what makes them all sons of Satan.

Wey are not good even to themselves. Wey suUer for their own con-

stant sins, life aZer life, aZer life, aZer life. And how very sad it is, that

when presented with the fruit of temptation, shown in diUerent forms,

these people throw themselves at hell in life and death, and give away

the promise of eternal happiness.”

― Robin SacredXre

414. “Science Xction doesn't show me much about alien's nature but

shows a lot about North American nature.”

― Robin SacredXre

415. “Science is only scientiXc for as long as it is open to self-criticism.

When scientists refuse to embrace new Xndings because they support

spirituality, they’re being dogmatic. And when someone supports him-

self in outdated scientiXc dogmas, that person is being religiously igno-

rant. When such things occur, science has been defeated with the same

arguments used to justify its existence against any dogma or religion,

nullifying its value in the process.”

― Robin SacredXre
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416. “Self-destruction is the ultimate victory fools seek the most. Rival-

ry, arrogance and resentment will certainly lead them there.”

― Robin SacredXre

417. “Since any eUort always translates into more learning about a par-

ticular subject, we logically believe that we can determine our success in

a linear fashion, but this doesn’t happen because our self-image always

Xlters our perception of reality.”

― Robin SacredXre

418. “Six big companies refused to refund me for a bad service. I humil-

iated them, I threaten them, I kept their product, and I made them pay

for every cent at the end. My girlfriend at the time asked me for some

time oU and challenged me. I dumped her without further discussion.

My computer demanded a break. And so I broke it. I have some of its

letters being shipped from across the world while I type without them,

for seventeen hours a day, from Monday to Sunday. And yet, this world

still seriously underestimates the one who was born in the darkness and

shaped by the Xre.”

― Robin SacredXre

419. “Some encounter me in person, know I am a writer, and don't trust

the value of my words. Some encounter my books, know me later, and

don't trust the value of my friendship. Both doubt themselves.”

― Robin SacredXre

420. “Some men have the power to make women look more beautiful

than they were. Most men make women uglier than they were. Most

women don't know how to choose men, and despise the ones they

should treasure, because they have a poor self-worth.”

― Robin SacredXre
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421. “Some people are born to be like chickens; they wait for the corn

to appear in exchange for their eggs, they give their life for what they

believe, and they never dare to leave the house of their owners. Others

are born to be like eagles. Wey want to have the responsibility of own-

ing their fate and hunt for what they eat, they will take lives for what

they believe if necessary, and they rather die than be owned. And it is

an inevitable fact that human beings are always born with one of these

two natures and you can’t do anything to change it. Wey are either

prey or predator. Chickens fear eagles; eagles despise chickens. Chick-

ens think it’s diVcult to live like an eagle; eagles think it is humiliating

to live like a chicken. Chickens are the majority; eagles are the minori-

ty. Chickens are accepted and encouraged to multiply for the beneXt of

the system they feed; eagles are persecuted, isolated and killed to pro-

tect this same system.

― Robin SacredXre

422. “Some people are just weak and vulnerable but not dangerous. By

using our heart, we can more easily choose the right words when com-

municating with them.”

― Robin SacredXre

423. “Some people believe in the majority; Others believe in authors

that the majority follows. We ones in the Xrst group believe what they

see and the ones in the second group what they read. And yet, both are

equally ignorant of their ignorance, vulnerable to the claws of reality,

like rats in the night.”

― Robin SacredXre

424. “Some people get oUended by what I write, by what I do with my

life and by what I say to those they never saw. And they also get oUend-

ed when told they are too ignorant to have the right to judge anyone.
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Wese poor souls don't know that respect and intelligence are correlat-

ed.”

― Robin SacredXre

425. “Some people go to college to learn how to repeat the same task

every day for the rest of their life and then wonder why their salary is

low and machines are replacing them, but the truth is that they have

tried to train monkeys before creating the machines and it did not work

so well.”

― Robin SacredXre

426. “Some people have asked me if I can channel spirits. Yes, I can.

Some asked me if I can access my past-lives. Yes, I can do that too. Oth-

ers asked me if I can predict the future. And yes, I can do that as well.

However, in the few times I channelled spirits, they wrote worse books

than mine. In my past-lives, I wasn't as wise as I am now. And the future

isn't relevant, if I can't control the present.”

― Robin SacredXre

427. “Some people I encounter tell me: ‘I would like to talk more with

you in private because you are such an interesting person.’ And if I tell

them I already know that, they call me arrogant. But they never con-

sider that, just like them, I'm also looking for interesting people to talk

with. Only if I was arrogant, would I be interested in talking to some-

one that has nothing to oUer me apart from an ego boost.”

― Robin SacredXre

428. “Some people say that I'm too sensitive and get angry easily but if

they had the chance to travel back in time, to a medieval period, with-

out internet or TV, full of dumb ignorant souls everywhere, aggressive
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individuals that can't understand a thing about moral, they would un-

derstand me better. I come from such higher perspective.”

― Robin SacredXre

429. “Some people think that they are punishing me when they hit

their head against a wall. If that's not insane, I wonder what is. ‘Yes’,

they say to themselves, ‘I'm going to punish you for being my boyfriend,

by insulting you and destroying our relationship’; ‘I'm going to punish

you for taking me on vacations, by disappearing, even if you’re the one

with the house-keys’; ‘I’m going to punish you for giving me books to

read, by not reading them’; ‘I'm going to punish you for complaining

about my behavior, by becoming a much worse person’; and well, why

not too, why not committing suicide to prove me that their life has no

value and I am wrong in thinking it does?’ It is so sad when people are

literally as stupid and dumb as they are insane.”

― Robin SacredXre

430. “Some people wish they could live one thousand years. I wish I

could reduce one thousand years in twenty. Some people wish they

knew their past-lives. I wish I could live my future-lives right now, all at

once. Some people think I've done a lot in my life. I know I didn't even

reach one third of what I want.”

― Robin SacredXre

431. “Some women tell me that they don't think what I do is impor-

tant, but would like to travel the world with me. Others say they're not

a slut, even though they slept with many strangers. And then many oth-

ers claim to love me, even though disrespecting my beliefs and ridicul-

ing my knowledge. And I wonder if some people are just purely addict-

ed to suUering. Wey then say I'm not spiritual when I call them names

and expel them from my life. But on the contrary, a spiritual person

is very awake, not just spiritually, but mentally too. We real and most
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spiritual ones are not braindead. Wey will give you hell if you give them

suUering. Hell is very real and they can show you that better than any-

one else. Otherwise, they're not spiritual, but pretending to be. Spiritu-

ality is reality, not cuckoo land full of unicorns and fairies.”

― Robin SacredXre

432. “Someone once told me that I'm a parasite of society because I

don't need to work to make a living. He was unemployed, living with

his parents, and asked if I could oUer him some of the books I wrote.”

― Robin SacredXre

433. “Someone told me she loves her job because the company oUers

her food, medicine and gym, and I started to wonder if I am a human

imagining people in a zoo or a monkey in a zoo imagining he is human.”

― Robin SacredXre

434. “Sometimes I have to act crazy to handle the crazies. Trying to be

normal near the crazies makes me as crazy as them. We more I push

reason and logic on them, the more they pervert it and use it against

me, the angrier they make me feel. It's much easier to pretend they're

ghosts talking to the wind, and ignore them as if they weren't really hu-

man. My mood improves, my self-esteem gets better and I feel happier.

On another hand, maybe I'm just being realistic here, because you can't

really talk to the dead. Wat's what people without respect or empathy

are, brain-dead, just walking bodies without a soul.”

― Robin SacredXre

435. “Sometimes I wonder which one is worse: the woman who is stu-

pid or the one who reads books written by stupid authors.”

― Robin SacredXre
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436. “Sometimes life simply doesn't work in our favor, for a multitude

of reasons. But if we keep investing, with faith, in our future, when the

time comes, when the winds blow favorably in our direction, our speed

will be much faster than normal.”

― Robin SacredXre

437. “Sometimes you need to put a Xre to know where the snakes hide.”

― Robin SacredXre

438. “Speak the truth and do it as much as you can, and the liar will be

forced to adapt the lie until he can't anymore.”

― Robin SacredXre

439. “Spirituality without hate is a lie. If you can't feel anger, you can't

feel love. Empathy without disgust isn't truly empathy. When you be-

come more aware, you become more aware of everything. Wat makes

you more sensitive too - sensitive to cry and sensitive to hate.”

― Robin SacredXre

440. “Strong emotions create signiXcant changes.”

― Robin SacredXre

441. “Stubbornness is the art of listening to many wrong opinions and

consider them factual while adjusting the truth to a delusional perspec-

tive that deprives one from gaining more consciousness.”

― Robin SacredXre

442. “‘Study, get a job, get married, have a baby or two and die’, they say.

Why nobody wants the prize?”

― Robin SacredXre
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443. “Stupidity, as death, is inevitable. You can't stop death, but you can

stop stupidity by reading books.”

― Robin SacredXre

444. “Sugar is for the body as narcissism is for the soul. Both pleasures

kill.”

― Robin SacredXre

445. “Surrendering: We act of giving yourself entirely to a new self, and

then let go of your personal freedom for the achievement of something

greater than you had before, a new you, a new self, envisioned and de-

signed by yourself. Surrendering, to God or to a Dream, or to both, is

the ultimate act of designing your new future and then letting go the

present reality to live that dream. It is, indeed, the creation of a virtu-

al reality in which one will Xnd himself present, aZer detaching from

the previous reality, which will then become virtual by default. Because,

as one cannot surrender without accepting, one cannot get without

letting go. And so, when one surrenders entirely, he becomes entirely

new.”

― Robin SacredXre

446. “Sympathy is the self-delusional feeling of assuming that someone

you know, who is ignorant, depressed, frustrated, and losing much in

life, and maybe even terribly lonely and feeling abandoned by society,

deserves your compassion, help or understanding, while in fact what

they really want is to self-destroy themselves and take you along in that

airplane made of delusion before they Xnally crash and burn.”

― Robin SacredXre

447. “Seeking for perfection is like seeking for mental health without

a deXnition of what it is. But if psychology and psychiatry are as lost
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as the people they consistently evaluate, and people are as imperfect as

the imperfection they see in others, then I have to conclude that it is as

wise to accept judgment as it is to judge Xrst the ones who judge us. But

it is also as wise as it is foolish to do so; for it is like seeking for a def-

inition that can’t entirely deXne us. Because if one answer can explain

a thousand questions, a billion questions would never amount to the

importance of an answer, which the simpler it is, the more questions it

answers. And in this sense, I must say, we are imperfectly perfect.”

― Robin SacredXre

448. “Some men shouldn't procreate. But then again, I look at the

women they're with, and I realize they're just doing us all a favor, by in-

creasing the extinction rate of their subspecies.”

― Robin SacredXre

449. “Someone asked me: ‘Why do you always need to be right?’ I

asked back for an example of a situation where I was likely wrong but

this person became silent. And I had to conclude she had none. Because

I was indeed always right, not by need, but as a fact she couldn’t accept.”

― Robin SacredXre

450. “Stupidity is not lack of intelligence or knowledge. Stupidity is

when you are oUered a book and you don’t read it. Stupidity is when

you have the chance to learn from a good teacher and you choose to re-

main arrogant and defend useless beliefs; Stupidity is when life oUers

you an opportunity to grow and change and overcome your past, but

you can’t break free from your habits and rather remain stuck to your

old beliefs. Stupidity is when you insult the one who could make you

free from your state of stupidity by using stupid aVrmations and stupid

arguments. Stupidity is always a choice, not a state of being.”

― Robin SacredXre
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451. “Talking to the spiritually blind, the undead, the sleeping souls of

this world, is like talking to the actors of a movie that was already made

about what they will do next, except that these actors don't believe they

will do what they already did in the future, and refuse to take responsi-

bility for what they did in the past and are doing now, all of which are

behaviors that will have as a future consequence the predicted scene.”

― Robin SacredXre

452. “Tears are a wonderful thing. Wey cleanse the eyes and the heart.

Wanks to our tears, we can better see the world and our true friends.”

― Robin SacredXre

453. “Wat which you cannot oppose becomes part of you.”

― Robin SacredXre

454. “We ability to make a decision doesn’t require the absence of

doubt or fear. Both vanish in the presence of responsibility, which

emerges naturally in the presence of will. When we know what we truly

want, the doubts that blur our decisions, the fears that make us suc-

cumb to luck and fate, all become secondary in the face of reason.

Wat’s when we understand that our freewill and our options weren’t re-

ally there. We have created both by desire. We decision is basically con-

sciousness asking us to act on our subconscious desires.”

― Robin SacredXre

455. “We alchemical steps to attract success are always the same, al-

though manifested diUerently in each person.”

― Robin SacredXre

456. “We amount of time needed to change reality is relative to the ca-

pability of the individual to accept such change.”
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― Robin SacredXre

457. “We arrogant one seeks those who admire him as much as the

humble seeks those whom he admires. Wat is why the arrogant seem

popular but are ignorant and lonely, while the humble may not be pop-

ular but are wiser and secretly loved by many.”

― Robin SacredXre

458. “We attempt of trying to solve a social problem without analyzing

responsibilities is like trying to understand why a gun was shot without

talking to the one using it.”

― Robin SacredXre

459. “We average time for karma to produce results is Xve years. I

mean, Xve years for a company to prove itself or end, but also for a

person to achieve success or failure. Now, if you really persist in doing

something truly good for Xve years of your life, you must conquer the

results you envisioned, if you did so. And the same applies for the ig-

norant. If you ignore the potential of those around you, if you ignore

your life partner, if you ignore the needs of others, if you are ignorant

about yourself and waste your time for Xve years, then expect to get kar-

ma back aZer that period as well. Life is wonderful, even for the stupid,

but you shouldn't need negative consequences to learn something use-

ful from it.”

― Robin SacredXre

460. “We best choice for any person is always the one which brings

back the highest impact.”

― Robin SacredXre

461. “We best currency in the world is admiration. If you admire your-

self, you will do what makes you feel good. If you admire the people
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around you, you will want to be surrounded by those you truly love. If

you admire your results, you will not want poor results. If you admire

your life, you will always work hard to be at your best. If you admire ad-

miration, you will always feel like a little child, in love with everything

that life has to oUer. And these are the formulas for success. But formu-

las are nothing without admiration. Admiration will take you very far

in life, and much faster than any wind or wave.”

― Robin SacredXre

462. “We best thing I did in life wasn't learning or reading but training

my mind to think eUectively.”

― Robin SacredXre

463. “We best way to analyze anyone consists in mirroring their behav-

iors and words, as when you do it, they reveal their true intentions.”

― Robin SacredXre

464. We best way to defeat someone, consists in accepting their tools

for argument, for when doing so and proving them wrong, you disarm

them and make them retreat from your life.”

― Robin SacredXre

465. “We biggest challenge in life, from what I came to understand,

comes from people trying to stop us. Apart from that, there’s no chal-

lenge greater enough to defeat an inspired person.”

― Robin SacredXre

466. “We biggest trap in life consists in achieving illusions aZer years of

hard work and realizing that there's nothing there but an empty you.”

― Robin SacredXre
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467. “We constant cycle of ideas I get are orders received by God, and

the people I meet are assignments He gives me in order to fulXll his

tasks.”

― Robin SacredXre

468. “We coward and the ignorant are equally afraid of failure and hu-

miliation. Escape is not a choice for them, as they Xnd themselves hav-

ing to live amongst others. And so, they insult in a regular basis in order

to feel safer, safe from the ones they fear but also admire - the wise and

courageous.”

― Robin SacredXre

469. “We duality and the freewill don't exist. Were's only one choice

to be made, the one that brings us upwards. Self-destruction is not a

choice. And yet, every duality presents exactly that, and not really a

choice.”

― Robin SacredXre

470. “We ego is an amazing mechanism. You don't need to Xght it

back. You just need to realize that you'll come back to Earth and face

everything you have done before. I'm counting on the fact that I will

Xnd my books, read them and learn everything I will forget along the

way, everything I've started to forget. I'm counting on that to become

a better human being, to encounter more people like me, and to have a

better existence. Wat makes me humble, even though it doesn't imply

refusing the power of my ego. I simply go through it to overcome it.”

― Robin SacredXre

471. “We ego is not the enemy. You are. God created the ego to stop

you from helping yourself when you don't deserve any help. We ego

will push the best people away, will make you arrogant and will lead you
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to disgrace and self-destruction. We ego is there to destroy you. But

you are the one who makes it grow with immorality and disrespect.”

― Robin SacredXre

472. “We ego is the cancer of the soul. It feeds on the pleasures of the

reputation.”

― Robin SacredXre

473. “We error is the beginning and not the end of a study. We one

who most errs has more chances to learn.”

― Robin SacredXre

474. “We fundamental diUerence between me and my critics comes to

this: When they say something, a few people trust them, for a while,

until what they say is forgotten; When I say or write something, over a

million people, every single year, listen and read. Over time, my words

can literally obliterate even the awareness that such critics ever existed.

Wis is not arrogance; It's power. A power they fear, for very obvious

reasons. For I can completely wipe out any signs of their life. And I con-

sciously do it with a smile on my face lightened by the almighty power

of God, the sword of truth in my hands and the Xre of consciousness

coming from my mouth. Liars will always fear me because their criti-

cism cannot match that and they know it. Wat's why my existence infu-

riates them, and they scream and insult, and attack my reputation, like

demons knowing that their last days are coming soon, and faster by my

presence.”

― Robin SacredXre

475. “We insane mistake the purpose of a conversation for a game of

power, reason that identifying weaknesses is more important than log-
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ic, value selXsh opinions over common agreements, neglect a common

goal to protect a personal illusion.”

― Robin SacredXre

476. “We most noble arts are also the most ignored by the great mass

of common people, who in their nature will never understand nobility

and by default can only become exempliXed consequences of igno-

rance. Philosophy will teach you the art of thinking; Painting will teach

you the art of observing; Sports will teach you the art of persisting; Per-

forming, as in music and theatre, will teach you the art of being; Co-

operation will teach you the art of trusting; and all of them combined,

will teach you the art of living. We art of living is not composed of

excellency in all these arts, but the capacity to discern rational and ir-

rational, truth and lie, strength and weakness, soul and ego, good and

evil.”

― Robin SacredXre

477. “We only good thing that the fools ever did for me, was to inspire

me to write about them, so that others could learn.”

― Robin SacredXre

478. “We only thing secretive about secret societies is the fear that the

arrogant inside these groups have of sharing the little they know, be-

cause they oZen don't even understand their own books and struggle

with little. Weir real fear is that someone may come along, understand

everything better and faster than they do and before they can, and then,

by default, lead them to exclusion by ignorance. On the other hand,

their fear blinds them from knowing more and identifying those who

can take them to a higher level, the same individuals that they claim to

be waiting for and that only appear in every thousand of years cycles.

Wis paradox is what leads their groups to extinction by self-imposed

destructive behavior, or to practices that are in a complete contradic-
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tion towards what their founder or founders intended. As a matter of

fact, the more this reality manifests before our eyes, the easier it is to

Xnd quotes in books written by founders of such groups in complete

contradiction to what you hear everyone inside these groups speaking.

And what I’m really saying here, is that Freemasonry, Rosicrucianism,

Scientology, and many other groups out there, have for long lost their

entitlement to ownership of their own name, and as much as Christian-

ity is today more in tune to an evil God than a benevolent one. Weir

real intention, even if manifested mostly at a subconscious level, is to

keep away anyone who contradicts what they want to see, rather than

accepting what they should be seeing. Ironically, they are doing exactly

what was done unto them by the Inquisition, the Nazis, the Egyptians,

and any other group that once opposed them. Wey are their own en-

emy. And when their prophet comes, they neglect him, ridicule him,

ignore him and even conspire against him. Wey are the greatest shame

of their own ancestors. Wey are the poison they fear. Wey are the real

enemy of their own group.”

― Robin SacredXre

479. “We purpose of a relationship is not to recycle trash created by

others, but to create a synergetic ecosystem of emotions where every-

thing is well balanced and in harmony, to allow peace, happiness and

wealth streaming into the life of the members of a family, either com-

posed by two or more.”

― Robin SacredXre

480. “We purpose of life on Earth is to acquire responsibility over our

behavior.”

― Robin SacredXre

481. “We fools always think I am arrogant and lucky. Wat is the exact

mindset that keeps them in the darkness. Wey can't see that consistent
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and continuous success in life is composed of an intimate relation be-

tween values and paradigms. And they have no clue in what regards

noble values and eVcient paradigms. Wey can't identify good and eV-

cient. Weir evaluations are poor. And their poor mindset keeps them

stupid.”

― Robin SacredXre

482. “We supreme level in any study, consists in the union of what we

love with what we hate.”

― Robin SacredXre

483. “We system fears only those with the potential to destroy it. And

the ones who have their heart and mind plugged into the system, fear

the end of it as much as they fear their own end. Weir reasons to at-

tack are merely theorizations of the realistic possibilities they can put

to form, to justify their emotions, which otherwise could not be ex-

plained.“

― Robin SacredXre

484. ”We weak are so unaware of their futility as souls, that they can’t

even perceive the irrationality of their actions.”

― Robin SacredXre

485. “We fact that most people are narcissistic and arrogant, is what

makes them deaf to those who know far much more than them.”

― Robin SacredXre

486. “We fools read books written by those who don’t understand

themselves and question the wise; We wise understand themselves and

answer the fools who question them in ways the fools can’t under-

stand.”
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― Robin SacredXre

487. “We fruits of our actions are always interconnected with the roots

of honesty towards our inner self. We liar is an enemy to himself.”

― Robin SacredXre

488. “We funniest thing people say to me is, ‘I wish I had your life.’

Hello! I make a living writing about it.”

― Robin SacredXre

489. “We future generations will look at the leaders of our time and

laugh at their arrogant conviction on their ignorance.”

― Robin SacredXre

490. “We future is meant to be a secret to those who can't handle life.

Premonitions and the ability to see into the future, are only given to

those who have the wisdom to make the right decisions, from which,

accepting happiness is the most basic one.”

― Robin SacredXre

491. “We highs and lows of life are equally important, for in the high-

est moments you know who admires you the most, and in the lowest

ones, you know who are the cowards who won’t support you.”

― Robin SacredXre

492. “We humblest people have a special kind of wisdom that only the

most enlightened or highly diabolical can feel.”

― Robin SacredXre

493. “We hypocrites think that while I am writing a book without time

to apply the theory I am failing at what I write about. When I Xnally
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apply it and they notice the results, they call me lucky. When the results

maintain themselves in time, they wish to learn how I did it. And yet,

they were never ready before and they're not ready later either. Wat's

why I can spend hours explaining to them everything and they under-

stand nothing. Wose with the capacity to understand, read without the

need to judge the author, and trust what their heart shows them as be-

ing the truth.”

― Robin SacredXre

494. “We idea that a woman makes herself become more independent

by opening her legs to any man she wants, shadows the fact that her

self-worth is lowered every time she does that at the eyes of the man she

will always dream to have.”

― Robin SacredXre

495. “We imbecile always want to give suggestions on areas they know

nothing about. Were you have, arrogance and ignorance supporting

one another and justifying the existence of both. You see it in the per-

son who is single but insists in giving relationship advice to others, in

the one who can barely keep his job but insists in giving suggestions

about business and in those who insist that everyone should be more

ethical while they, themselves, commit unethical actions.”

― Robin SacredXre

496. “We increasing number of people, both men and women, who ob-

sessively stare at others wherever they go, and even while walking out-

side, shows me that the value of humanity is decreasing, for a human

being who is too busy in improving his own life doesn't have time or in-

terest in trying to copy or judge the life of others. You have to be truly

empty within yourself to relate your fears with what others are doing,

dressing or busy in being. If you're anxious about the being of others,

you're not being anything.”
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― Robin SacredXre

497. “We joy of seeing another person in pain, frustrated or angry, is a

delicacy only for the most wicked.”

― Robin SacredXre

498. “We knowledge of truth is the only true knowledge worth know-

ing.”

― Robin SacredXre

499. “We law of manifestation operates like a triangle: First, know

what you want and visualize it as if you already had it; Second, see it be-

hind the illusion of reality, practice it in your decisions, choose the peo-

ple you hang out with, and so on; Wird, believe, have faith and work

on your emotions to be at the right frequency. Wis triangle of manifes-

tation is one of the secrets of many religions: Christianity, Scientology,

and Freemasonry. In Masonry is seen as "heart, mind and desire"; in Sci-

entology is perceived as "reality, communication and aVnity"; in Chris-

tianity is understood as "Father, son and holy ghost"; basically, "actions,

lessons and emotions". In Christianity, the Father equals reality or the

Creator of the illusion, the son is the way, the path, the road of our de-

cisions and actions, and the holy ghost is our heart, instincts and desires

manifested in that same path. In other words, through Jesus, and with

the power of the holy ghost, you reach God. Wis is an allegory that not

many Christians can understand. Jesus represents behavior - right and

wrong, the holy ghost is our faith, your heart and emotions reYecting

back at you what you attract, it's the energy that connects you to your

dreams, and God represents the Architect of Reality. So, through moral

behavior and positive emotions, you understand God and life, and then

you receive "paradise". Wis paradise is whatever you dream for yourself.

Furthermore, if someone has shown you this path, he has been as an an-

gel to you, a messenger of God; if someone stopped you from reaching
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it, he has been as a demon, a worker for Satan, the enemy; if you failed

in seeing this path, you have redirected yourself towards hell. And if

you hate your life, you are already in hell. If you want to get out of hell,

you must accept the truth, and the truth is that you must know God,

for He is the ultimate truth; He and the truth are one and the same.”

― Robin SacredXre

500. “We love of money leads many humans to humiliate themselves

but this isn't as bad as their disdain towards the poorest.”

― Robin SacredXre

Get all the ebooks and audiobooks authored by Robin Sacred>re
by visiting www.22Lions.com5.

501. “We masses will never know their prophets, not even when they

are speaking to one.”

― Robin SacredXre

502. “We meaning of life is beyond wealth, power and reputation.”

― Robin SacredXre

503. “We mind is stimulated and increases focus when there is an ac-

tivity with high meaning for the individual and decreases it when the

opposite occurs.

― Robin SacredXre

504. “We more selXsh people are, the more they assume that their deci-

sions and the consequences belong to them and nobody else, the more

they increase the possibility of spending the rest of their life in loneli-

ness.”

5. https://22lions.com/collections/bundles/products/robin-sacred>re-bundle
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― Robin SacredXre

505. “We more willing and persistent you are in dreaming, the bigger

will be the level of energy towards those dreams.”

― Robin SacredXre

506. “We most amazing experience in my writing career? To know that

many of my readers are writers too.”

― Robin SacredXre

507. “We most amusing experience I keep having happens when some-

one tries to defeat me with arguments on psychology and spirituality.

Wey forget that I'm a world expert, an avid researcher and a very fast

reader. Wis should be enough to make them humble during a discus-

sion. Instead, they decide to amuse me with their ignorance.”

― Robin SacredXre

508. “We most arrogant and praised people have a special kind of ig-

norance that the ignorant cannot see.”

― Robin SacredXre

509. “We most eVcient action in life is a leap of faith, a total belief in

the truth within.”

― Robin SacredXre

510. “We most hidden secret to the Law of Attraction is frequency and

to medicine is oxygen.”

― Robin SacredXre
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511. “We most important attitude, when we propose ourselves to learn

something, is to be prepared to leave our present identity behind, in

our beliefs and the way we handle personal experiences.”

― Robin SacredXre

512. “We most important feeling in the world is trust. We worse is be-

trayal. Without trust, there is no love. Without trust, there is betrayal.

And betrayal is the ultimate consequence of selXshness and naiveness,

both ramiXcations of egotism.”

― Robin SacredXre

513. “We most important individuals on Earth have went under-

ground, either for political, social or personal reasons. Ostracized by a

society that ignores their most basic rights, they work alone to save the

world. Invisible to the Xve senses, they work from the most unbeliev-

able places, places where they're hardly found, or, when found, never

recognized. Wey’re risking their life for those who show no apprecia-

tion or support, for those who rather spend ten dollars on a meal than

two on a book, for those that, to a great extent, have ridiculed them for

a longer time than the one in which they've shown respect.”

― Robin SacredXre

514. “We naive tend to think that, by feeding a snake, it will turn into

a koala one day. I know it because I do the same. I helped a girlfriend

Xnd therapy in a religious group, and she started putting them against

me, while taking information to suppress me and call me evil, to make

me feel guilty for what she did and couldn’t take responsibility for; and

as she insisted in not ending the relationship, I then demanded that she

saw a psychologist. Wat’s when she started asking ‘Why do you think

that way about me?’. She did not stop lying, she did not stop insulting

and she did not stop destroying my life. She merely became better at all
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those things. She took my help as food, turned from a snake to an ana-

conda, and started suUocating me with her mind games.”

― Robin SacredXre

515. “We news reYects the reality you're contributing to become man-

ifested.”

― Robin SacredXre

516. “We one acknowledging deception and the one creating the de-

ception don’t reveal guilt. Both fulXll a purpose; both acknowledge

their limitations. One can’t accept dishonesty and the other can’t

change his nature.”

― Robin SacredXre

517. “We one who will put the Xrst human colony on another planet is

certainly the most important human on Earth. And you can judge the

rest of mankind of his time by how they judge him along the way.”

― Robin SacredXre

518. “We one who loves us will help in extracting the evil within, so

that we can have more space for the development of what is truly beau-

tiful in us.”

― Robin SacredXre

519. “We one who runs from his shadows sleeps with the devil at

night.”

― Robin SacredXre

520. “We one who says, ‘I am afraid to love you more than you love

me’, has no idea of what love is.”
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― Robin SacredXre

521. “We one who truly loves, imposes conditions, the necessary con-

ditions to allow the expansion of love and extinction of hate.”

― Robin SacredXre

522. “We only diUerence between a religion and a cult is that, in a reli-

gious group, if you contradict them, they call you stupid in a polite way,

and in a cult, if you do that, you are expelled.”

― Robin SacredXre

523. “We only reason why people fail in achieving their dreams, is be-

cause they want to change their life without changing themselves. We

two things are correlated. A person with more freedom, has deserved

it, by acquiring a higher level of responsibility and awareness. Respon-

sibility comes from compromising oneself and suppressing egotistical

needs. Awareness comes from knowledge, persistent studying and con-

stant changes towards our dreams. Only when a person embraces both,

can this person have more freedom.”

― Robin SacredXre

524. “We only reason why the stupid remain stupid, is because their

ego is so big that it surpasses the vast immensity of their stupidity. For

as long as arrogance encompasses a larger scale than stupidity, the stu-

pid won’t know they are stupid. Wat is why humiliating the arrogant is

the only way to truly help them. Wat is why the arrogant insult others;

and that’s also how they ask for help. It is as if they were saying ‘there

is a demon inside of me, and this demon controls my mind, and I show

him to you, so that you can humiliate him, so that my true self can be

released from his claws.’ And well, there is no such thing as a kind ex-

orcism; you can’t talk a demon into leaving his victim. We only way an

exorcism will ever work is by humiliating demons. Such is the purpose
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of a prayer. And for as long as you are within the protection of God,

you won’t succumb to arrogance, the trap Satan uses to leave you at the

mercy of one of his demons, all of which will make you stupid Xrst, be-

fore they lead you to self-destruction through isolation and deception.”

― Robin SacredXre

525. “We only things worth working for are love and trust, and you in-

crease your value by being lovable and trustworthy.”

― Robin SacredXre

526. “We opposite of oppression is not anarchy but self-discipline. We

opposite of commitment is not rebellion but morality. We opposite of

religion is not atheism but wisdom. Whoever runs away from what he

fears, becomes consumed by his own fears.”

― Robin SacredXre

527. “We path to wealth is also the path to our spiritual identity.”

― Robin SacredXre

528. “We person who refuses to change is changed, such as when one

person divorces another.”

― Robin SacredXre

529. “We person you'll become interferes with your own perceptions at

the present.”

― Robin SacredXre

530. “We positive outcome from an investment on success will become

the emotional amount that can quantitatively empower you in the fol-

lowing investment.”
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― Robin SacredXre

531. “We problem of the world is not evil. We real problem is cow-

ardice. If the world did not have so many cowards, there would be no

room for evil to hide. We reason behind the nature of the cowards lays

in their weakness. Weakness comes from the lack of moral values, lack

of virtue, lack of conscience regarding right and wrong, and lack of a

spiritual awareness.”

― Robin SacredXre

532. “We problem with modern feminists is that they're so motivated

by competing against men that they end up becoming more masculine

than men themselves, which makes them start complaining that men

aren't masculine enough. Well then, when you become more masculine

than men, only a gorilla can satisfy you, and that's why such women end

up with what is known as bad boys. When they marry them, they then

complain that their husband is an idiot and a cheater. Wis whole time,

they couldn't see that they destroyed everything along the way by sim-

ply refusing to just be a woman. Because, you see, there's nothing wrong

with that. Were's nothing wrong with being a woman. But there are

many things terribly wrong with being a modern feminist, especially, if

the goal does not consist in Xghting for women’s rights to be feminine,

to be a woman.”

― Robin SacredXre

533. “We prostitutes of Satan can't think for themselves, believe in any-

thing they are told, interpret the Bible according to what someone else

tells them to see, and assume that everyone else who isn't within their

eyesight is inferior and doesn't deserve compassion. Satan rejoices on

their blood and awaits for them in hell.”

― Robin SacredXre
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534. “We reasons which make people stupid are never related to lack

of knowledge but lack of belief, lack of belief in the worth of time spent

reading and asking questions, in the belief that the stupid can get spon-

taneously smarter.”

― Robin SacredXre

535. “We scariest word most people ever hear is truth. Many tell me

that truth is subjective. But is your reality a subjective experience? See

now how tricky this is? You can think about it. Because the truth is that

the more subjective your reality is, the crazier you will become. And

yet, you won’t Xnd objectiveness in others, for they’re all, and to a great

extent, living inside subjective realities controlled by a non-objective

will.”

― Robin SacredXre

536. “We secret to success is no secret. Be honest in your words, be

trustworthy and share value. Most people won't tell the diUerence, but

those who do are your followers.”

― Robin SacredXre

537. “We shortest path to success in art, if I could put it into words,

is altruism, but if you don’t care about anything in the world, and even

get angry at people that show you the truth, how can you be altruistic?”

― Robin SacredXre

538. “We truth above all truths is an unseen spiritual

war.”

― Robin SacredXre
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539. “We truth is more complex than it seems and a good heart has

more impact than anyone else with a thousand words and actions.”

― Robin SacredXre

540. “We comprehension of reality always emerges through the emo-

tions that reality provides us.”

― Robin SacredXre

541. “We stupid are addicted to problems, drama, conYicts and confu-

sion. Wey really are. Because they are stupid. Wey can't read and un-

derstand what someone tells them. Wey can't learn. Wey have to do

stupid things to learn. Wey do that because they are stupid. We stupid

can only learn in stupid ways. And the most stupid way to learn any-

thing is to create a war.”

― Robin SacredXre

542. “We universe likes speed, focus and dedication. Whatever we put

our attention on, drives miracles towards us without much eUort.”

― Robin SacredXre

543. “We vast majority is sociologically intellectual and respectful but

realistically idiotic and despicable.”

― Robin SacredXre

544. “We vast majority of mankind can’t tell the diUerence between

love and lust, intelligence and arrogance, pragmatism and wisdom, or

dream and illusion; but truly believes that existence has a meaning, not

knowing that such is part of another delusion, one that reveals itself in

the lack of answers to the purpose of life.”

― Robin SacredXre
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545. “We wicked ones make us better persons for those who deserve

our attention. Nothing is really lost and wasted in this alchemical dance

of life.”

― Robin SacredXre

546. “We wider our conscience, the wider the impact of our actions,

and I do believe someone with more light has the moral duty to en-

lighten others.”

― Robin SacredXre

547. “We world is full of cowards. Wey ridicule your ideas for the

fear of losing you; they ridicule your achievements for the fear that

your success may shadow their uselessness as living beings; they ridicule

your pride for the fear that your awareness may cast light on the weak

and wicked; they ridicule you with gossip to stop you from using your

awareness to highlight what is rotting in the heart of others; and when

everything fails, they fear you from day to night and as they sleep. Weir

thoughts become so immersed by fear that they can't stop thinking

about ways to destroy you in any form possible. In their mind, you rep-

resent evil, danger and everything else they might fear. And so, they

will use any excuse to Xnish you. But that is the inevitable path of

the brightest light. Once you acknowledge such truth, your power and

strength become immortal.”

― Robin SacredXre

548. “We world is full of hypocrites, and the biggest hypocrites don't

understand why all their faith and obsession with religion and work

isn't enough for them to get their dreams. God knows they are stealing

from Him and giving to Satan, looking for an easy way out. Because

that is what hypocrites do, when they give money to a priest or an au-

thor they never met in exchange for a belief, but neglect the people

God sends their away, either because such people are humble or because
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such people are not famous enough. Wose hypocrites deserve nothing.

Only Satan can help them, and even that help they do not deserve. No

book or knowledge or truth can ever help them. We hypocrites are

hostages to their ego.”

― Robin SacredXre

549. “We world is the atrium of the divine Being, a Xeld of changes in

which the perception and power of thought give shape to all things and

then dissolve them again.”

― Robin SacredXre

550. “We world owes nothing to nobody. But the price of doing noth-

ing about it is a life without dreams. And dreams are what makes life

worth.”

― Robin SacredXre

551. “Were are Xve types of poverty. Money is just one of them. Love,

Wisdom, Motivation and Hope are the other four.”

― Robin SacredXre

552. “Were are many ways to achieve the same end, and that's the

meaning of life - to explore our individuality and joy in living what

matches our level of understanding, wisdom and honesty.”

― Robin SacredXre

553. “Were are only two types of spiritual people, the ones who read

and those who don't. Wose who don't are smart enough to create their

own religion, because they can make theories out of things they don't

understand.”

― Robin SacredXre
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554. “Were are people in Europe that struggled during an entire life to

save as much as possible in banks that bankrupted and leZ them home-

less.”

― Robin SacredXre

555. “Were are three rules that exclude anyone from the grace of God:

We unwillingness to love someone who has chosen a diUerent path, re-

ligious or not; We lack of capacity to bridge material needs with spir-

itual purposes; And the idea that one owns the non-written book of

God.”

― Robin SacredXre

556. “Were are two types of positive thinkers: We ones who are not

afraid to get angry and those who are trying to suppress their negative

emotions, and becoming profoundly insane in the process.”

― Robin SacredXre

557. “Were is a correlation between the physical and spiritual worlds

but only attachment to the physical world causes emotional suUering.”

― Robin SacredXre

558. “Were is a whole world that I see and others don't. I can talk to

aliens during my dreams, be awakened by dead people, and then see a

demon sitting right in front of me in a coUee shop during the day, and

this demon will be talking to me too through the mind of a weak soul,

provoking, in front of others and telepathically. Nobody can see these

things except me. And I can't say it's easy to live such life. It oZen seems

to others that I'm super smart but actually I'm just seeing more realities

than they can or ever will, and all the time. It makes me feel exhausted,

it makes me feel apart and isolated. But I didn't choose this war; I didn't

choose this life. I'm just part of it since I was born.”
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― Robin SacredXre

559. “Were is more ability to meditate in a rabbit than in one thousand

Buddhists.”

― Robin SacredXre

560. “Were is much hypocrisy inside the heart of a vast majority of re-

ligious individuals but their judgment is not yet to come until they ac-

cumulate enough karma to burn for eternity, for there is nothing more

despicable than one that, in the name of a higher power, delays the ful-

Xlling of the divine masterpiece.”

― Robin SacredXre

561. “Were is no such thing as cults. A cult is nothing more than a

group of people that can't question reality and think or decide inde-

pendently, which would lead us into classifying the human race as the

biggest cult on Earth.”

― Robin SacredXre

562. “Were's no such thing as sensitive people. Only people who are

more connected to their heart than others, that are so selXsh that can

only react when afraid of dying. It's never about being sensitive but spir-

itually evolved. Many humans are simply below what a common dog or

pig would easily understand without the use of fear.”

― Robin SacredXre

563. “Were is only deception where ignorance is abundant. If you have

been fooled, it is only because your mind has enough ignorance for

foolishness to prosper.”

― Robin SacredXre
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564. “Were is something quite healthy to the feeling of anger. When

you listen to music that makes you hate more the ones you're supposed

to hate, for example, we can say that music has a healing power. It

would be unhealthy to love people who constantly hurt you, either they

are family, spouses or even children. It is sick to think that anyone can

be immune to hate, as it is delusional to believe some people, for having

a pretty face or an innocent smile, are immune to karma, to the price

they must pay for what they do, in this or previous reincarnations. You

see, you may not hate them, and they will still pay the price for what

they do.”

― Robin SacredXre

565. “Hate is nothing more than the need to scratch the skin when a

large bird is above your head plucking your brain. It's normal. To hate

it is also normal. And to hit that bird really hard is healthy. To kill the

bird may not be necessary, but wouldn't be unnatural either.”

― Robin SacredXre

566. “Were is something quite impressive about being humiliated, psy-

chologically abused and beaten harshly for many years. AZer a while,

you don't feel anything anymore. And that, my friend, is when the fun

really begins.”

― Robin SacredXre

567. “Were is something very interesting about bullies that make them

special. You see, a bully is a coward; the bully is terribly afraid of the

world around him, and he can’t stop himself from being in fear all the

time. It is something organic that he can’t control. Wat is why the bul-

ly seems to have no discipline and never listen to authority or authori-

tarian commands. Now, another very interesting thing about the bully

is that, as he is a coward, he needs to erase this feeling of panic of the

world, by regaining control over reality. And the only way to do this is
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by picking the weakest link he can Xnd, that is, the one who will not

Xght back, the safer victim around. Wis, however, doesn’t mean the vic-

tim is hopeless, weak or guilty of anything. We bully simply selects a

target for his suppressed fear. If the victim reacts, the bully will have to

start picking someone else to channel his endless frustrated sense of un-

worthiness. And although it is true that many people have the potential

to be bullies, what makes the bully special is his lack of capacity to con-

trol himself, to stop himself or to feel ashamed of his own actions. Ac-

tually, the bully enjoys public performances of his cowardice the most,

because that is how he feeds his very little ego and very weak personali-

ty. Wat is the only thing that makes his life worthy, for the bully has no

sense of self-worth and oZen considers himself unworthy. As a matter

of fact, the bullies who think they don’t deserve to be alive, are the ones

telling others to kill themselves. Basically speaking, the weaker a soul,

the more suppressive that soul will be towards others.”

― Robin SacredXre

568. Were is something very wrong with this world when security

guards approach me in a coUee shop of Vilnius, in Lithuania, and say:

‘We need your identity to prove you’re not Russian, because we’ve been

watching you through the security cameras for three hours and you are

still here, since 7am, reading a book.’”

569. “Were is something very wrong with the world if I'm writing a

book in a Spanish coUee shop and people think I'm planning an attack

due to my skin color.”

― Robin SacredXre

570. “Were isn't any drug worse than money. Madness, deceptions and

criminal behavior emerge from the need of more of it.”

― Robin SacredXre
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571. “Were isn’t a cure for consciousness, and feeling bad about our-

selves reYects the evidence that there’s something terribly wrong with

this world and the way it aUects our personal reality.”

― Robin SacredXre

572. “Were will come a day in which the most advanced forms of psy-

chology and psychiatry will recognize spirituality as the most advanced

means of helping anyone.”

― Robin SacredXre

573. “Were’s a reason why people Xnd each other, and this reason is

found in their emotional motives before they meet. Wey both attract-

ed one another by their needs, desires and dreams. And so, only their

fears, ignorance and misused freewill can set them apart before they

have a chance to discover that they were blessed and not condemned to

one another. Wis truth is asleep in their heart, waiting to be unlocked

with faith, a leap into the unknown, kind words and gestures that un-

mask their soul.”

― Robin SacredXre

574. “Were’s always an antagonistic personality in any group, simply

because life isn't meant to be simple. Our thoughts can be clear, we may

know what we want, but life will always show us the duality, simply be-

cause that's how things are meant to be. Before a three, there's a two;

before the change, there is the choice. It is just what it is; and yet, the

antagonist is oZen the one we love the most, because this is how his

temptation can lead us astray.”

― Robin SacredXre

575. “Were’s always something better waiting for us when we learn to

believe we deserve better.”
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― Robin SacredXre

576. “Were’s no point in Xghting for a woman that is rude and boring,

interested only in her own needs, just because she's pretty. Such woman

shortens a man’s lifespan.”

― Robin SacredXre

577. “Were’s no such thing as passivity. You're either consciously inac-

tive or unconsciously inactive. In both cases, you're interfering with a

certain outcome and contributing to your fate.”

― Robin SacredXre

578. “Were’s no such thing as positive thinking. Were is, however, pos-

itive acting and positive doing, and positive being. Positive thinking is

the reYection of such activities. You can't force yourself to think pos-

itively, but merely suppress negativity and get insane while pushing

yourself along a river that Yows on the opposite direction. Every life

challenge is there to show you that you don't want to hit the rocks.

It's really that simple when you look at things as they show themselves

to you. You Yow with the stream and you avoid the rocks along the

way. Wat's positive thinking, even when you are angry about life, even

when you're complaining, and even when you feel antagonistic with the

world and the ones around you. Wat's the truth, simply because it will

bring you back results. And that, you won't ever get by sitting on the

Yoor and imagining emotions. You have the right to hate the rocks that

come your away, as long as you keep paddling and enjoying the jour-

ney. Were's no reason for closing your eyes and pretend the rocks aren't

there, or for trying to make them vanish with wishful thinking, or for

expecting a big magical bird to save you and take you in his wings for a

pleasant Yight in the skies.”

― Robin SacredXre
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579. “Were’s something more surprising than becoming a bestseller,

and that's receiving messages of hate from other fellow authors.”

― Robin SacredXre

580. “Were’s too much darkness, too much ignorance and too much

self-destruction in the world. And love, the emotion people crave so

much, has come to my attention that is oZen used by higher powers,

and God Himself, to create faster cycles. Love is pushing people to

their abysm, when they're supposed to fall, and to a higher ground,

when they're meant to live fully. But love in itself isn't good or bad; It's

just a force, the strongest one.”

― Robin SacredXre

581. “Were’s a reason for the word heartbeat not be called beat of

heart. We perfect woman only needs a good heart. We beat will follow.

Emotions, when put in equilibrium with reason, create more miracles

than any strong emotion deprived from reason. Wis is why it’s much

easier to love a woman that can play the drums or any other instrument

with rhythm, than one that believes in unreasonable magic, simply be-

cause there’s more magic in reason than in the lack of it. You see, lov-

ing someone that you truly want to love, someone you admire, some-

one you want to spend your time with, helping, sharing and growing

together, makes much more sense than expecting someone to love you

for no other reason than your will, needs and desires. And when hu-

mans understand this, they will understand love, Xnd it easily and never

lose it again.”

― Robin SacredXre

582. “Were’s clearly a war against freedom of awareness happening,

and the most resistant Xghters are the chosen victims, in a deliberate,

persistent and consistent dumbing down of the population.”
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― Robin SacredXre

583. “Were’s no such thing as Xction or imagination, as they’re merely

non-Xction manifestations in the wrong parallel universe.”

― Robin SacredXre

584. “We greatest revolutionary act is not to oppose a government, but

to oppose your parents, spouse and friends, and risk being alone, facing

the opposition of yourself in the form of guilt and remorse.”

― Robin SacredXre

585. “Were are mainly four types of living beings: vegetables, parasites,

animals and humans. Vegetables go through life without any con-

science of what it means to be alive, and all they can do is react to what

happens around them and unto them. Parasites take advantage of other

beings to survive but cannot survive on their own. In fact, they rather

kill their host than to improve themselves independently. Animals are

driven by basic instincts, like sex and pleasure for food. Animals can

have attachments but that is as far as they go in what concerns love.

Now, humans, they are capable of all that, plus the ability to love at will,

to change, help others change, and create any reality they want to expe-

rience. However, almost everyone I encounter, is either pretending to

be a plant, a parasite or an animal, not a human. Few people know what

it means to be human, and that's how they waste their existence. Wis

said, we wouldn't need to answer questions about life purpose when the

purpose is understood in being what one was born to be.”

― Robin SacredXre

586. “Wose who know me tend to get scared at how well I know them

behind their masks. Wey ignore the fact that they reveal themselves to

me when I mirror their behaviors and despite their judgments or rea-
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sons. What a person says isn't as truthful about such person as what she

does when you do the same to her.”

― Robin SacredXre

587. “Wose who think banks and governments are making them poor

haven't seen the whole picture. Poverty is the act of trusting their sys-

tem.”

― Robin SacredXre

588. “Wose who are insane will basically say that truth doesn’t exist but

can’t explain why they exist and hold a perspective of truth based on

disbelief.”

― Robin SacredXre

589. “Wose who claim that they can't change because people don't

change, are being selXsh, ignorant and abusive. Wey deserve no friends

and no love. Wey deserve to be ignored.”

― Robin SacredXre

590. “Time is an illusion. If someone says he has a problem but no time

to hear a solution, he is showing lack of consciousness.”

― Robin SacredXre

591. “To be depreciated and humiliated isn't a statement of your worth

but rather an evidence of your disregarded potential.”

― Robin SacredXre

592. “To believe that an insane person can be helped by priests or psy-

chiatrists, is like believing that the slaughter can help the dying lamb.”

― Robin SacredXre
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593. “To believe that there are diVcult or unreachable things, doesn't

change the nature of such things, but only our position towards them.”

― Robin SacredXre

594. “To say that I know a lot about life, spirituality and consciousness,

because I read lots of books, is the same as saying I Xnished university

because I went to primary school.”

― Robin SacredXre

595. “To say that the planet is overpopulated with billions of humans is

one perspective. To say that there are billions of planets in the universe

that should be colonized by humans, is another perspective.”

― Robin SacredXre

596. “To say that the purpose of life is happiness, is like saying that the

purpose of a tree is to grow roots in the ground. Wat’s not the purpose

but how you start living.”

― Robin SacredXre

597. “To speak in a spiritual sense is to create, but to write is to Xx an

ephemeral aspect of reality, such as a thought, in the material world.

When an author writes with a spiritual purpose and meaning, he is

recording in the memory of eternity. When someone then reads this

message, is assimilating in himself the meaning of what was written.

But to read beyond the words is to recognize the greatest immutable

laws that guide us towards love and harmony.”

― Robin SacredXre

598. “To succeed in creating wealth, you must learn to control the me-

chanics of proXt and understand the laws of wealth, rather than focus-

ing in accumulating paper-money.”
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― Robin SacredXre

599. “To think you know about things you don't know and don't want

to know, is a form of arrogance, disguising fear.”

― Robin SacredXre

600. “Tobacco, alcohol, marijuana and sugar are all antidepressants.

And so, it is actually ironic that psychologists are so concerned about

a disease that has already spread to nearly all society. Wat nearly every-

one in this world is depressed is a fact. How depressed they are, depends

only on the amount of these things that they consume on a daily basis.”

― Robin SacredXre

GET ALL THE EBOOKS and audiobooks authored by Robin Sa-
cred>re by visiting www.22Lions.com6.

601. “Took me a few years to understand what intelligence is. Took me

an entire lifetime to understand ignorance. I still haven't found an ex-

planation for ignorance, because the ignorant are too ignorant to justi-

fy their ignorance.”

― Robin SacredXre

602. “Truth leads to wealth.”

― Robin SacredXre

603. “Unblessed are the hypocrites who are proud of their christianity

but fear the devil.”

― Robin SacredXre

6. https://22lions.com/collections/bundles/products/robin-sacred>re-bundle
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604. “Under the guise of helping the sick, oppressed and hopeless, psy-

chiatry is paving the way for authoritarian governments to suppress a

whole society furthermore, with drugs and obscene practices that pro-

mote, not only hypnotic suggestions, but also highly suggestible in-

dividuals which, otherwise, would oppose a whole repressive system

that threatens both their existence and the existence of future genera-

tions on Earth. And so, one can very well say that, psychiatry, aided by

pharmaceutical corporations and power-driven governments, or merely

governments fearful of their own people and the extinction of immoral

politics, will contribute vastly to the extermination and full extinction

of the human race.”

― Robin SacredXre

605. “Unfortunately, the main problem of the world isn't on what con-

cerns money, as it might seem at Xrst sight, but on the mind of those

who either use it, create it, maintain it, capitalize on it, or simply, ignore

it. What use would science have if people didn't have problems need-

ing a solution? What use would art have if people didn't have a need to

escape their reality? What use would reading have if there was no de-

sire to aspire to? What use would dreams have if life was perfect? And

so, I’m not saying that money is necessary, but that our mind is what

makes it valuable. And once you understand this, you actually master it.

We solution lays on the fundamental laws of duality. We more you dis-

regard money, the more it becomes a fundamental part of your world.

Wose that love it, however, don't even need to touch it or worry about

it. And how convenient that we tend to ask questions about the things

we refuse to learn about.”

― Robin SacredXre

606. “Upon reaching the time of death, when you leave your body and

look back at your memories, it might come as a big surprise to you, to

see that you have spent an entire lifetime behaving according to what
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others expected from you, that is, doing what they expected you to do

according to your exterior appearance to them, and based on which

they formed their entire conclusions regarding who you are or should

be. When that moment comes, you will regret wasting an entire life-

time living in total darkness about your true self. Wat is when you will

wish to be reborn again. And then you will forget your regrets and re-

peat your previous steps. And you will reborn again, and again, and

again, until the world you live in, is upliZed enough to help you go

through life in a good way. But, ironically, that cannot be achieved until

such world becomes what you wish it to be, until others are better than

you. And so, it is paradoxically interesting to realize that you will never

become better than those who surround you, and it is up to you to help

them help you.”

― Robin SacredXre

607. “Useful idiot is the one who by wearing a white apron, having a

college degree, working for the government or following governmental

laws, immediately and naturally assumes that his job, even if criminal,

based on lies, and socially suppressive, is useful to others, worthy of re-

spect, and must be imposed by force if necessary.”

― Robin SacredXre

608. “Very few are brave enough to look at the portals to higher di-

mensions of consciousness that open before their eyes, either they’re

confronting them from one perspective or another. Wese portals rep-

resent amazing opportunities for the ones with the courage to see them

and cross them. But only a very powerful person possesses the power to

open one for others. And if you think that person is what it seems, you

will neglect the magician hiding behind the illusion.”

― Robin SacredXre
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609. “Very few spiritual masters know that the student is sometimes a

teacher because they haven't acquired such level.”

― Robin SacredXre

610. “Very oZen, it seems to me that people assume that by cutting the

wings of others, it becomes easier to love them. Wey know so little

about love that end up creating a perception of love that is devilish and

demoniacal; and I end with no other choice but to remain single and

isolated, and let them go.”

― Robin SacredXre

611. “We all do mistakes but the ability to solve them by ourselves is

much more valuable than the capacity to make choices. We never know

which choice is the best.”

― Robin SacredXre

612. “We are conscious of the amount of reality in a subject when we

can feel it.”

― Robin SacredXre

613. “We are programmed to succeed from birth but we deprogram

ourselves with beliefs”

― Robin SacredXre

614. “We attract a new reality as much as we push ourselves to accept

it.”

― Robin SacredXre

615. “We blame the majority of the world on everything, and then we

expect to feel safe inside a religious group. It is a statistical fact that the

majority of the Christians, the majority of the Hindus, the majority of
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the Muslims, the majority of the Buddhists, and many other majorities,

are very likely not good representatives of their own group.”

― Robin SacredXre

616. “We block our conscious wants with beliefs. It's important to Xnd

them, with a psychologist, tarot, book, or anything else. Wat's how you

deXne quality in any of these choices, as they either give you what you

need or not.”

― Robin SacredXre

617. “We can’t change our results without Xrst changing our beliefs.

When we reverse this logic, our eUorts result in failure.”

― Robin SacredXre

618. “We can’t escape the magnetic Xeld around us. We people who

are closest to you, such as neighbors, colleagues and friends, as well as

everyone else that you encounter when using public transportation, af-

fect your energy Xeld. And that’s why, those who know it, have always,

throughout history, tried to be apart from society, in their castles and

palaces positioned in isolated locations.”

― Robin SacredXre

619. “We haven’t evolved in our understanding about spirituality or

gained more knowledge about it. What we’ve done was create more or-

ganizations based on the exact same principles, so that everyone can be

happy and worship or not whoever they want, while interpreting the

same words in their own way.”

― Robin SacredXre

620. “We know so little about ourselves that we oZen neglect the illu-

sions we create to distract us from Xnding the answers we need.”
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― Robin SacredXre

621. “We live on a planet in which humans believe that, if they give a

piece of paper to someone, that someone will do something for them.

So we work for pieces of paper; not because we believe in what we do,

not for compassion, passion or ethical principles.”

― Robin SacredXre

622. “We may want to believe that previous world wars and economic

depressions have awakened people from their deep sleep, but they

didn’t and that’s why history keeps repeating itself.”

― Robin SacredXre

623. “We must always reYect only what we wish to see reYected within

us.”

― Robin SacredXre

624. “We must face the end of a relationship as the consequence of a

need in Xnding more balance in our system of living.”

― Robin SacredXre

625. “We must look at the past with our eyes in the future.”

― Robin SacredXre

626. “We oZen wish good luck to a student, namely, when he is about

to have an exam. But a good student doesn’t depend on luck or chance.

He determines his own success and future.”

― Robin SacredXre

627. “We only need to convince ourselves of our capacity and the game

of life is understood.”
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― Robin SacredXre

628. “We all have games, but we oZen play the games of others.”

― Robin SacredXre

629. “We must not look at our mistakes as a barrier to learning or suc-

cess, but instead, as something inevitable along the process of acquiring

knowledge. We must accept our mistakes as an opportunity to learn.”

― Robin SacredXre

630. “We only pay for what we admire, want and recognize as neces-

sary, even when a cup of coUee is priced at the same value of a book that

can change our entire future.”

― Robin SacredXre

631. “We should always be working towards the reinforcement of our

postulates and not our actions, and much less our assumptions about

reality or even ourselves. And this, simply because what we create re-

Yects back at us and changes us.”

― Robin SacredXre

632. “Wealth is conscience about truth in abundance.”

― Robin SacredXre

633. “What do I think about life experience? I think that someone who

spends XZy years of his life repeating the same cycle of problems can

only gain a Masters in Stupidity. Intelligence is a choice and not the ab-

sence of it, as portrayed by an apathetic acceptance of whatever comes

to one's life.”

― Robin SacredXre
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634. “What does spirituality, money and happiness have in common?

Everything.”

― Robin SacredXre

635. “What happens to an evil soul once you oUer her knowledge

about compassion, love, life, society, moral and ethics? Wat is an easy

question, no? Well then, this person becomes an evil soul with knowl-

edge about compassion, love, life, society, moral and ethics.”

― Robin SacredXre

636. “What happens when you give people a second chance? Wey

blame you for it. What happens when you give people a third chance?

Wey ridicule you. What happens when you give them a fourth chance?

Wey make sure they will have a XZh. What happens when you give

them a XZh? Wey blame you for everything and laugh at you. What

happens when you give them a sixth? At this point, they try to kill you

by accident or make you poor, before you even have another chance

of leaving them. What happens when you give them a seventh chance?

Wey punish you for all the chances you have given them before and be-

tray you in the most horrible way they can, proving that they didn’t de-

serve not even one chance. Forgiveness is not for everyone, and those

who deserve it never reach the point of even needing it.”

― Robin SacredXre

637. “What is wrong about being right? And why should the wise re-

spect the fools if the fools don’t respect the wise? Only very dishonest

personalities feel oUended by righteousness; and only the very stupid

can feel oUended by wisdom. But the capacity to oUend the immoral

and the stupid unintentionally is a skill only someone very ethically

wise possesses. You have to be really outstanding in order to make those

who need you the most, hate you. And to be hated by those you pity

the most is a divine compliment.”
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― Robin SacredXre

638. “What never existed, never started and never ended. If there was

no love in what you experienced, there was only an illusion, from which

your future reality will gather the necessary tools to build itself for

when you arrive. We ones you will be with in that reality are waiting

for you and hoping that you persist until you get there.”

― Robin SacredXre

639. “What people think about each other is just a reYection of what

surrounds them and how they interpret it, but not necessarily the truth.

As a matter of fact, if 30% of the people are mentally ill without know-

ing, 30% of that truth is deXnitely being misinterpreted. And that’s a

lot, more precisely, one fourth of what you hear. At least 25% of what

you hear is not true.”

― Robin SacredXre

640. “What the majority thinks, does not make it a truth by default,

and what the majority wishes was true, won't be just because they so de-

sire it was. But we shouldn't oppose the majority; on the contrary, we

must be against ignorance promoted by political propaganda with hid-

den agendas from secular institutions, simply because the ignorant do

more harm to themselves than anyone else could.”

― Robin SacredXre

641. “What we read about history represents the history of our con-

sciousness.”

― Robin SacredXre

642. “What you believe, becomes. Nobody can change your mind. On-

ly you can do that.”
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― Robin SacredXre

643. “Whatever you create in your life, you must Xrst create in your

imagination.”

― Robin SacredXre

644. “Whatever you wish for your life, will be Xrst felt in your heart,

the voice of your spirit.”

― Robin SacredXre

645. “When a person fears his own sadness, he attacks the joy of oth-

ers.”

― Robin SacredXre

646. “When an arrogant individual reacts aggressively to a question, he

is not proving anything but defending the meaning of his arrogance.”

― Robin SacredXre

647. “When admitting you are wrong, you gain back the control others

took away from you when making you lose it. Wat's why you must say

sorry. It represents a change of attitude but not really a change of per-

sonality; We changes in the personality come later on, when, by con-

trolling yourself better, you don't express anger. Because saying sorry

means nothing but anger means a lot. You should not want to be an an-

gry person. When you get angry, those who make you angry, win; Wey

win control over your emotional state, your thoughts, your words and

your behaviors. Wey may then accuse you of always being angry and

never apologizing, but that's not where you should focus your atten-

tion. We main point here, is that you’re living on the basis of instinc-

tive reaction and not awareness or consciousness. So, when you say sor-

ry, you are acknowledging that there is no excuse for losing control over

yourself. You should not be sorry for being angry. Wat's an emotion;
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and you can't feel sorry for feeling. When you’re angry, you are feeling.

When you insult, however, you are losing, yourself, your self-control,

your self-respect, and even your capacity to use what you know. More

knowledge, makes you more aware, more frustrated, having more and

higher expectations on others, and more angry too, more oZen as well.

But that's your problem; not other people's problem. Wey are just be-

ing themselves. Most people really think they are perfect as they are,

and that the problems they experience are all outside themselves. And

by realizing that, you say sorry as if saying sorry for not being who you

really are. And when doing it, you get back the control another per-

son took away from you. It is actually not good when someone needs

to say sorry too oZen to someone else, especially if it’s always the same

individual. But that someone else oZen likes it, as it makes him or her

feel superior. Wat’s because their ego needs that. Wey have low self-es-

teem. Most people do. And that’s why most people's behavior is wired

to their ego. Weir likes and dislikes are connected to a sense of self-

importance and a desperate need to feel important, which they project

on their idols, the famous and most popular among them. Wey admire

what they seek the most. When they think they are not important, they

oUend, to get aggression, which is a desperate need for attention; and

to feel like victims of life, which is a deeper state of need, in this case,

related to sympathy; and they then blame the other for what he does,

for his reactions; and when that other says sorry, they think they have

power over that insane cycle in which they now live, and in which they

incorporate anyone else, and which they now perfectly master. Weir

pride is built on arrogance, an arrogance emerged out of ignorance; ig-

norance composed from delusional cycles within a big illusion; but an

illusion that makes sense to them, as if they were succeeding at merg-

ing truth with lie, darkness with light. Because the arrogant, the abusive

and the violent are desperate. God made them blind aZer witnessing

their crimes against moral and ethics - His own laws. And they want to

see again, and feel the same pleasure they once felt when witnessing the
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true colors of the world during childhood. We arrogant want to reaf-

Xrm their sanity by acting insanely, because they know no other way.

And when you say sorry, you are saying to them that you don't belong

there, to their world, and that you are sorry for playing their games.

Wat drama belongs to them only, and not you. And yet, people inter-

pret the same paradox as they choose. Wat is their experience of truth

and how they put sense on a life without any. And when so much non-

sense becomes popular, we call it common sense. When common sense

becomes a reality, we call it science. And when science is able to theo-

rize common sense, we call it wisdom. Wen, we wonder why the wis-

dom of those we name wise, does not help.”

― Robin SacredXre

648. “When Buda mentioned that everything is an illusion, he was not

being metaphysical but truly practical. When you think you are more

important than others, you attract people who think they are more im-

portant than you. When you become humble, you attract people hum-

bler than you. We smarter you are, the more you attract people who

think you are dumb, because that's how you look at others from that

standpoint. And love? Ah, love, that aphrodisiac emotion everyone is

looking for. When you are selXsh, you attract the selXsh, when you are

arrogant, you attract the arrogant, and when you get mad, you attract

madness. When you ignore, you are ignored, and if you despise, you

will be despised. If you try to change the other person, she will change

again, until you can't change anymore, and that's when she stops chang-

ing. And when you accept the things you actually don't want to accept,

you reject yourself along the way. And the more you seek for love, the

less you'll Xnd it. Surprisingly enough, when you fall in love with life

as it is, many will easily fall in love with you and try to change it, sim-

ply because that is what love is, the music nobody listens but every-

one wants to dance to and play. Sometimes you don't want to love, but
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everyone wants to love you, everyone is secretly loving you and desiring

you and only you.”

― Robin SacredXre

649. “When Freemasons vainglory on their deeds during the French

Revolution, they forget that many innocents paid with their own life

for that, including pregnant women and children from the royal fam-

ilies, and those who have witnessed it didn't forget, and will likewise

turn the karma back on them in the years to come, making their inno-

cents pay for the guilty ones.”

― Robin SacredXre

650. “When I had the information, nobody wanted to hear. When I

needed help, nobody was near. But when I got successful, they all came

for me, and I wasn't where I was before. I was not available anymore.”

― Robin SacredXre

651. “When I look at our whole Earth, the galaxy and even the uni-

verse, full of beautiful constellations and Earth-like planets, I can't stop

questioning why do people think they are so important to the point

of using others, feeling jealousy and hatred towards those who expose

them to something they can't confront, such as their weaknesses, imper-

fections, failures, fears and attachments. But whichever path I choose,

the answer always comes as one: Everyone's reality matches them, and

they will never recover from whatever occurs to them, for as long as

they call home to this mental institution called Earth, for as long as

they call normal to what is abnormal, and for as long as they are sat-

isXed with themselves. Earth can show mercy but never regret or re-

morse, for whenever death approaches with its message, the message al-

ways says the same, independently of who reads it: Start again!”

― Robin SacredXre
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652. “When I say something that contradicts the predictions of some-

one else in the past, people discredit me, not realizing that they are con-

tradicting themselves, for the purpose in knowing the future is the po-

tential in changing it. And so, when I detect changes, it means that the

once predicted future is not the same anymore. If the future could not

be changed, fortunetelling would be like telling you that you'll burn

yourself at cooking dinner, and then wait for you to do it, instead of

inviting you out to a restaurant.”

― Robin SacredXre

653. “When I think of someone and I feel an emotion, that person,

wherever it is, will feel the interference of my emotion.”

― Robin SacredXre

654. “When I told my friends I was planning to write a book, they said

it wouldn't sell. Wey were right. I only sold the following three hun-

dred.”

― Robin SacredXre

655. “When I was a child and told my mother I didn't feel this was my

planet, she thought I was either schizophrenic or autistic. When later I

Xnished a college degree and started working in diUerent countries, she

called me monster and started threatening me. Nearly forty years lat-

er, when I was making a living from the books I wrote based on what

I know, and making six times more money than she ever will, she apol-

ogized. I am just not sure why or what she was apologizing for. I had

already forgiven her ignorance when realizing nobody would ever be-

lieve the truth but myself. I had to go the whole way alone. Nobody was

going to come with me on this very long, painful and challenging jour-

ney that humans call life but to me was much more than that. It was my

mission, of changing their whole future far beyond the time when I'm

gone. She was never my mother but merely the human body that gave
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me birth. In that sense, I was a monster, because I had no love. I had to

Xnd that too, on my own.”

― Robin SacredXre

656. “When I wrote my Xrst book, I was asked to write another. AZer

one hundred, everyone asked me to stop and do something else. AZer

two hundred, I lost all my friends and my girlfriend too.”

― Robin SacredXre

657. “When Jesus said to turn the other cheek, he meant to ignore

those who hurt you. When he said he is the son of God, he added that

we are all sons of God too. And he didn’t really say to love our ene-

mies, but to be compassionate with them, for their evil emerges from

ignorance. In other words, we are all sons of God and we should aspire

to be as Jesus, but if someone hurts you, don’t accept the pain. Rather

understand that he does so out of ignorance and it is better to ignore

such person. Now, that sounds much more simple, doesn’t it? We Bible

is full of practical suggestions that are misinterpreted by lunatics, and

that’s all there is to it. He did die in the cross to save mankind from the

Roman Empire, but then humans created Communism and since then

have not been freed, although Christianity kept expanding. We might

very well say at this point that the two main forces in the world are

Christianity and Communism, being Communism the army of Satan.

Communism is, at present moment, the greatest threat to humanity.”

― Robin SacredXre

658. “When my father told me that money doesn't grow on trees, he

wasn't aware of the variety of seeds that exist in the world. Wat's why he

keeps working in a job while I am enjoying my life. I have planted trees

he didn't know to exist. And with them, I reached the heaven in which

he does not believe.”
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― Robin SacredXre

659. “When opportunities are easily recognizable for their eVciency,

aesthetics and truth, people naturally feel attracted to them. Wis is a

universal law.”

― Robin SacredXre

660. “When people pray, their prayers are heard, but the answers man-

ifest in forms that their selXshness blinds them to see.”

― Robin SacredXre

661. “When people talk about destiny, they tend to forget that it isn’t

deprived from free will, free will to both accept it or destroy it. If you

were meant to Xnd love and then hurt the person who loves you back,

you’ve just exercised your free will against destiny, and that destiny, that

brought that person to you, will now use the exact same force to pull

such person away from you. You cannot violate the spiritual laws of the

universe. You will always pay a heavy price for being ignorant about this

fact.”

― Robin SacredXre

662. “When people think that having multiple sex partners, especially,

strangers for one night, is normal, and a personal decision, when they,

as well, think that smoking drugs or having addictions is part of grow-

ing up, they forget that there are many people in the world that dis-

agree. And how wonderful is the Architect of the Universe, when He

puts both opposites together in the name of love, and separates them

due to the diUerences they once tough were never an issue beyond their

personal decisions.”

― Robin SacredXre
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663. “When people think that one possibility is not equated to truth,

they're neglecting the fact that truth is a choice whenever the human

spirit is part of the logic in question. Geniuses were never weak-mind-

ed. Wey were the counter-balance to an extremely ignorant and fearful

civilization. We weaker a people, the more inhuman their leader has to

be.”

― Robin SacredXre

664. “When pushed hard enough to change himself, an individual typ-

ically answers: 'I can’t change the world’, as if the change in the world

was a prerequisite to justify his own changes.”

― Robin SacredXre

665. “When someone tells me that facts are illusions created by the

mind, and that the events happening around him are only happening if

we see them happening, I know, for a fact, that this person is complete-

ly insane and should be put in a mental hospital.”

― Robin SacredXre

666. “When the masses consciously decide to be unconscious, the

masses decide to be annihilated by conscious will. And by the laws of

the universe, their desire must be fulXlled, for they have used free will

against themselves.”

― Robin SacredXre

667. “When we go the cinema, we usually see villains portrayed as vam-

pires, zombies and demons. In real life, we have the promiscuous, the al-

coholics, the drug addicts and the wicked. But we don’t call them such

names, do we? Violence against criminals, verbal or physical, somehow,

became unacceptable by our society. Worse than that, we have allowed

these villains, the monsters, the psychos, to walk among us, live with us,
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and even share food, a bed and a family with us. We call them indepen-

dent women that have one night stands with strangers in the name of

love, party people that wake up wasted in the streets, individuals with

narcissistic personality disorder, youngsters that smoke marijuana, and

on and on. We have learned to accept what was never meant to be ac-

ceptable, but exterminated from society, with force if needed, with Xre

in extreme cases, with bullets and harsh words, at least. But no, this is

too evil to the many, to the sheep. What is normal for the new trend

of sheep, is to sleep with the wolves and apologize them for eating the

sheep, and call the wolves victims of discrimination. We sheep are now

so mentally sick they don’t care anymore about their own survival.”

― Robin SacredXre

668. “When we travel, colors seem brighter and people nicer. Once we

plant roots, and realize our fruits are getting rotten by the storms of ig-

norance and the winds of bad attitude, that's when we realize we need

more sunshine than strong roots.”

― Robin SacredXre

669. “When you change the world, the world forgets who did it, be-

cause the one doing it has now blended with his own result.”

― Robin SacredXre

670. “Whenever a soul reincarnates within a certain reality, as with

planet Earth, he might reincarnate in diUerent periods of human his-

tory, without any obligation whatsoever in what regards a time-cycle as

we know it. And so, any being from the future can reincarnate in the

past and vice-versa.”

― Robin SacredXre
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671. “Whenever an artist becomes dominated by his own ignorance,

his art loses value, for it is only the professional artist who can be hum-

ble enough to admit that he is a tool in the hands of creativity.”

― Robin SacredXre

672. “Whenever I visit a poor country, the signs of poverty come out

as evident. One of the Xrst things to notice immediately, is that the

country doesn’t make people poor as the citizens tend to believe. It is

the belief that the country makes them poor that actually maintains

them in poverty. We belief conditions the mind and blinds the individ-

ual in what regards the opportunities constantly emerging within re-

ality. From this point on, there’s no reason to blame and accuse, even

though it makes it easier to neglect responsibility. We poor don’t value

their friendships, they don’t take foreigners in their country seriously,

they think money is more important than how it is made, and they re-

spect only exterior forms of wealth, such as possessions. Wey ridicule

the humble and praise the arrogant. Weir women chase men who want

nothing more than sex, as a form of climbing the social ladder and gain-

ing admiration from their peers, rather than a future that can take them

out of poverty. Weir men are so immersed in hate, that they spend

more time expelling opportunities than embracing them, due to their

egotistical and selXsh nature, which, by the way, comes from a mentali-

ty of scarcity. And families, in general, are more concerned about keep-

ing their habits intact, than questioning their entire culture and beliefs.

In general, nobody is born poor in a poor country, but made poor by

attitude. You can see many teenagers wasting their spare time with alco-

hol, drugs and prostitution, in the form of guilt-free sex with strangers,

while their libraries are abandoned to the dust and transition of time.

Ignorance is so abundant in these countries that their people are com-

pletely oblivious to what is happening in the rest of the world and still

ask questions already answered for many centuries, even thousands of

years. Another interesting fact about these nations, is that they’re either
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vastly atheist, or obsessed with very primitive views on religion. In both

cases, they demonstrate a very weak and vulnerable approach to spiri-

tuality.”

― Robin SacredXre

673. “Whenever one is more evolved, he has to endure two type of frus-

trations: We lack of technologic evolution at the level he is, and the

lack of understanding of the fools that Xnd themselves perfectly adjust-

ed to their world.”

― Robin SacredXre

674. “Whenever one of my girlfriends arrived home drunk, smoked

weed behind my back, and Yirted with other men in front of me, she

stabbed the relationship in the chest with a smile on her face. Forgive-

ness is for those who deserve, not for the ones who are committing sui-

cide and dragging other people down with them towards hell. Her tears

have never represented regrets but guilt. Wis beautiful blond woman

with amazing green eyes sparkled with yellow color like a mandala, en-

tered my life to destroy me and, deep down, she knew that, but couldn’t

stop herself or let me go, because the same spiritual instinct that made

her do such things, wanted me dead as well. She was a demon hiding

in the body of an angel. Once I abandoned her, she nearly died from a

sudden disease; a disease that will certainly kill her soon.”

― Robin SacredXre

675. “Whenever we talk about darkness and light, the terms seem so

abstract that many consider the answers to be found in meditation and

yoga, but I’m here to tell you that the answers are in the books you

will never read, waiting all your life in the libraries you ignored and

the bookstores you didn’t visit. I’m here to tell you as well that you are

your own enemy and evil can’t possibly interfere more in your life than

what you’re already doing to yourself by remaining ignorant. Until you
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choose the light, darkness is your personal choice, and there’s no reason

to feel any empathy for you.”

― Robin SacredXre

676. “Whenever you can't confront reality, you can't love and you can't

protect yourself against the lack of it. Wisdom can help you, because

wisdom consists in the ability to love oneself, confront reality and ac-

cept the mistakes of others. Wat requires courage, but courage with-

out wisdom is foolishness in disguise. You must be wise to see through

and remain calm. It is a never-ending goal, and as much as the intensity

of the complexities you're faced with. More complexities require more

wisdom. Peace can't be found without an action towards it, and solu-

tions that justify it. An antagonistic solution would only present itself

as such whenever wisdom has failed. An avatar must be immensely wise

to live with himself but not ignorant enough to accept the masses when

confronted with their ignorance. However, if you're just a mortal be-

ing struggling against endless challenges, pray to God for wisdom, for

He will bring forth to your realm His most highly recommended mas-

ters and meaningful literature. If you Xnd them, don't judge them by

how they appear, look or are dressed. Don't judge them as well by when

and where they appear to you; for the unwise does not have the right

to judge the mysteries unveiling his own ignorance. And if you Xnd a

book in a trashcan, do not judge it as well by where you have found it.

Salvation is everywhere. It is wise to believe that. We suUer more due

to the immense signs we reject than the lack of insights in those we ac-

cept.”

― Robin SacredXre

677. “Whenever you encounter an arrogant individual, you see a blind

soul trapped inside a delusional mind.”

― Robin SacredXre
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678. “While people pray in temples, God sends prophets with unac-

ceptable appearances, and by doing so easily selects the elect.”

― Robin SacredXre

679. “Who’s poorer, the one who begs for money or those who don’t

have enough to give away? Or are they reYecting one another and the

same nature?”

― Robin SacredXre

680. “Whoever decides to hate others has chosen to walk alone.”

― Robin SacredXre

681. “Whoever fears the opinion of others is a slave to their will. Who-

ever fears his own dreams is a slave to his own mind.”

― Robin SacredXre

682. “Whomsoever nulliXes your beliefs is trying to control you, by

covertly insulting your personality and making you question your exis-

tence.”

― Robin SacredXre

683. “Women think they can act like evil monsters from hell and be

loved like a princess. It's as if the dragon and the witch were in the

world and not in them.”

― Robin SacredXre

684. “‘You are aggressive’, says the emotional abusive in a relationship.

‘Someone is manipulating you', says the psychologist trying to convince

her patient to come again. ‘I don’t think your boyfriend wants to help

you’, says the Scientologist to a student she refuses to help solve her re-

lationship issues in order to get more payments. ‘You shouldn’t be veg-
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etarian’, says the mother who is alway sick and depending on medicine

to her daughter. Again and again, I hear stories of people accusing oth-

ers of what they actually do and killing in the name of love.

― Robin SacredXre

685. “‘You are arrogant’, says the stupid who doesn't have arguments to

Xght back ideas, facts or knowledge he can't accept.”

― Robin SacredXre

686. “‘You are just trying to punish me, make me suUer and, aZer that,

abandon me; I bet this is what you are planning to do; You are trying to

destroy me completely’, said the person who had been doing this to me

for two years, soon before I made her confess that she had been trying

to cheat on me during all this time.”

― Robin SacredXre

687. “You are never a real guru until you understand that you are serv-

ing others and delivering them to the light.”

― Robin SacredXre

688. “‘You are too sensitive, you believe in religious nonsense and you

are boring’, said a girl that was constantly having sex with strangers, get-

ting drunk and smoking marijuana, and claiming that she never knew

what love is until she had it and lost it because she couldn’t believe she

had it already.”

― Robin SacredXre

689. “‘You are too sensitive’, says an emotionally immature ignorant

without empathy.”

― Robin SacredXre
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690. “You can Xnd happiness only aZer you learn how to make some-

one else happy”

― Robin SacredXre

691. “You can only be controlled if you are in fear and you can only fear

control if you're taught to fear it by the one trying to control you.”

― Robin SacredXre

692. “You can only help whoever wants to be helped, and when this

happens, both individuals become friends, because the help is acknowl-

edged.”

― Robin SacredXre

693. “You can't change people; you can only change yourself when ex-

pecting any change.”

― Robin SacredXre

694. “You can't change the past and you shouldn't waste energy regret-

ting it or feeling pity for yourself.”

― Robin SacredXre

695. “You can't expect others to change but merely gain a conscience of

acceptance.”

― Robin SacredXre

696. “You can't learn what you can't understand but any theory is infea-

sible until you don't need it.”

― Robin SacredXre

697. “You can't reach a higher conscience of self without facing the oth-

er you.”
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― Robin SacredXre

698. “You cannot see more or less of what you already can see. Every-

thing that we see relates to our internal world.”

― Robin SacredXre

699. “You did not come here to Xx things or change people. You came

here to learn how to say goodbye. Nobody is lonelier than a dead man

in a graveyard. But nobody is more alive than the one who has found

his own soul. Wose who have found their eternal self, have found

everything they need.”

― Robin SacredXre

700. “You don't kill your ego; You overcome it by loving other people;

And for that you need both ego and super-ego.”

― Robin SacredXre

Get all the ebooks and audiobooks authored by Robin Sacred>re
by visiting www.22Lions.com7.

701. “You don't need to see the answer. You only need to ask the ques-

tions and believe the answer exists.”

― Robin SacredXre

702. “You either want to be humble and enlighten the world, or you

want to be appreciated and reYect the darkness of the world.”

― Robin SacredXre

703. “You have the freewill to do whatever you wish in the paradise of

life, but only for as long as you don’t violate the sacred rules, when eat-

ing the fruit of selXshness, the tree of good and evil. Wat need to ex-

7. https://22lions.com/collections/bundles/products/robin-sacred>re-bundle
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plore discernment will cost you your happiness, and expel you from the

paradise destined to you.”

― Robin SacredXre

704. “You have to be angry enough to get your freedom beyond any op-

position; You have to be peaceful enough to enjoy it; You have to be

wise enough to measure your emotions; You have to be strong enough

to control those emotions.”

― Robin SacredXre

705. “You may have the whole world, but if the whole world is asleep,

then you are still alone.”

― Robin SacredXre

706. “You must know your enemy to beat him at his own game, but

be ready as well for the ultimate sacriXce, for nobody comes out of hell

without a scratch.”

― Robin SacredXre

707. “‘You shouldn't write about your personal life', says the one feeling

threatened by the truth of the writer.”

― Robin SacredXre

708. “You think that a person without a soul, which feeds on responsi-

bility, moral and joy, asks questions to improve and learn how to love?

No. Such person asks questions to learn how to destroy eUectively. In

her head, however, she thinks that she is just protecting herself, because

evil comes from fear. And the fear of being hurt leads to the greatest

evil. And how ironic that the evil ones are terriXed of love. Wey hurt

the most, the ones who love them best.”
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― Robin SacredXre

709 “You think that what you see in poor countries is poverty? No.

What you really see is very poor states of mind, poor values, poor

awareness, poor compassion, poor empathy, poor moral and a poor eth-

ic. Poverty, as in lack of money, is just a consequence of all those things.”

― Robin SacredXre

710. “You will never know the purpose of a book in your life until you

read it, and you will never know which book you should be reading un-

til you read many others that you shouldn’t.”

― Robin SacredXre

711. “You will not know the purpose of life until you imagine a better

one for someone else; You will not know the purpose of money until

you work for someone else; You will not know the value of freedom

until someone takes it away from you; You will not see until blindness

keeps you hurt; You will not understand until ignorance causes you

frustration; You will not be religious until you realize how God's laws

are independent of His consciousness.”

― Robin SacredXre

712. “Your life must not be diUerent from your dreams. You must live a

dream”

― Robin SacredXre

713. You only need two things to succeed at absolutely anything you

do in life: Strategy and Persistence. Few have the courage to sacriXce

everything for the acquisition of knowledge, and that’s how you build

an eVcient strategic mindset. Even fewer, will have the courage to ex-

change their life for a dream worth living, and that’s the highest level of

persistence.
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― Robin SacredXre

714. “Your past does not determine your future. You do. But your past

has as much power as you allow it to have. If you think you are who you

are, then your past has won. If you think you are just a reYection of past

actions, a prototype for something greater, then you are in control of

your destiny.”

― Robin SacredXre

715. “You will never know how evil you are until a good person hates

you.”

― Robin SacredXre

716. “Zen is the beginning and the end. When you can see that love,

passion for life and commitment to a family, all are zen, you will know

those things and understand zen.

― Robin SacredXre

717. “Zen is the ultimate goal in life. When you can feel at peace with

your loneliness as much as you are when surrounded by friends; when

you can allow yourself to attach to objects and oUer them to others;

when you are able to love and unlove without remorse or regret; when

you are able to seek adventure and also plant roots on the right soil;

when you are able to surrender yourself to change, but also refuse it

when unnecessary or unhealthy to your development; when you can

feel anger and joy at will, and not when stimulated by experiences;

when you are capable of accepting your spiritual nature and detach

from it too; when you can do all these things, you will know zen, you

will know enlightenment, and you will be free.”

― Robin SacredXre
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11. We Law of Attraction
11
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Robin Sacred>re’s Booklist

1. 10 Characteristics of Inspirational People: A Way to Be

Creative, Wise, Wealthy & Famous

1. 7 Secrets to Willpower: How to Apply the Ancient Wisdom

of the Bhagavad Gita to Manifest What You Want

2. 717 Quotes & Sayings of Robin SacredXre

3. Alchemy: How to Be Free, Live Life and Create Everything

You Desire

4. Another Chance: A Guide to Change Your Life with Love

5. A Rose in a Storm: Spiritual Awakening and Growth in Love

and Life

6. Ascension: A Manifesto from the Pleiades to the

Bodhisattvas of the Earth

7. A Weory of Reincarnation: How is Karma Related to

Reincarnation & How to Remember Past Lives

8. Authenticity & Empathy: How to Develop the Ability to

Love, Control Our Emotions and Feel Compassion

9. Awakening to Abundance: How Life Works to Force Your

Spiritual Growth and Help You Find Yourself

10. Buddhism 2.0: How to Practice the Universal Laws of
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Virtue, Moral and Enlightenment

11. Centered & Balanced: How to Love Yourself More and

Restore Your Flow of Energy

12. Change Yourself: How to Control Your Life and Recreate

Your Destiny

13. Control: How to Become More Spiritually Aware and Live

Your Life to the Fullest
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14. Enlightenment: Healing Mantras and Chants to Clean the

Spirit and Clear Negative Energy

15. Enter the Matrix: We 4 Stages of the Soul and 7 Levels of the

Mind in the Development of a Prophetic Conscience

16. ESQ - Extraordinary Success Quotient: Principles for an

Amazing Psychological Power beyond Intelligence, Emotions

and We Law of Attraction, that allows Predicting the Future

17. Financial Intelligence & Magick: How to Prosper in the Age

of Aquarius

18. Free Your Mind: How to Use the Law of Attraction to

Become Who You Really Want to Be

19. Give Me Money: How I Got Rich and You Can Be Too by

Following the Knights Templar Legacy

20. Gnosticism: We Greatest Religious Secrets

21. Hardcore Spirituality: How to Refute Atheism and Find a

True Religion

22. How to Be Awesome: How to Live Life to the Fullest and Be

Successful in Everything You Do

23. How to Change Your Karma: We Relation Between

Reincarnation, Life Purpose and Luck in the Path to Spiritual

Awakening

24. How to Control Your Mind: Learning to Defeat Your

Demons and Overcome Your Woughts

25. How to Find Yourself

26. How to Get a Billion Dollar Idea

27. How to Improve Yourself: Secrets that Nobody Ever Told

You about How to Use We Brain to Become Smarter,

Change Your Paradigms and Get Amazing Results in Life

28. How to Magically Make a Lot of Money: How to Apply the

Spiritual Laws of Wealth, Abundance and Prosperity to

Become Financially Independent and Successful

29. How to Reprogram Your Destiny
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30. How to Stop Feeling Lost in Life and Find What You Love

31. Immortality: We Secret Paradigm about How to Live

Forever with Spiritual Rehabilitation

32. Karma and Dharma: Why Life is Beautiful and Worth Living

33. Life Purpose: How to Make SigniXcant Changes that

Transform Your Future & Attract Miracles to Your Life

34. Luciferian Sexuality

35. Mantras & AVrmations: Chants and Healing AVrmations

to Increase Your Energetic Vibrational Frequency

36. Mindfulness: Merging our Evolution and Awakening with

Consciousness and Pleasure

37. Mind Power: How to Achieve Anything, Get What You

Want and Live Your Dreams

38. Mirror

39. Modern Alchemy: How to Apply the Five Elements of Life

to Prosper in Business Investments and See the Future

40. Mysteries of the Pythagorean Brotherhood: Heart and Soul

in the Love for Wisdom and the Lovers of the Light

41. Novus Bellatores Moralis: A Manifesto for the New Knights

Templar

42. Out of the Box: How to Develop Intuition, Be Smarter and

Excel in Life

43. Prosperity: How Health AUects Wealth and Happiness

44. Sacred Love

45. Sacred Numerology: How Your Life Changes According to

Secret Hermetic Laws

46. Seeds of Awareness

47. Secrets of Alchemy: Sacred and Mystic Codes for Good

Fortune, Success, Prosperity, Happiness and Miracles in Life

48. Shadows of the Illuminati: We Religious, Financial and

Political Beliefs of the Secret Government & We New World

Order Conspiracy
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49. Siddhiprapti: How to Attain Love, Wisdom, Wealth,

Happiness and Enlightenment with the Knowledge of the

Ancient Hindu Scriptures

50. Spiritual Alchemy: We Courage to Change and Restore Your

Flow of Energy

51. Spiritual Evolution and Reincarnation: We Importance of

Instincts and why the Darwinian Weory is Incomplete

52. Spiritual Living & Chakra Functions: How to Build a Great

Fortune by Balancing the Chakras

53. Spiritual Rebirth: How to Love Yourself Unconditionally

54. Telepathy: What You Need to Know about Mind Reading

and Unconscious Patterns in Social Interactions, to Develop

Your Conscience and Achieve a Higher Awareness

55. We 10 Commandments of Satan: A Slant to Raise

Awareness and Improve Ethics

56. We 10 Triangles of Life: Secret Laws for Magic, Control and

Fortunetelling

57. We Age of Aquarius: Understanding the Meaning of the

New World Changes and How God Wants Us to Live Our

Spiritual Awakening

58. We Art of Chaos: We Aesthetics of Disorder and How to

Use It to Do Magic, Change Your Life and Be Lucky

59. We Chymical Seduction: We Most Ancient and Secret

Mystery

60. We Dark Side of the Law of Attraction: Everything You

Wanted to Know about the Law of Detachment but Nobody

Had the Courage to Tell You

61. We Devil's World: We Art of Spiritual Warfare in the Age of

Aquarius

62. We Gnostic Path to Oneness: How to Know Yourself and

Use Your Mind to Access Parallel Realities

63. We God of Fire: Ancient Vedic Secrets to Wealth, Love,
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Happiness and Enlightenment

64. We Gold of the Templars: How to Manifest Financial

Abundance Like the Ancient Alchemists

65. We Human of the Future

66. We Illusion of Chaos: How to Develop a Higher Awareness

in Your Daily Life and According to the Law of Attraction

67. We Key to the Second Kingdom: We Meaning of

Happiness, Depression, ConYict and Suicide in our Life Path

68. We Law of Attraction: 10 Tips on How to Make the

Spiritual Laws of the Universe Help You Achieve Your Goals

and Dreams in Life

69. We Law of Karma: What is the Law of Cause and EUect and

How Does It Work

70. We Law of the Pentagram: An Alchemist Handbook for

Magic and Divination Using the Application of Spiritual

Codes and the Law of Attraction

71. We Laws of the Great Architect: We Perfectly Chaotic Path

of Personal Transformation in the Manifestation of Our

Dreams

72. We Light in You: How to Find the Answers You Need to

Get More Love in Your Life

73. We Master: How to Practice We Science of Decision

Making with ConXdence and Know What You Really Want

74. We Monarchic Legacy: What the Words and Beliefs of the

Royal Families Can Tell You About Money and Power

75. We Mystic Laws of Love

76. We Mystic Triangle: Alchemical Secrets about Being a Better

Person and Transforming Life with the Law of Attraction

77. We Paradigm of Abundance: Why Rich People Have Money

and You Don’t

78. We Purest Gold: How to Work with God, Be Virtuous &

Create Miracles on Earth
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79. We Sacred Fire of the Phoenix: A Journey into the World

Within

80. We Science of Miracles: How to Apply We Power of

Intention, the Laws of Magic and the Mysteries of the

Subconscious Mind to Change Your Beliefs and Update

Yourself

81. We Secret Key: We Hidden Shortcut in Finding More

Money and Meaning in Life

82. We Serpents of Life and Death: We Power of Kundalini &

the Secret Bridge Between Spirituality and Wealth

83. We Spiritual Laws of Abundance: We Spiritual Way of

Making Money by Understanding We Relationship Between

Attitude, Emotions, Values, Ethics, Moral, Success, Power,

Politics, Religion and Lifestyle

84. We Spiritual Revolution

85. We Weory of Everything: Secret Formulas of the

Upanishads to Wealth, Love and Happiness

86. We Transitional Code: A Key to Miracles, Dreams and

Unlimited Abundance

87. Wink and Focus Like a Star: Boost Yourself and Discover

How to Excel, Win and Be Famous

88. We Truth About Hell

89. We Ultimate Book of Powerful Quotations

90. Towards a Better Life: Learning How to Live with

Abundance and Tranquility in a Wonderful Path without

Problems or Unhappiness

91. Ultimate Power: 33 Keys to Empower You

92. Understanding & UpliZing the Human Nature: How to

Change Woughts, Beliefs and Attitudes, while Predicting

and Transforming the Future to Get Recognition and

Become Wealthy

93. Wake Up & Live: How to Spiritually Cleanse Yourself and Be
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Smarter

94. What Is More Important in Life?: Money, Love, Spirituality

or Happiness?

95. What True Love Is

96. When Death Comes: Why, How and When We Die

97. Where’s the Money? We Cycle of Poverty and Why the

Majority Can’t Be Rich

98. Why We SuUer: Why does God allow Evil, Sickness,

SuUering and Pain to Exist in this World?

99. You Are Beautiful: Achieving All Your Dreams With Love
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About the Publisher
Wis book was published by the 22 Lions Bookstore.

For more books like this visit www.22Lions.com.

Join us on social media at:

Fb.com/22Lions;

Twitter.com/22lionsbookshop;

Instagram.com/22lionsbookshop;

Pinterest.com/22LionsBookshop.
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